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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER MODEL R-300

LISTEN TO THE WORLD 
Short wave radio is by far the fastest and most convenient type of
communications for spreading the news about what is going on in the
world. And for this reason TRIO's R300 is the right rig for those who'd
like to listen to a live report of the Indianapolis Grand Prix, to Radio
Peking or to follow the progress of an Himalayan expedition. The
R-300 is the invisible bridge to other countries and continents and the
bridge to the home country for most journalists, engineers and tech-
nical representatives working abroad. They all want a reliable and
sturdy multiband receiver for home use and travel, a receiver work-
ing from mains voltage or batteries. And just such a receiver is TRIO's
new R-300

Six Wavebands-LW (170-410 kHz), BC (525-1250 kHz), 4 x SW
(160-10m). The four shortwave bands continuously cover the frequency
range from 1.25-30 MHz with separate calibration for the com-
mercial (75-11m.) and radio amateur bands (80-10m.) of the arge
drum -type main tuning bandspread dials.

RC GAIN

Outstanding Input Sensitivity-The dual -gate MOSFET front end
assures excellent cross -modulation and spurious characteristics, as well
as high input sensitivity. Between 18 and 30 MHz the R-300 operates as
a double superhet, giving sensitivity of lAV for AM and 0.5AV for
SSB. For full details, contact the sole importers of the TRIO range.

R300 £184.50 inc. VAT

Sole Importers; LOWE ELECTRONICS
Cavendish Road, Matlock, Derbyshire
Tel.: Matlock 2817 or 2430
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Band SSB/CW Transceiver TS520
The Transceiver with everything

The TS520 System
TRIO have now completed the first stage of the total system con-
cept for amateur radio equipment. With the TS520 and its
associated accessories, the amateur radio operator can assemble a
station to suit any or all requirements for his hobby enjoyment. All
modes and all bands, fixed and mobile/portable are provided by
the TS520 system.

SSB/CW Transceiver TS -520
A real "compact"; powerful, rugged and reliable. It has every-
thing which otherwise is available only as an accessory at extra
cost; built-in power supply for fixed -station use, transistorized
DC/AC power converter for mobile operation, loudspeaker, fixed -
channel provisions, VOX control, etc. All these are the TS -520's
special features in short format:

Versatile Transmit- and Receive Operations-USB, LSB and CW
on all radio amateur bands from 80m. to 10m., and-with the aid
of the 2m.-Transverter TV-502-also on the VHF -band from 144 to
146 MHz, as well as fixed frequency operation on four channels.
The TS -520 also allows reception of WWV stations on 10 MHz for
dial calibration. By adding the External VFO-520 (optional) the
TS -520 demonstrates utmost versatility; independent RX- and TX
operation with different frequencies transceive operation with
slightly variable RX frequency by means of the built-in RT circuit
(Receiver Incremental Tuning) plus fixed channel operation total-
ling nine different combinations.

Advanced Circuitry-With the exception of the transmitter driver
and final stage which are equipped with blower -cooled vacuum
valves of type 12BY7A and 2 x S2001 the TS -520 is fully trans-
torized. The semiconductor complement consists of 44 transistors,
18 FETs, 1 IC and 84 diodes. The reliability and stability of this
circuit has been substantiated by numerous contests and during
rugged mobile operation.

Outstanding Receive and Transmit Performance-The transmitter
section of the TS -520 features separate driver, plate and final
tuning, a 2 -stage ALC circuit for local and DX operation, thus
assuring undistorted clearly legible TX signals even after hours of
continuous operation. Provisions for linear amplifiers, such as
ALC input, antenna relay switching output, etc., are available and
ready for use. Dual -gate MOSFETs are employed in all critical
receiver circuits to improve the input sensitivity, cross -modulation
response and spurious rejection. An 8 -pole SSB crystal filter in the
IF amplifier provides exceptional selectivity and stability. An
optional 500Hz CW filter is available as an accessory and can be
installed at any time. The switch -selectable time constant of the
AGC assured perfect reception of SSB and CW signals.

Precision -type VFO-a feature of all TRIO receivers, transmitters
and receivers also contributes to the supreme performance of the
TS -520. The VFO is fully encapsulated and is controlled by a
meshedgear dial drive (reduction radio 4 : 1). Dial accuracy is
better than ± 1 kHz, frequency drift will not exceed ± 100Hz per
hour. Dial calibration is accomplished by means of a built-in
25 kHz crystal marker oscillator.
Built-in Power Supplies-for fixed station use with 120/240v. AC
50-60Hz line voltage or for mobile operation with 12-13.8v. DC
by means of the built-in DC/AC converter.
Loaded with Extra Features: threshold -type RF gain control;
break-in CW keying with sidetone; VOX/PTT/MOX-control;
RIT; TUNE switch; LED function indicators for RIT, VFO and
FIX channel operation; WWV receive pushbutton; 4 -position
fixed channel selector switch; built-in 25kGz crystal marker
oscillator; two -stage AGC; multi -function meter; terminals for
optional accessories such as: 2m.-Transverter TV -502, External
VFO-520, External Speaker SP -520, linear amplifier, headphone,
microphone and key. TS520 £432 inc. VAT

It's worth remembering that TRIO make
a complete range of accessories to add to
your operating pleasure and convenience.
We show here the HC2 Ham Clock which
gives the HF operator instant readout of
the local time in any part of the world.
The clock runs for about a year on one
HP2 battery and the styling is most
attractive. At £14 including VAT and
postage, the HC2 is a worthwhile addi-
tion to any station.

If you should need the best of microphones, try the TRIO MC50
dual impedance desk microphone. Optimised frequency range for
extra communications punch and cadioid response pattern to allow
correct vox operation without tripping, £25.35 including VAT
and postage.

For the man who likes the microphone in his fist, the TRIO MC10
is the ideal. Matching all TRIO equipment-and most other
transceivers, the MCIO is rugged and reliable for long service.
Optimised speech response guarantees first class quality on the
air, 19.25 including VAT and postage.

TRIO

LOWE ELECTRONICS
119 CAVENDISH RD.,
MATLOCK,
DERBYSHIRE.
TEL. 0629 - 2817 or 2430
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THE 2 METRE SIDEBAND PACKAGE

If your station is equipped for FM only, and you wonder where
other 2 metre operators have gone when conditions are good-
just borrow a receiver and listen to the SSB around 144.3. Direct
DX contacts with continental stations are commonplace because
of the sheer distance covering ability of SSB. With the freedom
from channel restrictions and the ability to have multi -station
QSO's with ease, SSB capability can add a new dimension to your
amateur radio 2 metre operations.

SSB and CW operation. Following the well deserved success of
the TS700, Trio used its basic design and put together the ideal
mobile/fixed station SSB/CW package-the TR70l0.

Combining high receiver sensitivity and clean transmitted
signal, the TR7010 gives continuous frequency coverage from
144.1-144.335 MHz to cater for CW, SSB, and beacon activity.
48 synthesised 5 kHz channels with VXO and RIT ensure crystal
controlled stability with the freedom to move around the band.

Design expertise. Both transmitter and receiver in the TR7010
are of the single conversion type using an IF of 10.7 MHz. This
gives a clean transmitter signal and a receiver that is free from
unwanted image problems. Double balanced mixing is used
throughout the transmitter and the carefully tailored audio system
in conjunction with a first class crystal filter produces that good
signal quality for which TRIO equipment is renowned. The PA
stage uses a 30W. transistor which is run at only 20 Watts input
to give optimum linearity and protection against misuse.

The construction of the TR7010 follows the rugged reliable
package style of the TR7200G-and fits the same mobile mount
so that one can fit either rig in the same mounting slide.

Fixed (using the matching PS5 supply), or mobile, the TR7010
is the DX SSB/CW rig for everyone.

SPECIAL OFFER

Trio have agreed to maintain a special low price for the TR7010.
Stocks are limited.

TR7010 £175 inc. VAT

If you want to check your aerial or transmitter performance, we
stock a wide range of SWR and power meters suitable for general
station use.

Top of the range for VHF is the Daiwa SW410 which measures
in line power up to 120 watts from 140-450 MHz and also SWR
in three accurate ranges. Price £48.60 inc. VAT. Lower down the
price range is the super Hansen FS302 at 832.50 inc. VAT.
Frequency range from 50-150 MHz and power up to 200 watts
and SWR as well.

For SWR measurements only, we have a very attractive twin
meter bridge at only 110.80 inc. VAT. This is the SML-25 which
has a frequency range of 3.5-150 MHz making it ideal as a general
purpose station accessory.

Full details in our catalogue obtainable for only 30p in stamps.

TRIO

LOWE ELECTRONICS
119 CAVENDISH RD.,
MATLOCK,
DERBYSHIRE.
TEL. 0629 - 2817 or 2430
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TD224

This amazing little box replaces that clanking old teleprinter that was
needed to copy RTTY signals. The TD224 accepts mark/space inputs
from your terminal unit (normally TTL but 80-80 can be provided as
an option) and converts them into a composite 625 line video signal
for display on a TV monitor. A UHF modulator is available as a low
cost option to enable use of any 625 line domestic TV set as a monitor.
From jingle bells to displayed text-it's easy and silent with the TD224
and a terminal unit DM170.

TD224 £209.25 inc. VAT

KF430

Positively the best buy in 70 cm. FM mobiles. Small size (9} x 31 x 21-)
and light weight disguise an amazing performance. Transmitter output
is 10 watts and receiver sensitivity is 0.4 microvolts for 20dB quieting
so it really is good. The KF430 is supplied complete with 9 channnels fitted,
automatic tone burst, microphone, mobile mount, etc., etc. and costs only
£180 including VAT at 14 %. Super performance. Super value for
money.

KF430 £180 inc. VAT

NR56

This remarkable little receiver gives the 2m. FM listener everything he
wants at a very reasonable price. Excellent sensitivity, stability and
selectivity coupled with a built-in VFO and very effective squelch make it
the ideal receiver for both beginner and keen listener. Although the
built-in VFO more than covers the entire 2m. band, crystal control of
FM channnels offers many advantages (particularly in mobile operation),
so crystals, which are ex -stock, may be fitted for the popular channels and
repeaters. It requires 12v. DC for operation and it thus an excellent mobile
receiver for mounting in the car, boat or caravan as well as for home use.

NR56 £54.00 inc. VAT

2 METRE
TOP

QUALITY
FROM
TRIO

TS700G VOX3 £392 inc. VAT TR7200G fitted -10 Chans." 175 inc \ AT

TRIO have made dramatic reductions in the price of the TS700G, the best multi -mode 2 metre rig on the market, and the TR7200G, the
mobile which beats them all. There will never be a better time to buy than right now, and we will be pleased to separate youfrom your
wallet. If you prefer to spread out the agony, we can offer short term credit even cheaper than Access or Barclay whilst for the masochists
among you, we can provide extended pain via the normal credit companies.
Make sure that the price which you see in the advert includes VAT-a purchase at £339 can become £381.37 when VAT is added so watch
it. The other area in which to take care is the accessory swamp. Brave amateurs have been known to sink out of sight crying "but I thought
it included the battery charger," or the microphone, or whatever. MAKE QUITE SURE THAT YOU HAVE THE CORRECT PRICE
INCLUDING ALL THE HIDDEN EXTRAS.

OUR AGENTS GOD BLESS 'EM
FULL TIME BRANCHES

Communications House, 20 Wallington Square, Wallington,
Surrey. Tel. 01-669 6700.

Soho House, 362-4 Soho Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.
Tel. 021-554 0708.

27 Cookridge Street, Leeds. Tel. 0532 452657.

EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
Alan GW3YSA, 35 Pen-Y-Waun, Efail Isaf, Nr. Pontypridd.

Tel. Newton Llantwit 3809.
John G3JYG, 16 Harvard Road, Ringmer, Lewes, Sussex.

Tel. Ringmer 812071.
Sim GM3SAN, 19 Ellismuir Road, Baillieston, Nr. Glasgow.

Tel. 041-771 0364.
THE BEST VALUE OF ALL IS OUR CATALOGUE, JUST SEND 30p IN STAMPS TO RECEIVE DETAILS OF ALL OUR
PRODUCTS. MAKE IT 50p AND WE INCLUDE THE ANTENNA BOOKLET THAT EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT.

LOWE ELECTRONICS
119 CAVENDISH RD.,
MATLOCK,
DERBYSHIRE.
TEL. 0629 2817 or 2430
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AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK
YOUR BEST BUY FOR YAESU MUSENI

S
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100

CITY CENTRE

THIS IS WHERE YOU'LL FIND
THE CHAOS!

THIS IS WHERE YOU'LL FIND YOUR

ORDER - AND AT THE BEST PRICE !

3 MILES EAST AT

YAESU

 ALUM ROCK!

THERE'S NO NEED TO SUFFER THE FRUSTRATING CONDITIONS OF CENTRAL
BIRMINGHAM WHEN YOU BUY YAESU FROM AMATEUR ELECTRONICS-
YOU CAN REACH OUR SUBURBAN LOCATION WITH EASE FROM THE
MOTORWAYS AND FOR THE MAN WHO PREFERS TO COLLECT HIS GEAR
WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING

I. KEENEST PRICES
2. LARGEST RANGE
3. HIGHEST STOCKS
4. BEST DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
5. TOP AFTER -SALES SERVICE
6. EASY PRIVATE PARKING

How to reach us-
FROM SOUTH AND EAST. We are located approximately two miles from Junction 5 of the M6 from which follow signposts to Birming-
ham. Within + mile turn right at Clock Garage and proceed towards city. After one mile look for traffic lights at Fox & Goose and immedi-
ately over the lights take minor left fork into Alum Rock Road. We are located one mile from this point.

FROM NORTH. Leave M6 at Junction 6 (Spaghetti) and follow left fork down to traffic island beneath motorway complex. Take third
turning off to Tamworth. One mile further on follow A4040 to the right and within 100 yds. vere again to the right, approximately one mile
further on brings you to the Fox & Goose. Turn right and see preceding directions.
FROM THE WEST AND SOUTH /WEST. Follow M5 then M6 to Spaghetti Junction (see above). Alternatively, leave MS at Junction 4
or 3 and proceed to inner ring road. Turn South on ring road and leave on A47 (East). We are located three miles from this point.

Hours : 9.30-5.30 Continuous including Saturdays-Early closing Wednesday, I p.m.

STOP PRESS : ATLAS 210X AND 2I5X

REDUCED FROM f429 to 095 (VAT EXTRA)

508-514 ALUM ROCK ROAD 021-327 1497
BIRMINGHAM 8 Telex 337045 6313
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WATERS Et STANTON
TELEPHONE HOCKLEY (03 704) 6835 (2 LINES)

FDK 70cms MULTI U I I

HEAD & SHOULDERS ABOVE ALL OTHERS

LATEST VERSION FOR UK MARKET NOW WITH 1750HZ T/B-ENGLISH HANDBOOK -9 CHANNELS FITTED-
L249 inc. VAT

KEY TO CONTROLS I. Auto -scan channel indicator. 2. On-off/Volume control. 3. Scan -squelch switch. 4. Auto/Manual switch.
5. Manual scan switch. 6. Fixed channel indicator. 7. Manual channel selector. 8. Receiver incremental tuning control. 9. Highllow power switch.

10. Microphone socket. II. S -meter, centre zero, rf indicator. 12. Transmit indicator.

The FDK-Ul I is a borne leader. 70cms. is a demanding band, requiring
the highest standard of engineering and electronicjdesign. The FDK-U1 I
is designed to meet this high specification. It is the only 70cms. trans-
ceiver to have stood the test of an independent RSGB review in Radio
Communication (December 1976) and is now the most widely used
70cms. transceiver in use today. A look at its basic specification and design
will confirm its supreme leadership in 70cms. FM.

The receiver employs a triple conversion superhet with a first IF of
45 MHz to ensure high image rejection. (Other rigs employing a first IF
of 10.7 MHz at 70 cms. really do have image problems!) Triple conversion
also facilitates the use of much lower frequency conversion crystals
resulting in superior frequency stability. The signal from antenna passes
through a 2 stage RF amplifier and mixer housed in a completely screened
box. This is one of the hottest front ends we have come across and
confirmed by the RSGB review 4 uv gives better than 20dB quieting.
The signal then passes through a 2 stage 10.7 MHz crystal filter (a nice
design point this!) and on to the main 455 kHz IF chain embodying

FREE CREDIT

For a limited period you may purchase an FDK transceiver and spread
your payments over 6 months without paying a penny extra. This offer
applies only to UK licensed amateurs. Example : Multi -II, deposit
L49.68 and 6 payments. Multi -1111, deposit 162.50 and 6 payments.
Phone or write for full details and beat inflation.
For longer periods up to 30 months we can offer very competitive rates!

NEW !
EL -40X Deluxe balun-fed "Mini -Dipole." Approx. length 75ft. Supplied
complete with special balun for perfect matching and tvi reduction. A
complete set of hard -ware is supplied including an inverted "V" kit
The high "Q" traps are completely weatherproof yet light in weight
and a unique clear vinyl covered copper element is employed to ensure
that the antenna lasts for years. IkW rating.
COMPLETE SYSTEM 128.12.

6 stages and switchable wide and narrow filters. This ensures really hard
limiting and superb adjacent channel selectivity not realised in other
models. The receive channel crystals operate a back lighted dial so
that only channels loaded with crystals are illuminated. And of course
the now famous priority channel scan ensures continued monitoring of
the main simplex channels. (Beware of rigs boasting channel scan
adaptors-they simply lock onto the local repeater and stay there!) But
perhaps one of its most essential features not included in any other rig is
the receiver incremental tuning. On 70cms. this really is essential.

The transmitter section employs a highly stable oscillator chain and is
phase modulated by a well tailored audio section for that distinctive,
fully deviated signal now so familiar from the many U -I I's operating
through the U.K. and continental repeaters. The driver and PA stages are
completely enclosed in a metal box together with a very sophisticated
filter section producing a signal so free of spurious output that it meets
commercial specifications ! The PA is fully protected and normally
gives 12-13 watts output.

FDK

SUPERB
SENSITIVITY

for 2 metres Multi- 11
Complete with Autoscan for safer
driving ! Fitted 7 channels plus tone
burst £199.68 incl. VAT. In stock now
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ELECTRONICS
TELEX 897406

FAST
MAIL ORDER

SERVICE FDK

FDK
Normal/Reverse
Repeat
VOX/IRT/
Calibrator
DX Speech Clipper
High/Low Power
Noise Blanker

MULTI -2700 THE FAST SELLING 2 METRE RIG
MULTIMODE WITH 'OSCAR' FACILITY
USB/LSB/FMN/FMw/CW/AMVOSCAR'

IOW, IW Output
12v./230v. Supply
Dual VFO Control
Digital or Analogue
PLL for Stability

AMAZING VALUE £449 inc. VAT! IN STOCK NOW Send for 4 -page
Brochure Today

LARGE STOCKS - FAST SERVICE

FDK YAESU TRIO MINI -PRODUCTS HY-GAIN JAYBEAM CDE MICROWAVE SOLID STATE QM -70 NIHON DENGYO
POLAR ELECTRONICS SAGANT STOLLE MF.1 DRAKE SHURE G -WHIPS BANTEX SEIWA N-SEIKI KEN MARC.

JUST PART OF OUR EXTENSIVE STOCKS
MICROWAVE MODULES
MMC 2m. cony. IF 2-4 4-6 28-30
MMC 70 MHz cony. 28-30 ...
MMMC 70 MHz cony. 28-30

MMC 2m. cony. 28-30 ± local

MMC 70cm. cony. 28-30 or

MMC 1296/144 or 28:30 ...
MMDO 50 50 MHz counter ...
MMD 500P 500 MHz pre -scaler
MMT 432/28 70cm. transverter
MMT 432/144 2m. transverter
MMT 144!28 2m. transverter

L20.25
L22.50

L22.50

L22.50

L22.50
L28.I2
[66.95
L27.00

LI09.00
£149.62
L88.87

(36p)
(36p)

(36p)

(36p)

(36p)
(36p)
(36p)
(36p)
(36p)
(36p)
(36p)

NIHON DENGYO
Liner -2 Mk. 112m. ssb mot-. 12v.

LI8450 (L2
Liner -430 70m. tcvr. 12v. DC L296.25 (L2
LA -I06 2m. 100W. linear ... L20025 (L2
RI ISE reg. p.s.u. for liner -2 and

50
50))
50)

50)

SOLID STATE MODULES
2m. or 4m. Europa transverter

200W pip ... L109.15 (n.c.)
2 or 4m. converters IF 2-4/4-6/

(n.c.)
70cm. converter IF 144-146 £18.00 (n.c.)
2m. boxed pre -amp ... L8.72 (n.c.)
PA3 2m. miniature pre -amp board £6.27 (n.c.)
WATERS
Stable tone -burst modules

1750Hz C3.93 (25p)
POLAR ELECTRONIC DEVELOENTS
Magnum 2m. transverter £151 .90 VI .50)
Wavemeter 65-230 MHz .. £19.00 (50p)
432 MHz linear 230v. AC £151.90 (L1.00)
Magnum 2m. linear 230v. AC £151.90 (Cl .50)
AM70 PRODUCTS
2 & 4 converters 28-30 ... L18.00 (36p)
70cm. converters 28-30 IF ... L19.50 (36p)
1296 MHz converters £14.00 (36p)
Cobra 70cm. transverter L86.00 (75p)
Solid state amplifier ... C49.50 (50p)

VHF ANTENNAS BY JAYBEAM LF ANTENNA SYSTEMS
4Y/4M 4 element yagi L11.45 (L EL4OX compact 80/40 dipole de
5Y/2M element yagi ... L6.96 (C  00) luxe with balun, hard -ware.
8Y/2M 8 element yagi ... L9. 10 (f  00) inv. "V" brackets, special
10Y/2M 10 element yagi LI9.35 (L  50) protected copper wire, etc. L27.00 (CI 00)
PBM I0/2M 10 ele. parabeam... £23.00 (C  50) Q -Trap compact 80/40 dipole
PBM14/2M 14 ele. parabeam C28.35 (£ .75) £14.62 (CI 00)
5XYI2M 5 ele. crossed yagi LI4.50 (C 25) Q -Trap coils only L7.98 (50p)
8XY/2M 8 ele. crossed yagi L113.10 (f  50) MINI -PRODUCTS
IOXY/2M 10 ele. crossed yagi L23.95 IC -75) HQ -I 10-20m. compact 1.2W.
Q4/2M 4 ele. quad ... L14.135 (E  50) yagi L84.37 (L2 00)
Q6/2M 6 ele. quad ... L19.130 (C -75) C4 10-26m. compact I2kW
D5/2M 5 ele. slot fed ... L12.35 (L  25) [38.25 (L1.50)
D8/2M 8 ele. slot fed ... L16.55 (C  50) ROTATORS
XD/2M crossed dipoles ... L6.40 (C  00 A R30 antenna rotator ... L44.40 (LI .50)
UGP/2M ground plane vertical L6.95 (C 00)) AR40 antenna rotator ... L51.70 (El .50)
HO/2M Mobile halo head only L3.55 50p) CD44 antenna rotator £106.85 (CI .75)
HM/2M Mobile halo with mast L3.09 ([2.75) Ham II antenna rotator ... C145.00 (L2.00)
PMH/2C 2 way phasing harness CD bearing ... £4.21 (50p)

circular polarisation L4.60 (75p) Stolle 2010 antenna rotator ... £46.50 (El .50)
PMH2I2M 2 way phasing hare- Stolle 2030 antenna rotator ... £51.05 (Cl .50)

ness for 2 or 2 metre Stolle alignment bearing ... £1 1.25 (50p)
antennas ... L6.15 (75p) HY-GAIN ANTENNAS

PMH4/2M 4 way phasing harness E14.85 (Cl .00) 12AVQ 10-20m. vertical 2kW. L37.60 (LI .50)
SVMK/2M mounting kit for I4AVQ 10-40m. vertical 2kW. L53.40 (El .50)

vertical pot. for 2 slot (eds... L3.45 (75p) I8AVTIWB 10-80m. vertical
UHF ANTENNAS BY JAYBEAM 2kW L72.45 (C2-00)

TH3 1NR 10-20m. yagi 600W. £108.00 (L2.00)
D8/70cm. 8 ele. slot fed ... L14.05 (CI .25) TH3 Mk3 10-20m. yagi 2mW. L154 12 1L2 .50)
PBMI8/70cm. 18 ele. parabeam LI6.95 (CI .50) BN86 balun 2kW. £13.50 (50p)
MBM48/70cm. 48 ele. multi - STATION ACCESSORIES

beam ... (19.65 1(1.50) MF1 audio filter boards 80/110/
MBM88/70 cm. 88 ele. multi - L14.62 (50p)

beam L26.30 (Cl .75) Shure 444 table microphone ... [21 .95 (El 00)
12XY/70cm. 12 ele. crossed yagi £27.00 (CI .50) Shure 201 hand microphone... C9.95 (50p)
PMI-12/70cm., 2 way phasing SWR single meter ... £9.85 (50p)

harness ... £5. 30 (75p) SWR dual meter ... L12.63 (50p)PMH4/70cm. 4 way phasing Telegraph key C9.75 (50p)
LI I 10 (L1 .00 Drake low pass filter .. L18.00 (75p)

MOBILE ANTENNAS BY JAYBEAM Ferrite rings 14" for 30p (8p)
TAS 2m. 5/8th glass fibre whip HP3A high pass tv filters ... L2.53 (I 5p)

with 4m. of cable LI1.80 (El .00
U5 70cm. colinear 5.6dB gain

Sec of 10 HP7 ni-cads
2 way coax switch ...

C9.72 (75p)
£5.30 (30p)

and 4m. of cable L113.90 (Cl 00) Balun insulator 50 ohm (beams... or dipole) ... L8.43 (50p)

MAIL ORDER & HEAD OFFICE : Hockley Audio, 31 Spa Road, Hockley, Essex. Tel.: 03-704 6835 (2 lines)
eiALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT CARRIAGE AT COST

AGENTS: G3XTX J.R. Electronics, 198 Collier Row Lane, Romford, Essex.
Tel.: Romford (0708) 68956
G30QT Bredhurst Electronics, Willowbrook, School Lane, Bunbury.
Cheshire. Tel.: (Bunbury) 0829 260708
GM3GRX Eric Simpson, 6 Drossie Road, Falkirk, Stirlingshire. Tel.: 0324 24428

Monday to Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Early closing Wednesday

BARCLAYCARD
welcome hem Buy it with Aoaess
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South Midlands Communications Ltd.

TOTTON SOUTHAMPTON

YAESU MUSEN 2 YEAR GUARANTEE
'24 HOUR' SECURICOR SERVICE

FTV250
FTV650B

DIGITAL II
-I- Scanner

MMT 144/28
MMT 432 /28
MMT 432/144

PA 160/10 /BL

K P202
KCP 2

V

Whether you are a listener, a newly -licensed G8, an old hand
at the HF bands, or Mr. V.H.F.. the array of equipment
currently available for VHF is most bewildering. On these
pages we make a few suggestions from our large stocks that
may help guide you through the maze.

If you already have a HF transceiver, or feel one day you may wish
to use the DX bands, then, you can do far worse than use a trans-
verter. Perhaps the Yaesu FTV250 for two, and the FTV650B,suitably
modified by us, for four metres. Both offer complete flexibility of
station design and requires no plugging or unplugging of any leads,
whatsoever, then changing from VHF to HF. As an alternative we
offer the range from Microwave Modules. Their 70cm. unit is
exceedingly popular, coming in three forms with a 144 MHz, 28 MHz
or 50 MHz IF. For this latter item we offer the FT620B 6m. trans-
verter, which by virtue of its high output frequency can substantially
improve image problems (even permitting single conversion to 23
cm.). The MMT432/144, when used in conjunction with the Yaesu
Musen FT221 R, from us, will allow full repeater working on 70 cm.
with the in-built I.6 MHz shift and full 4 MHz coverage.

Should your interest be purely in listening, and you have a com-
munications receiver, we offer a range of external converters and
amplifiers from 4m. through to 23 cm., or you may prefer a self con-
tained unit such as the FRIOID. This covers all UK amateur bands,
from 1.8 through to 144 MHz with detectors and filters for AM, FM,
SSB, CW, etc.

For mobile use, the range is very wide and the choice difficult. For
70 cm., rapidly growing in popularity, a Multi U) I for FM, or for SSB
a Liner 430, which with its Oscar VII capability offers interesting possi-
bilities of mobile satellites QSOs. In this vein satellite translation
from 2 to 10, or the enioyable full duplex 70-2 crossband should not
be neglected. Crystal controlled FM transceivers, such as the FT223,
are recommend that you seek one with at
least, a 20 -channel capability, even if you may not intend to use them
all at first. The more advanced synthesised equipments, whether this
employs digital or crystal mixed techniques, are surprisingly good
value when looked at in the long term, with no crystals to buy for
band plan changes or to update with aciivity. We could suggest either
a Yaesu Sigmasiser BOR which covers all of 2m. in 25 kHz steps and has
repeater up and down shifts in the necessary parts of the band, or,
perhaps, the Kyokuto Digital I I. This is a digitally synthesised
transceiver, covering in 5 kHz steps the entire band (and a receive
facility to 149). Repeater up and down shifts of 600 kHz are fitted
(but we can modify the transceiver to provide a 1.6 MHz transmitter
shift). An automatic crystal controlled tone burst is available, as is a
scanner. This unique device allows you trouble -free searching of the
band in a hitherto unavailable form. All important normal functions
of the transceiver are maintained, but in addition, when scanner is
switched on the unit tunes automatically from 145 to 14587 MHz in
25 kHz steps. As soon as the squelch opens, scanning stops and for
seven seconds you hear what is on the channel. If you flick the small
toggle switch on the microphone over, the equipment will lock on the
frequency. Conversely, should you not wish to use that channel (say
lock out the local repeater input or output frequency) you can
momentarily squeeze the push to talk and next time round, the
scanner will skip this frequency. Any or all of the frequency scanned
may be locked out in this manner, if so desired.

As the next step to your mobile installation we would suggest a
linear amplifier for 2, the KLM 160W output device is strongly
recommended. Other units are available providing BOW out on 2 or
45 or 80W. on 70 cm.

If you seek hand held equipment (or an all-purpose transceiver with
your main interest being elsewhere), the KP202 has a fine reputation.
It is a two watt true walkie-talkie that works well into its own or an
outside antenna, produces at least 2W output and has an exceedingly
sensitive receiver.

For home station use, any of the mobile equipments with suitable
power supply are quite satisfactory, but special mention should be
made of the multimode equipments, such as the FT22I R. This
operates on selectable SSB (remember LSB for Oscar 7), FM (with
full repeater facilities including inverse and 70 cm. shift), CW (with
sidetone and semi -break-in) and on AM. Powered from mains or
from 12v. its sophisticated circuitry is equally at home working SSB
DX or local rag chewing on FM.

IF ANY ITEM HERE OR PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED HAS
WHETTED YOUR APPETITE, PLEASE DO NOT HESI-
TATE TO CONTACT US, AT TOTTON, LEEDS
CHESTERFIELD, LINCS. or BIRMINGHAM.

UP
FTIOIE 160-10m. (all 2 MHz)
100W. P.E.P. with low power output skt.

FRIOID 160- 10m., 2 and 4m.,
BC bands, FM, SOB, AM, CW

SIGBOR 2m. FM 12v. IOW.
80 x 25 kHz channels, 600 kHz shift

FT620B 50-52 or 50-54
SSB, AM, CW. Ideal transverter source

FT22IR 144/8 MHz, .6 + 1.6 MHz shift
IOW. (plus) SSB, CW, FM, AM, 230/12v.

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON
SOUTHAMPTON SO4 4DN
Hours of business 9-5.30 ; 9-12.30 Saturday

Head Office, Showrooms
Cables : Aerial Southampto,
Telex: 477351 S M CO M M G
Tel: Totton (04216) 7333 (3 lines)

EVENINGS - AGENTS -ALL QTHR
G3ZUL Stourbridge (03843) 5917 Brian Kennedy
GM8DOX B. of Allan (078683) 3223 Ian McKechnie
GW3TMP Pontybodkin (035287) 846 Howarth Jones
GI3WWY Tandragee (0763) 840656 Mervyn Anderson
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South Midlands Communications Ltd.
,

THE LEEDS BRANCH

BA
Please remember that if a particular
item is not in stock at Leeds it may
well be in another branch; please
enquire.

Equipment
demonstrated
at clubs ;
Secretaries are
invited
to apply.

HOW TO FIND US
If :n Leeds city centre, follow signs to
"Headingley" or "University' past Univer-
sity on left, over tree lined Woodhouse
Moor, into Headingley. Turn left at third
set of traffic lights. (Well spaced, some
pedestrian operated). Into North Lane.
See map.

If approaching Leeds on MI, leave motor-
way at ' Holbeck & City Centre" sign. Then
as above.

If approaching Leeds from West, join M62
or M621, then on to MI as above.

From the North, join Leeds Ringroad
(A61201, then loin A660 at West Park
Roundabout, and straight into Headingley.

Large range of SMC stock lines
always available. Most YAESU
MUSEN models on display.

NEW LEEDS REPAIR SERVICE * For any amateur equipment. Come and have a chat with our service engineer, Richard Ginn, B.Sc.

JAYBEAM 40(4m), 144 (2m), 432 (70) (Carr. about El ) VAT
12%

For general work, with-3 the emphasis on distant mobiles, Oscar etc,.
crossed yagis are increasingly popular. However, for maximum gain
needed to push your signal over the horizon we would suggest long
yagis, on 2, such as the I4Y/2M (offered exclusively by SMC or the
MBM88 for 70.
D5/2m 5 over 5 slot feed LI1.00 PBM 1012m 10 ele. Para ... L20.50
D8/2m over 8 slot feed ... L14.75 PBM14/2m 14 ele. Para ... L25.20
5XYI2m 5 ele. crossed ... L12.90 D8/708 over 8 slot feed ... E12.57
5 XY/2m 8 element crossed L16.10 PBM 18/70 18 ele. Para ... L1500
IOXYI2m 10 ele. crossed L21.50 MBM48/70 46 ele. Multi ... E17.50
5Y/2m 5 ele. yagi L6.20 MBM88/70 88 ele. Multi ... E23.40
8Y12rn 8 ele. yagi L13.10 I 2XY/70 12 ele. crossed ... L24.00
10Y/2m 10 ele. long yagi L17.20 4Y/4m element yagi L10.20
I 4Y/2m 14 ele. long yagi L22.00 PMH2/70 2 way harness ... L4.75
Q4/2m 4 ele. yagi L13.20 PMH2/C Circ. phasing ... L4.10
Q6/2m 6 ele. quad ... L17.60 PMH2/2m 2 way harness... L550

CUSHCRAFT VHF OMNI (Carriage 90p) VAT 121%)
Top the tower or mount on your chimney stack a 2m. gain vertical.
The Ringo Ranger (ARX2) offers over the conventional ground plane
elimination of unsightly radials and 6dB gain from only 9' 6" (weighs
less than 111611).

If you prefer horizontal omnis are available for net control, RAEN,
SSB mobile, etc., etc.
ARX2 Ringo Ranger 145 ARX450 Ringo Ranger 432

AR2 3dB Ringo Vert ... L12.75
AR25 ORO AR2 L1500
CX1000 29 MHz Ringo ... L25.75

ABW144 2m Big Wheel ... L14.50
ABW I2S ABW harness ... E7.30
ASQ 1 2m Squalo E11.75

BANTEX VHF WHIPS (Carriage 90p) VAT 121%
The mobile season is with us again. For 2m. ssb a Cushcraft, for FM a

or I Bantex roof mounted (on the standard or magnetic base). I f the
mounting is to be lower down use a longer 3dB antenna only.
B5 145 MHz ... E6.35 703- 70 MHz ... L4.00
BGA f.g. 42m. fibreglass... L8.75 Trunk Lip Mount ... L5.25
BGA s.s. 4 2m. stainless Magnetic Base Mount ... L8.50

s6er;
:Standard base unwanted

50135 32 MHz L5.00 deduct p

SEND A LARGE (10 x 12) S.A.E. OR 15p STAMPS FOR YAESU CATALOGUE, STOCK/PRICE/S-H LISTS, Etc.
ALL SMC BRANCHES HAVE ON LOCATION SERVICING AND CAN OFFER SECURICOR DELIVERY FACILITIES

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS -NORTHERN BRANCH
BARCLAYCARD "The Chambers", No. 3 The Parade, North Lane, Headingley, Leeds

,11:1== Telephone : Leeds (0532) 782326. Open : 9-5 Tuesday -Saturday, 9-8 Thursday

COAX PLUGS (post and packing extra) VAT 8%
Whilst it is undoubtedly true that the UHF, PL259 range leave much to
be desired over 200 MHz, their mechanical performance is excellent.
We offer plugs in standard or P.T.F.E. insulation for 1", with reducers
for smaller cables, adaptors and converters. For the discerning BNC,
N and C types are stocked. For accessory connections we hold from
stock phonoplugs, plastic or metal barrelled, jack plugs 1" stereo or
mono, mit. plugs, power plugs (for the Yaesu range), and a wide
collection of similar ancillaries.
PL259 Standard UHF plug

UHF fixed reducer ...
"Solderless" UHF RGBU
"Solderless" UHF UR43

UG.. Reducers state

48p
56p
5Ip
5Ip

UR43 or 70
258 Back to back (female)

"T" adaptor (2F + I M)
Right angle (IM + IF)
Phono/car to 50239 ...

S0239 2 -hole socket ...

8
LI.200p

90p
55p
37p

LIGHTNING ARRESTORS(p & p 30p) VAT 8%
By bleeding static lightning arrestors reduce the chance of a strike.
They may be of either the simple adjustable spark gap or of the
precision gas discharge type, constructed for straight in line or bulk-
head mountings.
SM566 Spark PL/50 E2.25 1 NSK Gas 50150 ... 17.50
LA2 Spark PL/50... T.O.S. I LAI Gas 50/50 ... E17.50

CABLES RF FEEDERS (Carriage extra) VAT 8%
Feeders are the point where amateurs often falsely economise. For
mobile use a cable with a stranded centre (UR76 etc.), for fixed a long
unsupported run without a catcenary, or allowing the cable to slap
against the mast are taboo, breakages of the centre conductor will
arise with disastrous results.

If you are using a cable changing to can be the most cost effective
improvement.
UR67 50 ohm Heavy ... 36p yd. UR39 75 ohm Medium ... 24p yd.
UR57 75 ohm Heavy ... 42p yd. T327875 ohm Distribution 20p yd.
75 ohm Flat Twin ... 10p yd. UR43 50 ohm Solid Cent. 16p yd.
300 ohm ribbon .. ... 12p yd. UR76 50 ohm Strand Cent. 16p yd.

AtIk
Buy it with Access
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ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES
LIMITED

DERBYSHIRE AND LINCOLNSHIRE

YAESU MUSEN 2 YEAR GUARANTEE
'24 HOUR' SECURICOR SERVICE

THE FRG7, GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER Ex -Stock
UNPARALLELED IN ITS CLASS AND ONLY LI45 (VAT 12 %)
The FRG7 is a general coverage solid state receiver with specifications unparalled in its price range. It uses
a Barlow Wadley Triple -mix, drift cancelling loop for continuous, spin -tuned inclusive coverage of 0.5 to
30 MHz with calibration accuracy better than 5 kHz. Frequency selection is accomplished by setting the
RF (pre -selector and range switch), dialling up the required number of megahertz. then tuning the VFO
knob as normal.

The receiver is sensitive (0.5µV for 10dB S + N/N (SSB) and stable (within 500Hz for any 30 minutes
after warm up) with A.M., SSB and CW modes catered for A 3 position audio filter, RF attenuator, dial
lamp conservation switch, recorder and phone sockets are fitted. It is mains powered, but should the
supply fail, or,:portable_operation be required..8:dry cells are automatically switch in.

0

1111

FT223 THE NEW 2M -FM TRANSCEIVER
L139.50, 3 crystal pairs ; L152.50, 8 crystal pairs (+ VAT 12f%)

The FT223 is an FM transceiver operating on 23 crystal controlled channels (or by external VFO) across 144
to 148 MHz. For mobile use it is safe, illuminated; meter (Rx "S" and TX out) and main dial (when crystal
up), LED's indicate ; squelch open, high lOw. or low lw operation, or air, or if the special frequency is
selected. Housed in heavy metal case and supplied complete with mounting bracket cables, connectors,
microphone. etc., it is equally at home as a compact (7" x 24" (3)" x 84" (10)") base station with a I2v.
PSU, (0.45A RX, 1.2A LTX, 2.3A HTX). The dual conversion receiver is sensitive (rnosfet RF and mixer),
and selective, (12 kHz at 6 dB) delivering 2w. to the internal 3" or an external 4 0 speaker. A switchable
repeater access tone burst and a tone squelch option (sub audible selective calling tone T/RX) are all
features of this new high quality, low price, transceiver.

DIGITAL II from KYOKUTO
SCANNER AND CRYSTAL T.B. OPTIONS

The Digital 11 offers complete 5 kHz step coverage across 2 metres and now with
the Scanner 33, 25 kHz channels from 145 MHz upwards covered in around 10
seconds. It offers full lock and lockout on all channels. The scanner stops on a
required channel for 7 seconds, then unless locked moves on. The bright digital
readout comes from 6 seven segment LEDS.
Selectable 10 or I watt output for simplex or duplex (up and down shifts), across
144-146 (rx to 149 MHz) from a tiny 61" x 2" x 71". Easily underdash mounted
with the supplied mounting bracket, or slipped in place of the broacast DIGITAL II L235; CRYSTAL T.B. L10.00; SCANNER L49.50
wireless. All prices exclude VAT at 121%
For strong handling, and low noise the R.F. mixer, first IF (16.9 MHz) second mixer (and LO) are all FET's. The front end is tuned by varicaps by the DC
output of the P.L.L. with superb selectivity provided by a 15 pole (4 8 kHz at-6dB 4 15 kHz at -70 dB) Ceramic filter. LED lamps indicate if the
P.L.L. is unlocked or the squelch open. The V.C.O. is directly modulated (for exceedingly linear deviation) Unitary 6 circuit block construction (for
serviceability and screening). Selective calling socket.

CD44 /HAN

AR30 AR30 /40

AR33

AR40 /33

G WHIP HF MOBILE (Carriage 90p) VAT 121%

ROTATORS Ex -Stock for fast delivery
VAT-Rotators 121% Cable and delivery 8%

Carriage (BRS or post) FREE. Securicor delivery LI extra (mainland). All rotators
supplied complete with appropriate control box and inscrs.

CDE ROTORS
AR30 Light VHF/UHF... .

AR40 VHF and Light HF
AR33 De luxe control AR40 .

CD44 Medium duty .

Ham II Heavy duty ...

STOLLE ROTORS
2010/220 Automatic ...
2030 M. macic

139.50
L46.00
L57.50
L95.00

L129.00

... L41.25
L45.50

BEARINGS
CD562 CDE L4.50
RZ100 Stolle (ballrace)... 110.00

MOUNTING KIT
AKI21 CDE co Versatower

CABLE
5 core AR30/40/33/2010 pr. yd. 22p
8 core CD44/Ham 1 I per yd. 35p

Tribander I0 -20m. ( +LF) £16.10 LF 40,80 or 160... L4.87
Multimobile 10/20 (4 -MM) L19.00 MM40, 80 or 160 ... L4.87
Flexiwhip 10m. (+FF) L12.42 FF15,20,40, 80 or 160 ... L504
Basemount f" hole mount L2.2.0 Telescopic whip for coils LI 85

RZ100

STOLLE

2010/220
and Cont. Box

CDE

TAVASU HF MOBILE (Carriage 90p) VAT 121%
Whip Chrome 2 sect. 60" 43'88 Base heavy duty ...Base section chrome 16" ... E1.94 Complete monobanderResonators 160-15m. ... 13.88 Complete 5 banderAdaptor 24 to 20 thread ... 55p

£5.10
L14.95
L25.92

ROGER BAINES, G3YBO JACK TWEEDY G3ZY
79 ChatsworthRoad,C hesterfield, Derbyshire
Tel.: Chesterfield (0246) 34982
Open : Tuesday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

(N.B. Closed all day Monday)

"HAM SHACK" Roughton Lane, Woodhall
Spa, Lincolnshire

Tel.: Woodhall Spa (0526) 52793
Open : Tuesday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Weekends and Evenings by appointment

ALL PRICES VAT EXCLUSIVE (8% or 124%)
ACCESS- BARCLAYCARD- MAIL ORDER
HIRE PURCHASE ("Instant Clearance")
Items on this or other SMC advertisements are
available from SMC, SMC Leeds, agents, etc.
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AMATEUR RADIO
BIRMINGHAM (CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.)

AMATEUR RADIO, BIRMINGHAM, in association with S.M.C. are able to offer
the largest range of HF and VHF equipment in the West Midlands. Our renowned
servicing facilities for Eddystone are now extended to cover all SMC's range.
We literally hold millions of components in stock, for the enthusiastic constructor.
Come and browse around, callers are made very welcome.

FT22I R -NOW costs less, we have beaten inflation and can offer at
lower prices than last year. As an added bonus all new SMC supplied
FT221 Rs cover 4 MHz and are equipped with 600 kHz and 1.6 MHz shifts.
YAESU's state of the art, fully modular plug in board, multimode, 2m.
transceiver renders over the boards "rats nest" wiring obsolete. A 134
MHz VCO automatic varicap tuning of transmitter and receiver, gives you
an exceedingly clean signal sensitive receiver combined with good strong
signal handling.

The SMC73 General Coverage Receiver
The SMC73 is an all Solid State, Mains and 12v., communications receiver covering 550 kHz to 30 MHz in
four overlapping ranges. Frequency readout is by two illuminated dials tuned by coaxial spun aluminium
knobs, the larger tor general coverage, the inner for amateur band (40-80m.) band spread (set by use
of internal 3.5 MHz crystal calibrator).
FET's are employed in the R.F. Amplifier, mixer, VFO and BFO (these latter two stages being fed from
independent stabilised supplies) ensuring good sensitivity, stability (electrical and mechanical) dynamic
range, (helped by adjustable RF attenuator), and marked freedom from "pulling" of both the local and
beat frequency oscillators. An internal loudspeaker (but with jacks for 'phones and external speaker),
illuminated signal meter, 50239 (UHF) coax, socket and binding posts for antenna switchable envelope
(A.M.) and product detectors (SS13/CW) (provision on switch for possible fitting of FM demodulator)
are all features of this exciting new low price receiver.

Microwave Modules Transverters
From Ten, Six or Two Metres (a '101, etc., a
'620B or a '221R). IOW output, balanced Tx
mixers, low spurious content, high sensitivity
with dynamic range. Full converter range stocked
S.A.E. details (VAT + 124%).
MMT 144/28 or 50 2 metres
MMT432/28 or 50 70 centimetres
MMT432/ I 44 Double conversion

YAESU\I

SMC 73 Ex -Stock LI14.50 (+VAT)

Yaesu Clock
Analog clock with automatic advancing 24
hour time zone hour disc giving, at a glance, time
in principal cities or time zone. Battery powered,
self starting, shock resistant. Approx. 5}" dia.L79

L97.0000 QTR24 only LI3130 (VAT + 8%) p. & p. 30p
LI33.00

SOLID STATE MOBILE LINEARS (VHF & UHF) FROM KLM & AMPERE
2 metre, SSBICW/FM, RF sensing with manual
override. "Microstripline" I2v. DC IOW drive.
2" x 6.5" x 10" (I I") (VAT + 12e/o)
(Over 15 different models -SAE details).
PAI44/150/BL 145 MHz 1,60W output LI55.

SMC TRAPPED DIPOLES (Post 45p) VAT 12f%
For those with limited space, or restricted interests the SMC trap dipole
offers coverage of 10-80 (160)M in 108ft. Suspended as a "V" from the
tower excellent results on 80 and 40m. are obtained.
S 500 P.I.P. 14 SWG LI9.60 P500W. P.I.P. Cu/Terrylene
HP I K P.I.P. 14 SWG L21.75 braid c/w 75' feeder. etc. L2I.75

KP202

2 or 70 Superb R.F. sensing, excellent bias arrange-
ments, c/w mounting bracket.
12v. DC IOW drive.
2.5" x 5.2" x 7.5" (8.5") (VAT + 14%)
APB82A 145 MHz 80W. output ... L95.00
APB57A 433 MHz 45W output ... ... L95.00

MOSLEY TRI-BAND BEAMS (Carriage £250) VAT 124%
Ever popular for HF bands are Triband (10-15-20M) beams such as theTA33 (or for higher powers the Mustang) providing DX potential from
the typical urban environment.
TA33 3 ele. 200W R.M.S. L70.00 TA32 2 ele. 300W. A.M. L49.00MUSTANG 3 ele. 49000 MUSTANG 2 ele. I kW T.B.A.

The handheld KP202 with its 2W of RF and fW of audio, immunity to image and IF breakthrough, offers performance to rival allwalkie-talkies and many mobile IOW sets. The KP202 is supplied with telescopic whip, leather handle/whip case and F type plug.Accessories include automatic (R channels only) crystal tone burst (LI0.00), flexi stubby antenna, leather case, base charger KCP2,
set of 10 ni cads, F to UHF adapters, F plugs, spare whips, spare hods etc. EX STOCK IN TOTTON.
SIX CHANNELS FITTED S20 and sn and any 4 of SO, S21, 523, S24, R3, R5, R6, R7, only L109.50'+ VAT)

TOWERS IN TOTTON-CALL, WRITE OR PHONE ANY BRANCH FOR DATA SHEET
TELOMAST

TELESCOPIC GALVANISED
10' sections without or c/w

VAT
rigging.

8%
Carriage £2.75, ex -stock

.

30' £25.00 or £43.85 c/w rigging
40' L32.50 or L5685 c/w rigging
50' L42.00 or £74.50 c/w rigging

HAMTOWER
SELF SUPPORTING

Galvanised lattice 10' sections.
Free-standing with climbing steps.
Carriage E8.50 ex -stock 8% VAT.
30' clw base grillage ... E19235
40' clw base grillage ... P.O.A.

TELETOWER
TELESCOPIC GALVANISED
Carriage and rigging (RX) extra.
42' LI21.00 (RK L28)
57' LI74.00 (RK L28)
79' L224.50 (RK L49)
101' L303.50 (RK L76)

S M C YOUR SINGLE STOP SOURCE NOW IN BIRMINGHAM

VERSATOWER
TILTING TELESCOPIC

Galvanised lattice, 20' sections.
Post, wall, plate, socket mounts.
P25 ... L15650 W40 E157.50
P40 .. L207.00 BP60 L275.00
P60 ... L24900 P80 ... E400.00

imamal
BARCLAYCARD==liat

AMATEUR RADIO (Chas. Young Ltd.)
170/172 Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM B4 6UV

Tel.: Birmingham (021) 236 1635. Open : Monday -Saturday 9.00-5.30
MULTI-STOREY CAR PARK AT REAR OF SHOP NOW OPEN
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YAESU FFkG7 Synthesised General Coverage

Communications Receiver.
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The FRG7 is a solid state mains and I2v.
receiver offering continuous coverage
0.5-30 MHz at a constant tuning rate and
specifications unparalled in its price
range.
Its advanced circuitry provides superb
performance either as a standby receiver
or for SWL's (BC and Amateur Bands
alike)
It provides equivalent performance to 30 crystal controlled
converters feeding a low IF, but without the image and
other problems of such an arrangement, by the use of a
Wadley loop (using the same VHF oscillator to mix up.
then after pre -mixing with a stable crystal source down
again (this cancelling all drift from the variable oscillator)).

The signal path starts with the choice of 3 antenna connectors : for 1.6-30 MHz, a 50/75 ohm feed (to a S0239 (UHF) coax socket and a binding
post) and for 0.5-1-6 MHz (medium wave) a separate high impedance binding post. A 3 position 0-40dB switchable attenuator aids reception
of very strong signals and reduces adjacent channel interference. The low noise MOSFET RF amplifier provides a SSB sensitivity of 0.25µV
(for 10dB N+ S/N at 10.5 MHz) and is sharply tuned by a well calibrated "pre -selector" capacitor with 4 band switched coils. Its output is
low pass filtered (fc = 35 MHz) removing VHF image problems from the following mixer. This comprises a pair of JFETS, driven by the "MHz
set" 55.5-134-5 MHz, oscillator, which upconverts the signal to the band pass first IF to 55 MHz ± 500 kHz where it is MOSFET amplified. The
secondiF of 2-3 MHz is produced by a FET mixer by hetrodyning with the synthesiser derived 515 MHz signal. A I MHz crystal oscillator and
diode harmonic generator produces a 3-32 MHz comb spectrum. This, with the first hetrodyne oscillator (MHz set) is fed to a dual balanced
i.c. pre -mixer. The output is expurged by a multiple stage selective amplifier producing the 52.5 MHz second oscillator. A small fraction of
this is rectified, DC amplified and lights the "lock" LED (saving power) when the MHz oscillator is malset. The 2-3 MHz signal is MOSFET
amplified and fed to the third mixer (a JFET whose input and output are tuned by capacitors ganged to the main tuning control) where it is

hetrodyned to the final IF by the main VFO which covers a I MHz range (2455-3.455), is clearly calibrated, to 5 kHz (or better), well buffered,
and highly stable. The third (455 kHz) IF starts with the ceramic selectivity element and is followed by two stages of bipolar (the first in the

signal path) amplification before the choice

ANTENNA r
of detectors; twin diodes for AM, or a 4

T---, RF 1s1 MIX 1st IF 2nd MIX ir 2nd IF 3fd MIX
- diode product detector, with well

ATT -:-..., 0101 -..43102 103,-.. 0104 0105 041,3 0402 buffered switched frequency (for select-
: 351(40 2SK19x2 351(40 3SK19 1 ' 301(40 2S1(19 able sidebands) B.F.O. A diode rectifies, a
L 55 5-54 5 MHz I: 3-2 MHz fraction of the output from the final IFT,

11
in Sc ::

.ii i
i i VFO

this is boosted to drive the illuminated
OSC-UNIT ilcm"sLSET "5" meter and automatically gain control
IPB-15231 : HZ

0201 i i
e e

i e

0404 the MOSFET amplifier in the RF, second
2SC7B4 i 1 20109

1.1345M1-1: i j on IIIIII and third IF stages, reducing fading and
11 II distortion. Immediately following the

1 osc H GEN ii...IPRE MIX
0301 0301 302 0106

BPF AMP
0107-109 ii

D,ts, demodulator is an automatic noise limiter,
highly effective in suppressing pulse type0 2SC372 1060 : : 5076814 2SC78413 interference on AM signals, and a three3-3 2KHz j ' 52 5 MHz 11 2455kFir °-

HG UNIT IPB-15241 r position "tone" switch a (high, low or

\\
I LAMP DRIV

0110 --3101 102 I
e

DC AMP DET e I

I

band pass) audio filter, reducing the band -
0111 width to that required. A transformerless

:
2SC372 2SC372 151565x2 e eI i AF amplifier ; delivers a generous 2W to

L RF UNIT (PB-15261 ;I
r

LOCK s. the internal 5" x 3", or external speaker,

-15 747c-ciR'D
drives a phone jack, and a "volume"
independent output for tape recorder.

455kHz 4550-4: AM AM The receiver is, mains (234VAC), external
3rd IF DET ANL AF AMP

_.1
2SC372x2

CERAMIC
FIL

0405 406 0402
1060 ID440607 -..--- Ign AN214

0410 (sP (12v. DC) or internal dry cell powered,

1 PHONES

the most economic source being auto-
matically chosen. This is reduced to a

1
stable regulated 10v. (or 9v. for oscillator8F0SSB/CW

2SK19
0408

SAL DET

2SC372
0409 0403 406

IN604

AGC DET
0401
IWO

0407
AGC and the harmonic generator). A dial

IF AF UNIT 1PB-12552C:172

--z-) S -METER lamp switch is provided to conserve
power on battery operation.

SUPER, STABLE, SYNTHESISED, GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER

AT YAESU MUSEN-Amateur Radio equipment is not a sideline but the only business. Over 130 licensed
amateurs proudly produce the most diverse product line available, SSB, CW, AM or FM for mobile, portable of

base use. Write to one of our distributors for a FREE CATALOGUE.
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FULLY SOLID STATE
H.F. TRANSCEIVER

YAESU'S fully solid state transceiver line
features the latest in technology ; Bandpass
filters with wideband PA eliminates PA
tuning for band changes, RF speech processor,
IF tunable rejection control full No com-
promise top band to ten (2 MHz) coverage.

PROFESSIONALLY ENGINEERED
TRANSCEIVERS FOR THE UNCOM-
PROMISING AMATEUR
FT30IS IOW analogue FT30ISD IOW Digital
FT301 100W analogue FT301D 100W Digital

YAESU MUSEN \4/
FT301

FT301 FEATURES (with options installed).
160-10 metre inclusive coverage
Multi mode USB-LSB-CW-AM-FSK
I2v. DC (234v. with FP301 and FP301D)
I Ir (14") x 5" x III", 22 lb. weight
Silky smooth precision VFO drive
Readout to 100 Hz (digital version)
11 fix channels per band Segment

Semi break in with sidetone
4 models -10/100 Dig/analogue
RX on M.S.F. (5 MHz) and CB
Front panel microphone gain
R.F. derived feedback circuit
Rejection tuning (I.F. passband)
RF speech processor (in. I.F.)

FT301 SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency range
160-10 metres transceive
M.S.F. and CB receive
Modes
USB, LSB, CW, AM, FSK
Frequency stability
> 100Hz/fH (A.W.U.)
<100Hz for 10% line change
Backlash
50Hz or better
Antenna impedance
50 ohms, nominal
Power requirements
234v. AC with FP301
13-5v. DC 1.IA RX 2IA TX

THE FT30ID AND ACCESS
The FP301D AC PSU with built in
speaker, 12/14 digital clock and
optional automatic CW identifier.

FP30ID 111

Sensitivity
tp.V for 10dB N S/N at 14 MHz
Selectivity
SSB 2.4 kHz at 6 d8 (1.67: ISF)
AM* 6 kHz at 6dB (2 : I SF)
CW* 600Hz at 6 dB (2 : I SF)
FSK as SSB

Spurious responses
Images > -50dB
Internal spurious <1µV
Audio output
3W (int. and ext. speaker)
Audio distortion
<10% at 3W output

ORIES ALL YOU NEED
The FV3O1 external V.F.O
frequency working with a
channels (per band segme

FT30ID

FT301D

Adjustable carrier level
Fully switchable 3 position A.G.C.
Clarifier (IRT with RT and TT)
600Hz, 24 kHz, 6 kHz bandwidths
Triple PA protection circuit
100 kHz crystal calibrator -,- MSF
Switchable fixed noise blanker

Input power
>200W PIP A3j
> 200W DC Al (50% duty)
>50W A3 and Fl
Audio response
03-2-7 kHz +3dB
Carrier suppression
> -40dB
Sideband suppression
> -50dB
Spurious radiation
> -40dB
Dimensions
I If (14") x x 221b.

FOR A COMPLETE HOME STATION
. for split The Y0301 : Monitor ; TX (1.8-50
11 crystal MHz at 10-500W) RX IF (9-10.7
nt). MHz). Scope 4MHz BW. 2 Tone Osc.

W FV301 V 11 Y0301 1/
OUR AGENTS

Amateur Electronics, South Midlands Communications Ltd.
508-514 Alum Rock Road S.M. House, Osborne Road,
Alum Rock, Totton,
Birmingham B8 3HX Southampton, Hampshire SO4 4DN

Western Electronics (UK) Ltd.,
Fairfield Estate,
Louth,
Lincolnshire LN I 1 OJH
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First ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION SALE of

We at Weitein are celebrating the first anniversary of the
opening of our factory in Louth by offering BARGAIN PRICES on

many items of equipment -FULL LIST BELOW -so celebrate with
us ORDER NOW -OFFER IS FOR LIMITED PERIOD ...

\4/
YAESU

* *
Model

*
Price

YAESU "ANNIVERSARY" PRICE LIST

VAT Total Model Price

* *
VAT

*
Total

FTIOIE £399.00 £49.87 £488.87 FT221R E299.00 L3737 £336.37
FT75B Sigma -80R £19900 £24.87 £233.87
FP75B £269.00 £3362 £302.62 FP2AC/B £65.00 £8.12 E73I2
DC75B FTV250 E139.00 £17.37 £156.37
FRIOI S.Dig. £359.00 £44.87 E403  87 FT30 I D £539.00 £67.37 £606.37
FRIOID £319.00 £39.87 £358.87 FL2100B £234.00 £29.25 £263.25
FL101 £315.00 £39.37 £354.37 FR G7 £144.00 £18.00 £162.00

Other models in the "301" range also in stock -ask for prices. All models carry the WESTERN guarantee and
delivery is FREE.

ORDER now to avoid disappointment -CHEQUE, CASH, H.P., ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD accepted

CW OPERATORS ! ! ! VIBROPLEX "BUG" KEYS IN STOCK ! Original Standard £24.75 inc. VAT

Prices post paid Original De Luxe £31.50 inc. VAT

FDK
Multi 2700
in stock
£399 --,-- VAT

£448.87
delivered free
Multi U II
£219 VAT

£246.37

SECOND-HAND
Second SAE for our up-to-
date second-hand lists.
Part exchange accepted -
send details for a quota-
tion.

SILVER JUBILEE QSLs

From Western Electronics Press
Send SAE for details.
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Electionics (uK) ltd
Elevate with the ... Westower "the STRONGER ONE"...
* STANDARD TYPES, RATED AT 75 MPH WITH FULL LOAD QUOTED
* HEAVY DUTY TYPES, RATED AT 100 MPH
* MODELS FROM 25-119'. ALL TELESCOPE DOWN AND TILT OVER
* MODELS FOR ALL SOIL CONDITIONS, WITH/WITHOUT CONCRETE
* DESIGNED BY CHARTERED ENGINEERS TO BRITISH STANDARDS
* CONSTRUCTED OF HIGH QUALITY SPECIAL ALLOY STEEL
* STANDARD MODEL 40% STRONGER THAN SIMILAR TYPES

A Heavy Duty is well worth the extra ... Compare ...

Size Head Load at 75 mph Price (inc. VAT)

3S (58ft.)
3HD (58ft.)
4S (75ft.)
4HD (75ft.)

125 lbs.
250 lbs.

35 lbs.
66 lbs.

022.92
083.40
E410.40
E452.52

Head Loads are for unguyed towers. Prices are for framed -post models
(FP) and are carriage paid except to Scotland,;-Devoniand Cornwall.
Over -water deliveries also extra.

Heavy Duty is up to100% stronger than Standard

Other WESTERN Products . . .

PM2000 SSB/PEP Wattmeter (3.5-30 MHz), none other like it, £48.60
ASW-I 5 way ANTENNA SWITCH-earths unused sockets, £8.85
BA-I I : I Balun, I kW rated, S0239 socket, for wire aerials, £5.91
WE587 (PL259) UHF coax plug, includes reducer, 51 p

Plus 32p post up to 10 items. 50p over 10. Over 50WE590 UHF in -line connector, 35p
WE592 UHF T -adapter, f I .03 post free.

(Prices inc. post and VAT)

STOP PRESS !! PM200I VHF PEP meter coming-WATCH THIS SPACE

Wetteen Elect/only (um) LW
HEAD OFFICE (All Mail/Enquiries)
FAIRFIELD ESTATE
LOUTH, LINCS, LN11 OJH
(Tel. Louth (0507) 495516)

Azents : LES LYSKE, GI3CDF, NEWTOWNARDS (0247) 812449
ALAN CAMERON. GM30G.1[ALLOA (0259) 214653
DAVID SMITH, G4DA X , WATFORD 42619

SHOWROOMS at
LOUTH : Open 9-12, 1-5 p.m. MON.-FR1. Sat, by appointment.
SOUTHAMPTON : I WEST PARK ROAD, Tel. 0703 27464. Open

TUES.-FR1, 9-1, 2-5.30. SAT. 9-4 p.m.
LEICESTER : MAY'S HI -F1, CHURCHGATE, Tel 58662. OpenMON. SAT. 9-6 p.m., CLOSED THURS
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CND IC OM
PRODUCE THE LATEST IN FM MOBILES

10 WATTS 22 CHANNELS (15 ALREADY WIRED)
AND YOU NEED NEVER BUY ANOTHER CRYSTAL!!

The IC -240 is the start of a revolution in 2 metre transceivers.
It has all the advantages of the highly popular IC -22A, with its
easily selected 22 Channel capability, but does it all with a phase
locked synthesised system. Hence you can programme it for all
22 channels WITHOUT HAYING TO BUY ANY CRYSTALS. Channels
are hand wired using diodes according to clearly described
instructions. We supply the UK version with 15 channels already
wired in, these being 10 simplex and 5 repeater. Thus there are
7 more frequencies for you to programme at your own whim-
ideal for RAYNET and local net use. You can programme for any
of the 80 channels at 25 kHz spacing between 144 and 146 MHz.

Duplex (for repeater use) operates by shifting the RECEIVE
frequency. This means that by switching to SIMPLEX when using
repeater channel you will automatically be listening on the INPUT
channel of the repeater without having to wire in special "Reverse
Repeater" channels.

The main advantage over other more expensive synthesised rigs
is that by not having some 400 selectable channels, at 5 kHz spacing
(most of which are redundant as they don't fit into the UK 25 kHz
channel spacing system), you are relieved of multiple knob twidd-
ling to change from one popular channel to another. 22 channels
are ample for UK national simplex, repeater and local net channels
and these are selected by one knob which is easier, quicker and
safer than "trying to open a combination safe while driving."

As an optional extra, a built-in scanning system will be available
which will scan all 22 channels.

The IC -240 has the same excellent FM performance as the well
known and highly popular 1C -22A. Consider these points which all
contribute to providing optimum communication either direct or
through the ever-growing number of repeaters in the UK :

ICOM

introductory
price STILL
£198 inc. VAT.

* Low noise dual -gate mosfet in the front end of the receiver.
* 5 -section helical filter after the front end to provide high rejection

of unwanted out -of -hand signals.
* Dual conversion with IFs of 101 MHz and 455 kHz for excellent

image rejection and selectivity, with filters at each IF frequency.
* Narrow filter giving high rejection of adjacent channel signals

25 kHz away.
* Hard IF limiting using an IC.
* A sensitive, temperature compensated, adjustable squelch circuit

with front panel indicator to show when the squelch is open should
the gain control be turned back to please the XYL.
1.5 Watts of audio from its built-in speaker giving ample volume
for copy on the move.

* Line voltages are filtered and regulated for reduction of interference
from the dynamo or alternator.

* A full IOW output from a sturdy PA transistor.
* Built-in 1750Hz tune burst for repeater use.
* Automatic FA protection.

The channels already programmed are :
SIMPLEX SO, SI6, SI7, SI8, SI9, S20, S21, S22, S23, S24
REPEATER R3, R4. R5, R6, R7.

Accessories supplied with the rig :
Microphone
Quick release mobile mounting bracket
Fixing screws
Spare Fuse
DC power cord

FOR UK ENQUIRIES
THANET ELECTRONICS
HERNE BAY

Leave your callsign on our
Ansafone (02273) 63850 during
the evening for more details
of ICOM equipment.
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ICOM
IC215

HANDY FM
PORTABLE

15 channels 3 watts
Fitted with 7 channels (S20, S22, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7,)

£162.00 INC. VAT

(There are still a few left with the special introductory
offer of 12 channels fitted for the same price)

ICOM are pleased to introduce their first FM portable and a careful look
at the features will soon show how popular it's going to be. You can
use it ANYWHERE. Change vehicles, use it in the shack or take it for
a walk to the local high spot and you have the high quality FM communica-
tion, for which ICOM are so famous available all the time. The batteries
are larger than those of its competitors, thus giving considerably longer
life. The 3 watt output and high sensitivity receiver makes it a useful
main station set, where it can be operated from an external power supply
and a good antenna system. Thus the 1C-215 can be a good starting
point for the man who has just obtained his licence and wants co get on
the air without having to spend too much money.

LOOK AT THE MAIN FEATURES :
Aluminium Die-cast Frame The 1C-215 chassis and main frame are
integrated into an aluminium die-casting rendering it light but resistant
to vibration or shock when carried.
15 Channels The unit incorporates 15 channels to select from :
12 by the main channel selector and a further 3 by the function switch.
All crystals are plug -in -type HC -25/U and are the same as the crystals
used in the popular IC -22A. Being fundamental crystals, they are tunable
over a reasonably wide range and a separate trimmer is supplied for each
crystal making accurate frequency adjustment possible. This is very
important for optimum results with minimum interference.
Dual Power Mode The output power can be switched to 3W on
HI for long distance work or 0.5W on LOW for short distance contacts
or working a nearby repeater. Battery consumption is minimised
in the LOW power mode.
Dial Illumination The dial can be illuminated to facilitate night
operation. This is controlled by a selector switch on the front panel.
Power Pilot Lamp If the power voltage falls below the required
value a red LED power indicator goes out as an indication that the
batteries are almost exhausted or the external power is inadequate.
External Power and Antenna Sockets Sockets for external power
and antenna are provided on the rear. The antenna socket takes a
standard PL259 plug.
Whip Antenna A fully collapsible antenna is built into the top of the
rig. This can be unscrewed and removed to provide a screw socket for
a flexible helical antenna. We have had an Antenna Specialist flexible
antenna specially made and tuned to suit the IC -215.

HIRE PURCHAS
See ICOM at your nearest agents by telephoned appointments

LONDON-Terry, G8BAt1 WALES-Tony, GW3FKO
01 556 9366 0222 702982

MIDLANDS-Tony, G8AV H
021 329 2305

CHESHIRE-Gordon. G3LEQ
079683 3223 Knutsford (3565) 4040

DEVON-Bob, 03 PQH qthr.
AUTHORISED IMPORT E.. OF ICON AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT IN

SCOTLAND-Ian, GM3DOX

Meter The meter indicates receive signal strength during reception
and relative output level during transmission.
Squelch A sensitive squelch control is fitted rendering the set silent
when no signal is being received.

External Speaker Jack An external jack is fitted to the front panel
for a larger speaker or an earpiece. The internal speaker is muted when
this is used.

Discriminator Meter Jack By removing a rubber grommet on the
side of the transceiver a jack socket is available for connection of a 50
microamp centre -zero meter. This is very useful when tuning extra
receive crystals.

Tone Burst A 1750Hz tone burst is fitted for opening UK repeaters.
Shoulder Belt A shoulder belt is supplied and is fixed to clips on the
top of the rig. There is also a microphone hook. The side panels of the
sec itself are covered in leather simulated vinyl.

Excellent FM Audio Tailoring and Clipping This feature, already
well known from the excellent quality produced by the 1C -22A, ensures
clear optimum talk power without over deviation. This makes the
IC -215 a far better rig for use with repeaters and gives an optimum range,
for the power used, on simplex contacts.

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
Dynamic microphone
Microphone Case
Shoulder strap
Power supply plug
Comprehensive English handbook

External Speaker plug
Discriminator socket plug
Earphone
9 x Dry cells type C (UI I)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS :
1C -3P5 Power supply which doubles as a holder for the IC -20L linear

and supplies power for both the 215 and the linear.
IC -20L 10 watt linear amplifier
IC-SM2 Desk type condenser microphone with built-in amplifier.
Ni-Cad Batteries.
Charger for charging the Ni-Cads in situ.
Helical stub antenna.

E TERMS AVAILABLE

NORTH-Peter, G3TPX
022678 2517

HULL-Tony, 0482 886392

THE UNITED KINGDOM
FREE SECURICOR DELIVERY ON ALL TRANSCEIVERS

NOTE OUR CHANGED ADDRESS

THANET ELECTRONICS
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent

(0 2 2 7 3) 6 3 8 5 9 -2 lines
Direct Ansafone line 63850

rc.s

Buy it with Amos
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DRAKE Radio Shack Ltd

DRAKE 5511-1
COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVER

£149.85
inc. VAT

Built-in Telescopic Antenna
 Synthesized  General Coverage  Low Cost
 All Solid State  Built-in AC Power Supply
 Selectable Sidebands Excellent Performance

TRIED AND TESTED WITH MANY THOUSANDS ALREADY
IN USE. (SAE FOR DETAILS).

Models W-4 Directional
and WV4 R F Wattmeters

2-30 MHz
E54.00 inc.

20-200 MHz
£62.64 inc.

The new Drake directional, through line, wattmeters
represent a significant advance in wattmeter design.
The use of printed circuits, toroids, and state of the art
techniques permits versatile performance and higher
accuracy than units selling for more than twice the
price.
In contrast to VSWR measuring devices employed in
the past (VSWR bridges, ratiometers, and moni-
match), the new wattmeters are frequency insensitive
throughout their specified range, requiring no adjust-
ments for power or VSWR measurements.
The wattmeters negligible insertion loss allows con-
tinuous monitoring of either forward or reflected
power for fast accurate tune up, as well as continuous
checking of transmitter -antenna performance.

Send S.A.E. for more information on Drake products please.

VISIT OUR STAND AT ALEXANDRA PALACE 6th -8th MAY
DRAKE * SALES * SERVICE

SECURICOR * B.R.S. * ACCESS * BARCLAYCARD * HP

RADIO SHACK LTD.
OPEN 5 DAYS 9-5. CLOSED 1-2 p.m.
SATURDAY 9-12.30 p.m.
Giro Account No.: 588 7151

188 BROADHURST GARDENS
LONDON, NW6 3AY
lust around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station
Telephone : 01-624 7174 Cables : Radio Shack, London, N.W.6
Telex: 23718
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<=0 DRAKE Radio Shack Ltd
* STILL THE BEST VALUE

Et PERFORMANCE IN A
TRANSCEIVER

E475 inc. VAT

THE NEW
DRAKE

TR-4CW
With 500Hz Crystal Filter included

While operating CW you may receive with either 'the 2 I KHz or the 500Hz
Crystal Filter-They are front panel selectable!

The Drake TR-4CW is a product of years of trans-  Heavy Irridited Cadmium Plated Chassis.
ceiver experience and design improvements. The result-  CW Side Tone Oscillator for monitoring your
ing performance makes it one of the finest transceivers CW transmission.
available. Its operating handiness is not only evident
in circuit design, but also in packaging. Compact and Finish ;scratch resistant epoxy paint.
lightweight, it is ideal for mobile use, portable excur-  Crystal Calibrator built-in.
sions, and vacations. USB, LSB, CW or AM operation  VFO Indicator Light eliminates confusion of
is at your finger tips with 300 watts P.E.P. of com- which main tuning knob controls the frequency
munications power. when using an RV -4C remote VFO.

INCLUDED FEATURES :  Automatic CW Transmit Receive Switching
 300 Watts PEP input on SSB, 260 watts input on sometimes called "semi" break-in.

CW.  Full AGC with Drake dual time constant system
 Complete Amateur Band Coverage ; 80 confines a 60 dB signal change to a 3 dB audio

through 15 metre bands complete and 28-5-29.1 change.
MHz of 10 metres. Rest of 10 metre band obtained  Effective Transmitting AGC insures clean SSB
with accessory crystals. output.

 Separate Sideband Filters ;separate USB and  Solid State Permeability Tuned VFO for low
LSB filters eliminate oscillator shifting and insure drift and accurate I kHz divisions on all bands.
long term carrier vs filter alignment. New easy to read dual concentric dials.

 Nominal 1.7 ; 1 Filter Shape Factor ; These  VOX or PTT for use on AM or SSB.
filters stand among the industry's finest with 6 dB,
bandwidth of 2.1 kHz (chosen to slice thru QRM),  Receiver S -Meter automatically switches to

60 dB bandwidth of only 3.6 kHz and 100 dB indicate transmitting AGC on transit.

ultimate rejection.  Transmitter Plate Ammeter indicates Relative
 Provision for Highly Effective Accessory RF Output by depressing load control shaft.

Noise Blanker.  Adjustable Pi -Network output circuit.
SAE for details please

DRAKE * SALES * SERVICE
SECURICOR * BRS * ACCESS * BARCLAYCARD

RADIO SHACK LTD LONDON,
188 BROADHURST GARDENS

NW6 3AY
OPEN 5 DAYS 9-5. CLOSED 1-2 p.m. Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station
SATURDAY 9-12.30 p.m. Telephone: 01-624 7174 Cables: Radio Shack, London N.W.6
Giro Account No.: 588 7151 Telex: 23718



FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR AND AMATEUR RADIO

Thanks

7A-e/

SHORT WAVE

EDITORIAL

Since our first editorial appeared last month, we have received many letters of
congratulation, plus of course the odd one requiring us to instruct the maternal
grandparent in the art of sucking eggs.

In addition there appears to be an upsurge of useful articles in the pipeline: some
of a higher standard, technically, for the more advanced readers and some of a
more basic sort for the newcomers to the hobby. For all these things, our thanks-
essentially we can only produce from what you, the readers, are game to contribute.

On an entirely different angle, it would seem likely that the deadline arrangements
which have prevailed for many years will have to be modified in order that we can
give the printers enough time for them to be able to guarantee that production
output will be on time every month, as it has for so many years past; like so many
others among us, they have to run faster just to stand still by way of ever more
intensive use of their presses, if they are to stay in business. On our side we intend
that SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE will, as for so many years up until our recent
events overtook us, will be out on time, every time, come hell or high water.

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS

WE were, last time out, remarking
on the loss of the lead-in to

that old long-wire of invisible nature;
we should have added that the home
end of the span sits on a stub mast
above the house, to which access is
gained by way of the bathroom roof,
which in its turn requires fishing the
ladder out of the garage. Just after
we posted the copy for last month,
came an ominous -looking damp
patch, leading to a call to the local
builder to come and remove some
bad timbers and re -felt the flat
roof; it most certainly was not safe
for climbing on until the building
work was completed-but who cares,
we've got a continuous loop halyard,
and we can rig another long-wire
complete from ground level, can't
we? We could-until this time, when
the halyard chose to break, and jam
itself at the top of the mast! And,
we could remark, it is very annoying
to be told by the junior op. all about
the DX he has been hearing on the
LF bands on his Joystick, and
gloating about the absence of QRM
from the OM!

The Bands
Up and down, but something of

interest usually to be found provided
one has the enthusiasm to scratch
about a bit or change from a
favourite band to another; and, at
that, the odd CQ on an apparently
"dead" band may well have proved
productive. So, let's take a wander
round, starting with:

Top Band
Ten years ago, at this time of the

year, we would have had to do
some very severe filtering to reduce
the volume of Top Band corres-
pondence; but such is the falling -off
in the activity that we have only a
few mentions of the band-we would
have been on ourselves but for that
infernal halyard breakage . . .

The Old Firm, GM3YOR and
GM3OLK will be out on business
over the holiday period July 9 to
July 31, of which the area July 12-29
will be, if all goes well, from Shetland
Is.; gear will cover all bands from
Top Band up to Seventycems, both
CW and SSB, though no firm
operating schedule is planned. How-

ever, they will no doubt draw the
coverts adequately on all bands.

W1WY is the chap who writes
the Contest Calendar for CQ
Magazine, and sends us copies each
month; Frank doesn't just write
about contests, he plays in 'em
when the chance occurs, and one of
his favourites is the CQ WW 160
affair. Over there, the Saturday
evening was excellent, 34 DX
stations being raised in 21 countries,
the best for Frank being VR3AH,
with F8EX and EA8CR the other
new ones. W1WY comments that
he was sure many more G's could
have been worked and they only
followed the proper and accepted
procedures in listening for calls, as
W1WY had no difficulty in raising
the savvy operators with a very
brief call-they were in many cases
S9 signals at peak. One would have
thought by now, after all these
years of split -frequency working
on the band, that the gang would
have realised the need to give an
indication as to their listening fre-
quency if they are to work DX in a
contest on Top Band.

GM3CFS (East Mey, Caithness)
has suffered somewhat with gales
turning into storm force, throwing
down the aerials and wrapping them
round telephone poles. Radio -wise
conditions have been up and down,
but Jim did manage to latch on to
ELON/MM, off Cuba, PT2CW,
VE1CD, and W2LW. The ARRL
contest was a dead duck, thanks to
the high noise levels.

G2HKU (Sheppey) commiserates
with us on the problems of getting
the direct -mail copies to readers on
time, and says he doubts if anyone
gets their copy before the week -end;
Ted got his on Monday, but he
knows of Kentish readers who
didn't see theirs until a couple of
days later still-as Ted says, we
have got a problem, with the cost
of mail getting higher and higher for
less and less service. Our problem,
essentially, is that once it lands in
the posts, our control over it goes,
and the printer of course has his
certificate of posting on the due date.
That is one end of the squeeze, and
the reader deadline is the other-
this must be as late as possible if the

E. P. Essery, G3KFE

news is still to be news. However,
to get back to the matter of Top
Band, the G2HKU SSB was heard
in the speakers of PAOPN, PA0HIP,
PAOSE, HBOLL, DK3BJ, HB9AUS,
DJ5PN, YU2HDE/3, DL7SU and
DJOYL, the latter being husband and
wife. CW accounted for 4U1ITU,
OL8CFB, OK2BQL, OL8CGB,
GM3AWF, GM3PFQ, F6DBA,
OKIAVG, YU2HDE/3 and DL6SS.

Eighty
Reminds one a little of that old

saying "From ghoulies and ghosties,
and long-leggitty beasties, and things
that go bump in the night, good Lord
defend us!"

However, there are those who
like it; for example, WA2LTQ,
who is now FOCGP with Trans -
world and there indefinitely. David
only operates Eighty and a bit of
Top Band, and on Eighty after one
month of operation the tally was
103 countries up on SSB, the gear
being an FTIO1B, Alpha 77, HRO-
500, and a G3LLL clipper, which
last David reckons helps a lot. On
the aerial side the prime radiator is
a Cubical Quad, but there is also a
Beverage for reception and a full -
wave sloper for the USA. Jusk think
about that-a Cubical Quad for
Eighty !

On to G4EDG (Newton Abbot)
who mentions that the last batch in
from the Bureau included the last
few needed for the hundred countries
confirmed. Eighty showed contacts
with CO2BB, DL7FH/OY, FY7AS,
JT01CB, ZL1BPU, ZL4GU,
6W8FOC, all at the CW end, plus
6Y5DA and 7X2DG on SSB.

An interesting one for G2NJ
(Peterborough) was DK4BP/5N/MM
in La Spezia Roads-the more one
looks at that call and location, the
more one is surprised, a German with
a 5N call, maritime mobile and sitting
on the North-West coast of Italy;
the mind boggles! On a different
tack, a QSO with G3KLX in East-
bourne had to be terminated so that
Doug could go and have his weekly
chat with a blind and deaf old lady
of 87. Winnie Powley had an eye
operation some five years ago which
went wrong somewhere along the
line and left her blind; then shortly
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afterwards she became suddenly
totally deaf, However, she was, and
is, a fine telegraphist, and she has a
buzzer, the vibrations of which she
copies through the sense of touch;
G3KLX tapes a couple of stories for
her each week, and she puts them
through her recorder when she wants
to read. She must be our oldest YL
Tel. -and good luck to her from us
all; to start taking it in a new manner,
and to store it instead of writing
it down like that, when one is in
the eighties is a real achievement.

Usually for him, G3CED/G3VFA
made the odd contact on SSB;
however, they were not on Eighty,
and so will be mentioned elsewhere.
Meantime, we simply note that
Eighty seems to have upset George
in some way, as he has only used it
occasionally for tests and contacts
with G4EVO.

G4EVO, like G3CED is a Broad -
stairs man; and like G3CED,
G4EVO seems to have felt the
attractions of the HF bands with
improved conditions. On Eighty,
there were quite a few contacts,
mainly with G's, but a few into
Europe.

G3PKS (Wells) found conditions
on the band good early on March
20; around 0700 clock Jack was
calling a pal in London, and despite
signing KN was called by a horde
of W's in the contest. While waiting,
he worked K2TQC and W1RR-
but, had he known his London
contact had forgotten to put his
clock on, he might have had some
fun.

GM3CFS stuck to CW on the
lower bands, and on Eighty his
RF penetrated to W6OFR,
WAOUCU (Minnesota), and
WA7WXY (Idaho).

On a different tack, it is interesting
to notice how one writer will often
answer another's question -in this
case it was G3VFA, doubting his
SSB contact with 7P8BE, and
FOCGP who provided the verifica-
tion by working him on another
band.

Forty
Not always good, but usually

usable at civilised hours for the odd
interesting contact; and of course
you can have the pleasure (?) of
listening to Radio Tirana blethering
on in English in between bouts of
weaking up the transmitter to give

maximum output at mid -band, right
on top of him; the writer is firmly
convinced that if everyone made a
practice of always doing their
tuning -up on intruders, some of
them at least would get tired and go
away! Incidentally, while G3KFE
was indulging in the re -organisation
of the station which provoked that
last comment, he divided his time
listening to Tirana between the
KW77 receiver and the receive side
of the TS -520, which made an
interesting comparison of a valve
and a solid-state receiver under
similar band conditions, flipping
from one receiver to t'other and back
again.

G2HKU always seems to have a
look at the band, and this time his
CW seems to have penetrated to
UI8CQ, and VP2MAQ.

In a similar way, GM3CFS seems
to have ripped off a couple of
CW contacts in passing from below
to above, his selection being CX3AL,
PYINEW and UA9SEC.

G2HLU on the BERU trail -his
only operating 'in anger" as he
describes it -saw a visit to Forty
where he collected a few VK and
ZL contacts but not a lot elsewhere.

Although he, like most reporters,
didn't do a lot on the band, G3PKS
notes a propagational oddity around
1115 GMT on March 20; he had
called CQ and been answered by a
W1; Jack was still pondering this,
wondering whether he had a pirate,
when HB9BIO at S9 plus umpteen
popped up on the frequency, together
with K4, a W8ZCQ, KOCMF, and
others of like ilk. After two minutes
there was a silence, and then a
reversion to the usual Europeans
and stuff for the time of day. Most
odd -especially the moment of
silence.

Not only did G4EVO make a few
contacts on Forty, he made some
on Phone too! The run-of-the-mill
stuff was largely European, but the
Phone working seems largely to have
been a net activity, with the call
EI2CC prominent, and the Argonaut
pumping some five watts input peak,
or about a couple of watts of output,
say, into the Joystick; and the
advantages of a salt -water take -off
were to be noted here too, the signals
going out less well to the west than
Eastwards.

Now to G4EDG, who found the
conditions better than he would

have expected, and his log reflects
this; however, Steve has not yet
completed his "proper" 7 MHz
vertical, and thus has to rely on the
present device which he describes
as a "bit of a bodge." Be that as it
may, the log shows -presumably
CW-with KZ5FR, JA1PIG/PZ,
K9KDI/6Y5, VP2DD, VP2MAQ,
VP8ON, WB5QXI in Oklahoma,
WB5NMA in New Mexico, W6PT,
W6BAC, W7DAZ, W7IGE in Idaho,
W7LR in Montana, W7AO in
Arizona, W7DNU, WA7VOS,
VE7IG, VE7TT, VU2GW, VP9HO,
YS1ESH, YV3AGT, XEIZV,
ZD8TM, ZL3PT, 6W8FOC, 8R1J,
and 9D5A.

Here and There
Perhaps our first stop should be

with G3CED/G3VFA, of Joystick
fame -it seems that the February
issue of his usual advertisement in
the pages of this journal managed to
turn his 0.5 to 30 MHz claim into
0.5 to 30,000 MHz !-had that claim
been true then we are quite sure
G3CED would be sitting right on
top of the world, with his pile made
years ago ! But seriously, even though
such an error can happen and
occasionally gets through the screen-
ing of any printed page, it seems that
there are always the characters about
who will write rude letters about it
to the advertiser concerned, or -we
hope jocularly -bring the subject
up in conversation or on the air in a
QSO. One would have felt that
the prime thought would have been
to be thankful they hadn't had it
happen to themselves, rather than
spend time plastering egg all over the
face of the unlucky one!

That 9D5A call was to mark the
50th year of the Pahlavi Dynasty
in Iran, and made some 12,000
contacts before they closed down -
the QSL address is to WA6AHF,
says W1WY.

This year the SEANET Con-
vention is being held in Bangkok,
and the Thai national society is
doing the organising of the SEANET
contest which is run to publicise the
Convention each year. The CW leg
comes up on the weekend of July
9-10, 48 hours midnight to mid-
night GMT, while the Phone session
will be on August 20 and 21 similarly.
All bands from F8 to 30 MHz, and
the classes are single -band, single -
operator, multi -band single opera-
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or, and the multi -multi for the clubs
and contest groups. The call will be,
on CW, CQ SEA, and for the Phone
end, CQ SEATEST; and the ex-
change is to be the usual five or six -
digit effort with the serial number
beginning at 001. Scores are a bit
complex, and perhaps the best way
of making sure you get the correct
information would be to drop a line
to the SEANET Contest Committee,
c/o Ismail Razak, "Eshee," 9M2FK,
281-C Jan Pekeliling, Bukit Glugor,
Penang, Malaysia for the Rules -
an SAE or IRC's would be courteous.
This is also the address for the logs,
which should arrive by October 31.

On the question of DX-peditions,
we notice in the letter from FOCGP
that, apart from his normal activity,
David has his eyes on various rare
spots; he already holds licences for
C31 and 3A0, and is on the trail
for a licence to operate from 3V8,
although this one is not going to be
an easy nut to crack at all.

At the time of writing it would
rather seem as though the Manihiki
expedition came unstuck, largely for
want of those valuable man-hours
on the spot; however, it is also
understood that another try is
possible in July, of which more anon.

That S8AAA is still around, and
the story we hear is that he and
S8AAF would be the second active
Transkei station, all the rest being
phoneys.

All the bad news, that's what we
have this month! At the time of
writing it was on the cards that the
Cocos Is. DX-pedition should have
been in full cry has so far only been
heard on one day; and, were that
not enough, we also have it that the
St. Brandon show has slipped a bit,
although even then it may have come
and gone by the time this hits your
doormat.

Twenty
Quite a formidable crop of letters

on 14 MHz doings. GM3CFS
used CW to contact JA8BVT,
WA6WXB/KL7, P29M0, VK2FT,
VK2OZ, UAOOS, UAOAAA,
UAORA and ZL4NH. The SSB
log showed JAOAE, JH3FCR,
K9PNT/DU2, UAOSAU, VK3AH,
YV2AAM, 7XOBI, and UJ8JGJ.

Next G2HKU, who shows SSB
with ZL1VN, ZL3SE, UF6VAG,
ZL3RS, ISOIGV (Ischia, Bay of
Naples), IKOISD, JRIKRC and

7X4MD; the CW yielded VE40Y
and ZL1VN.

We have two letters from G3RCA
(Wigan); in the earlier letter Tom
mentions that his friend 5N2ESH is
not having his licence renewed, this
apparently being a hang -over from
the Civil War powers. We have
since heard it from other quarters
that the 5N2's are off the air -yet
another African country with so
little stability that it is afraid of an
amateur radio station. On the
question of the G3RCA score, we
see from the first letter SSB to
FK8AH, FK8CD, HMOU,
KG6JBE, W7's, VP8HZ, 4S7SW,
5B4DJ, TU2F0, FL8BF. 9J2PH,
9G1PL, 5T5DY, FC6EFJ, KG6RI,
AP5HQ, EP2GJ, VU2JB, FR7ZL/T,
W6QL/VP2A, C5AR, C5AU,
P29KE, D2ASW, FL8FF, 3B8AR,
FR7AD, CN8MB, 3B8DA, CX's,
9J2GF, 7X2's, FL8NR, FR7AO/M,
FR7ZK, FC2CV, FK8CO, EA9FL,
5N2WBF, WA3PCC in Delaware,
OD5IM, C31BT, KH6OR, KL7IIP,
KL7GEY, 7X0BI, EA9EA (Melilla),
FY7AN, FY7AS, KG6RT, VP8JC,
CE3IU, 9L1NP, HM1IJ, ZL's, VK's
and JA's assorted. Over the second
month, there were even more,
including such as FM7AV, OZ3DX/
SU, TR8CM, VE3FXT/S8,
VE3FXT/3D6, KC4AAA, C6ADY,
HKOBMO, PJ8CO, VS6FN,
XE1OL, HKOBKX, DUINRS,
8R1J, FK8BY, 9G1KP, UG6GAS,
VP2MAQ, FG7AR/FS7, JTIKAA,
VR4DH, KZ5CA, FR7BI, FL8PF,
D6AC, OA4US, TG8NE, HKOTU,
VP2LCT, VP2AYL, VP2KT,
3B8DA, OX3RA, KL7's a plenty,
D4CBC, 8R1X, VK4AAU/LH on
Lord Howe Is., HM1KC, VS5MS,
P29JS, KM6FC, KX6BU, FR7BM,
9K2BE, CR3AGD, JY9HQ, FG7AE,
7X2SA, HP1SI, YSIAJE, AP2AL,
CEIBMH, TI2VVR, ZPOTE,
KP4EAS, 0A4A0, JW2CF, JA's,
A4XGX, FP8ZZ, UH8HAI,
ZF1MA, VK, ZL, 3A0FY/M,
5B4EC, VP9IL, HI8CRP,
TF3IM, TU2BB, PJ2FR, 7X4MD
and 6W8BR.

It rather seems as though the
previous month's letter from
GW4BLE (Newport) must have gone
astray; however, for the current
month he reports reduced activity
thanks to the chore of writing -up
his log for the ARRL DX Phone
Contest in which Stephen made
nearly 3000 contacts -more than

double the total for the 1976 con-
test. On Twenty, then, the little
time has been spent on chats over
the Pond, a few VE4 and VE5
contacts, CR3AGD, and, while he
was waiting for TI9AEL to pop up
from Cocos, writing his letter to us.

Twenty for G3CED/G3VFA was
not, on the face of it, as DX -
effective as Fifteen, of which more
anon; apart from the Europeans,
the only penetration on this band
was to UA9CES on CW around
1300z. Another user of QRP and a
Joystick is G4EVO, who had a
mite more success on Twenty, with
UK9ADY and the odd W to show
for a couple of watts of RF input.

G3PKS is most definitely not
enamoured of 14 MHz, and reports
just three European QSO's; but he
promises one day to dig down and
see what really lies beneath those
layers of Europeans!

21 MHz
For many people the favourite,

combining the best features of
14 and 28 MHz. Ex-G2XC found
several ten -metre openings, of which
more anon. On 21 MHz it followed
that things should be pretty fair,
and so it turned out to be. FG7AM,
FR7ZL/T, HKOBKX, KA6YL,
KC4AAC, KG4SC, PJ3IDP,
VE3FXT/S8, VP8PL (South
Orkneys), VS5MC, all noted until
the morning of March 30, when
things were well down; 9M2DQ
on his regular morning sked was all
but inaudible, and VU2BK, 4Z4DX,
FG7AM, and OD5AP were all
better on the North -South array
than on the East-West one, and
almost as strong on the long-wire.
Conditions remained pretty average
flat through the early evening until
around 2130z when a few CW W4's
were noted.

G4BHE (Basingstoke) has a
HW100, into a two -element Yagi on
Twenty and three -element on 21
and 28 MHz. On a philosophical
note, G4BHE comments that he
can't do gardening in the dark,
which is one of the advantages of
winter -don't be so sure, the writer
once had a neighbour who, if the
mood took him, would hang up
a long lead and a 100 -watt bulb and
work merrily until long past mid-
night! On 21 MHz, Barry had SSB
contacts with JA's, WAOONL for
S. Dakota, WAOLLQ in Nebraska,
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ZS6BNH, and 7P8BE; on the
other hand two Gotaways were
rather annoying, in VU2DK and
9N1MM. Everyone wants 9N1MM,
but in four years of trying Barry has
never made it to VU even though he
is up to nearly 200 countries.

GM3CFS says he prefers CW con-
testing to the SSB sort, as the hours
of sideband splatter in the ears
can't be filtered out and are so
tiring, whereas on CW one can cut
away almost all the mess, leaving
just the wanted signal -if he is
stable enough! Be all this as it may,
Jim used SSB to work A6XT,
FR7ZL/T, LU1BR, LU4ECO,
PY5EG, UF6DZ, VK2XT, and
5B4ES.

It is quite unusual for G2HKU to
appear on 21 MHz, but this last
month was an exception, Ted being
able to make SSB contacts to
VK8NDK, and 5B4ES.

Most of the interesting stuff for
GW4BLE was on Fifteen, and it
included CR3AGD, FG7AS,
FR7BI, FR7ZL/T, KP4CI,
KZ5FR, TU2GG, VP2MAQ,
VP5EE, OA4AX, PY1RO, 3B8BJ,
4J6A, 7P8BC, ZS2, ZS3, ZS4, ZS6
and all the W call areas.

We have already remarked that
the G3CED prizes were largely on
21 MHz; he worked CW to 7P8BE,
W8GZX, and U050WS, plus the
usual crop of Europeans, using an
input of two watts and his Joystick.
Nearby is G4EVO, who found
UK6AAE, W4IFE, WB8DLL, was
called by WB8BYW, and raised
W3TV and WA3NNA all in about
eight log entries, W1BFA some days
later; and a rather nice idea in his
log in which he notes the days when
there was no operating, and the
reason for the non -operation. Just
think, when the XYL starts the
run-up to the old paint -pots routine,
in which she says you are never
away from the rig blah, blab, you
can open the log and point out all the
entries when she nagged you into
this that or the other task which has
been conveniently "forgotten"!
There can be no doubt about it,
G4EVO deserves a medal from the
League of Hen-pecked husbands for
this scheme!

The 21 MHz pickings for G4EDG
included such nice ones as PJ8CO,
W7's JA's, VE7DAC, P29JS,
VE8NDK who was on 30 watts,
KZ5FR, UJ8, UM8, S79DF(?),

A9XBC, 9J2B0, FG7XA, VP2MAQ,
8RIVC, HM2IR, CP6EL, and
DU1DL.

G3PKS used the band for most of
his activity this time, but comments
that there is nothing extraordinary
in the list. On the Saturday after-
noon of March 19 there were some
forty assorted W/K (and N) stations
worked in a couple of hours -all
but W5 or W6 areas. The band
appeared to be in quite good shape
and stayed that way on into the
evening to some extent, although the
noise level was up somewhat and it
took another 55 minutes to bring the
tally of contest QSO's up from forty
to fifty. Otherwise, there have been
several openings to be caught, which
gave G3PKS LZ1CY/MM twice
when the MM was near ZS3,
ZC4IO, EP2CR, A9XBC, PT7WA,
YV5SJ twice, 4Z4NUT, PY3CGJ,
ZP5NW, A9XS, assorted W's,
PY4BFR, VU2GO, 4Z4UW and a
Gotaway in the shape of VP8PL
heard weakly working lots of W's and
believed to be asking for QSL's by
way of G3LIK.

G2HLU played in the ARRL CW
test both weekends and made lots
of contacts, but found it not quite
so good for the second weekend
although he did manage to raise
W7JYW for Montana. The second
phone test weekend was also good
on this band, with WA7WXY and
K7NN, respectively Idaho and
Arizona.

Oddments
Many will already know of the

fire that destroyed most of the
village at Het Dorp near Arnhem,
centre for the handicapped and also
the Central Bureau for VERON;
the latter have lost their printing
gear and some of their subscription
records, but PAOTO and PA0BN
are trying to get things back upright
again. Meantime, if you are not
receiving DXpress or VHF Bulletin,
now you know why.

Ten Metres
Showed signs of life at various

odd times through the weeks.
G2ADZ wrote a long letter which
somehow didn't quite reach your
scribe in time; so he wrote early this
time to make sure all the information
reached here in good time. He
picked out eleven openings of
significance in February and fifteen
more in March. The February

activity was largely concentrated into
eight days, February 12-20, and
likewise March 12-20. Looking at
it in more detail, we notice that there
were several occasions when DX was
about but no beacon signals, and
also vice -versa; Looking at it
closely, we see Europeans, Africans,
Asians, Oceania, South America,
and a hint of the North Americans
-G2ADZ trying to raise EL2T who
was busily peeling off the W's who
were inaudible to G2ADZ!

On April 3, GW4BLE picked out
a rather nice opening, with ZS2OM,
ZS6ACW, ZS6CS and ZS6FU all
booked in between 1400 and 1430z.

Ex-G2XC also looked at Ten, and
found some events of interest.
Leaving out of account the beacon
signals, 9K2DR and 9J2B0 both
seem to have been about, the former
being heard to say he had managed
a WAC in a couple of hours on
March 27. March 19 showed
VP8AI, EA8BK and several LU's,
while on 26th CX1BB1 was heard.

G4BHE reckons his tally of
countries for this year is only six
on 28 MHz, as compared with a
total of 75 worked on the band in
1976; as he is aiming at the 100
countries in 1977, we reckon Barry'll
have to stir his stumps a bit!

A final thought comes from
G4EDG on his activities for the
month, by way of a look at Ten,
where his two QSO's were with
VK9XN and OD5LX!

It does seem as though our con-
tinuous campaign to get more use
of the 28 MHz band is bearing fruit,
as quite a number of local nets have
moved there; one of these is the
Wessex group, who are on from
0930 to 1100z around 28.575 MHz,
and G4EMN assures us they would
be pleased to let in anyone who is
able to work them, this of course
includes any DX. One seems to
recall a Hertfordshire group several
years ago who regularly were joined
on their local net by stations on the
other side of the Atlantic.

Finale
For next month, it looks like

May 6, latest, addressed to your
scribe, CDXN, SHORT WAVE MAGA-
ZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn,
Herts., AL6 9EQ. After the June
issue, we may have to modify our
routines somewhat, of which more
anon. Meantime, Good Hunting.
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SOCKET PANEL FOR THE
KW -2000B

R. G. MARDEN, G3MWF

ONE minor disadvantage of the KW -2000B trans-
ceiver is the fact that the extension speaker output,

control of external equipment, external T/R switch and
keying input are all connected to the transceiver via an
international octal (I.O.) plug. This means that all the
leads for these accessories have always to be "tied"
together and so therefore do the accessories. It would of
course be possible to fit the appropriate sockets to a
small box with the four leads terminated at an I.O.
plug but in the writer's opinion little boxes attached to
leads are difficult to keep tidy.

At G3MWF the inconvenience has been overcome by
making up a socket panel and this is fixed under the
KW remote VFO, Type 4B. If the VFO is not available
then the arrangements to be discussed could be incor-
porated under the power pack.

313/16"

Front panel of
VFO 4B

Front surround
of VFO

Front feet of VFO
of sockets

New 'L shaped
panel

Fig.2 METHOD OF FIXING TO VFO

25/16"
These holes may
have to be adjusted
to clear screw heads
on vfo

Extension
speaker

i34 External
equipment

21/16'

31/16

41/46'

External
TIR switch

415/46.

61/5"

Morse key
sockets

Hole data:
A Holes 3/16 dia.
B 3/8 dia,

5/8 dia.
D 3/4 dia.

Bend on this line towards you

DB
Fig. I PUNCHING AND BENDING DETAILS

June issue will appear on Friday, May 27th.
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All that is necessary is to punch, drill and bend a
piece of duralumin in the manner illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fit all the sockets and wire them up, terminating the other
ends of the leads to an I.O. plug. With the VFO right
next to the 2000B, 24in. leads are ample. The sockets,
from left to right, are an 0.25in. diameter jack for speaker,
a pin and spade audio socket for external equipment, a
Bulgin miniature three pin socket for external T/R and
the remaining two 0-25in. diameter jacks (wired in
parallel) are for different Morse keys, one a squeeze
keyer and the other straight. Naturally if other sockets
are used to suit individual taste the holes and spacing
may have to be changed.

The front feet should now be removed from the
VFO and the "L" shaped panel complete with its sockets
should be fitted to the underside of the VFO, using the
VFO feet and their screws to hold it in place. Fig. 2
should make the method of fixing clear. The circuit
diagrams, Fig. 3, indicated the I.O. numbering employed
on the KW -2000B.

CW Keys

Ext. T/R

Ext. equipment

Ext. speaker

I.O. plug pins-70nd 8 spore

Fig.3 WIRING DIAGRAM

The radio station of one of the two
largest salvage tugs in the world : the
equipment in these tugs (S.A. Wolraad
Woltemade and S.A. John Ross of the
South African Marine Corporation Ltd.)
is provided by Redifon Telecommunica-
tions Ltd. and consists of an RMT-1500S
marine synthesised SSB transmitter
covering all MF, IF and HF marine
bands between 400 kHz and 26 MHz;
reserve Tx is the G479. Main receivers
are the R551 and R554 SSB/DSB gear,
with unbroken coverage from 15 kHz
to 30 MHz. Also fitted is an Omega
Navigator receiver which gives con-
tinuous indications of position world-
wide to within 1-2 nautical miles ;
radiotelephones are the Sealand 30,
Sealand 66, and GR977 IF /HF with 400
watts p.e.p. on SSB.

1977 MOBILE RALLY SEASON-Update

This list is in addition to the information published
in the March issue. May 21, BARTG Convention,
Village Hall, Meopham, Kent, lectures by G3PLX and
G5BX, trade stands, bring-and-buy stall, members and
non-members all welcome. May 22, Northern Mobile
Rally, The Victoria Park Hall, Keighley, talks -in on
2m. SSB 144-25, 2m. FM S22, 70 cm. FM 433-20, trade
stands etc. May 29, East Suffolk Wireless Revival,
Civil Service Sports Ground, Bucklesham, Ipswich (near
Suffolk Show Ground), VHF/UHF antenna gain measure-
ment competition and beam test facility, static 2m. DF
hunt, SSTV and RTTY demonstrations, 2m. talk -in
using GB3PO (R3), S22, SU8, 144.28 SSB, 7026 AM,
trade stands etc. June 5, Maidstone YMCA ARS, "Y"
Sportscentre, talks -in on 160m. (G3TRF), 80m.

(G4DUT), 2m. (G3YSC). June 12, Elvaston Castle
Rally, near Derby, information from G4CTZ, QTHR.
June 12, Longleat Radio Rally, Longleat House, Long-
leat, Warminster, Wilts. June 19, Royal Naval ARS,
HMS Mercury (situated between Clanfield and East
Meon, Hants.). August 14, Derby Mobile Rally, Lower
Bemrose School, Derby. September 18, Peterborough
Mobile Rally, Walton Secondary School, Mountsteven
Avenue, Peterborough, talk -in station G3DQW on 2m.
June 25, Exhibition Station G3NQX/A, Kendal Gram-
mar School Fete, Kendal, Cumbria, 10-160m. SSB.

CORRECTION

In the article on "Lecher Lines" in the April issue,
the formula at the top of the second column on page 96
should be 15,000/cm. = MHz.
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ASPECTS OF RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVERS
Part I

N. H. SEDGVVICX, G8WV

MOST readers will know the block diagram of the
-1-VI simple superheterodyne receiver and will be able to
explain the elementary function of each stage. This
information is available in so many books that it is not
proposed to deal with it in this article, but this elementary
knowledge is necessary to the understanding of what
follows, and readers should be confident of possessing
such knowledge before reading further.

Concept of Selectivity
A receiver must be capable of detecting and amplifying

power received on the aerial over the bandwidth of the
wanted signal. It is axiomatic that any radio transmission
used to convey message intelligence in any form will do
so by modulating the carrier with the intelligence by some
method or other, and this implies that there will be a
spreading of the resultant signal power over a band of
frequencies, to which the receiver must respond evenly
if it is to introduce no distortion. Using double-sideband
amplitude modulation, the bandwidth required is twice
the highest audio frequency of the modulation signal.
In practice this generally has to be modified to accepting
what is tolerable, i.e. some of the power in the upper
audio frequency range is lost or reduced but the reduction
of intelligibility is negligible.

Radio telegraphy signals are generally modulated
with square -wave marks and spaces. Theoretically a
square -wave contains frequencies up to infinity, but in
practice a bandwidth that will pass up to the fifth harmonic
of the keying frequency is easily adequate to maintain the
wave -shape good enough for the purpose of conveying
the intelligence, and it is not uncommon for the band-
width to be limited to pass only up to the third harmonic
of the keying frequency.

The frequency spectrum over which radio com-
munication can be achieved is fixed by God or nature.
Different portions of the spectrum behave differently in
propagation characteristics. From the above it will be
seen that the bandwidth required by a station for con-
veying intelligence is fixed by the nature of the intelli-
gence, and has nothing to do with the radio frequency
used. The MF band used for broadcasting stretches from
525 to 1605 kHz, a spectrum of 1070 kHz. The HF band
commonly used for communications runs from about
2000 kHz to 27,000 kHz, a spectrum of 25,000 kHz,
but seasonally and by night the upper frequency which
will propagate is greatly reduced and all the stations on
the air crowd into the lower part of the spectrum, which
is considerably less than half of the total in terms of
kHz.

We are thus faced with the fact that the frequency
spectrum available is fixed by God or nature, but the
number of stations trying to use it is fixed by man, and
the international disciplines which seek to control his
behaviour in this respect seem to be fairly unsuccessful.
The individual communicator may lodge his protests

at the way he is treated by his competitors, but in the
long term his success in communications will depend on
the equipment he uses and how he sets it up to meet the
conditions prevailing. He must set a good example by
ensuring that his transmitters radiate power only in the
minimum bandwidth required for his purpose, and he
must reject power radiated by other transmitters by
adjusting his receiver bandwidth to the minimum re-
quired for the signal he is receiving. If he uses a selectivity
setting of 3 kHz bandwidth to receive a signal requiring
only 0.5 kHz in which to convey its intelligence, he is put-
ting up the risk of message mutilation by interference
(QRM) by five to one. In the early days of motoring it
was a fairly safe bet to take a blind bend on the wrong
side of the road. One was indeed unlucky if one met
another car coming. Nowadays such an action is almost
certain death, and so with HF communications. Thirty
years ago one could use quite a wide channel bandwidth
with reasonable hope of immunity from interference.
Nowadays, if there is a hole in the spectrum which will
propagate somebody is sure to get into it!

Another reason for limiting receiver bandwidth to a
minimum is often made much of. Noise from all sorts of
sources is distributed right across the spectrum. The
smaller the aperture in the spectrum that the receiver
detector sees, the smaller the amount of noise power it
will detect. Whilst this is quite true, we know by experi-
ence that when the signal drops so low that it is com-
peting with wide -band noise, it has in the great majority
of cases already been mutilated by QRM. However,
both noise and QRM problems come to the same answer
that bandwidth should be limited to the minimum re-
quired to receive the intelligence, and so the emphasis
placed on one or other aspect is rather academic as far
as selectivity is concerned.

Having decided we must have selectivity in our
receivers accurately adjusted to the bandwidth required,
we must next consider the shape of the selectivity res-
ponse. Selectivity is generally specified in terms of Hz
difference between the half -power points. If one couples
a signal generator into a tuned circuit and tunes the
generator across the circuit bandwidth whilst measuring
the voltage across the circuit, a peak amplitude will be
found at exact resonance. If the generator is then
detuned either side of resonance and the frequencies
f1 and f2 at which the voltage falls to 0.707 of its peak
noted, then the difference in Hz between fi and f2
represents the selectivity figure of the circuit, since half
power is 0.707 of the voltage, or 3dB down. The same
will apply to a number of tuned circuits in cascade, and
thus to a complete receiver.

Consider Figure 1. This shows a typical selectivity
response curve for a given Q. The first thing one notes
is that the selectivity figure for the circuit tuned to 100
kHz is 4 kHz, but if the circuit is tuned to 200 kHz the
figure becomes 8 kHz, and at 2000 kHz it becomes 80
kHz, provided Q remains constant. Thus, whilst the
shape remains proportionately identical, the selectivity
in terms of bandwidth (which is what we are interested
in) is degraded in exact proportion to the increase in fo.

This brings us to the major objection to the "Straight"
or TRF receiver, which is simply a receiver where all
circuits are tuned to the incoming signal frequency. As
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one tunes the receiver up in frequency the selectivity
becomes worse and we cannot control it to the minimum
bandwidth required for the signal. A receiver designed
to receive only one frequency in the MF or LF bands
could well be a "straight" set, but if we wish to tune over
a band of frequencies we are in trouble. There is therefore
a case for changing all signal frequencies received to one
specific frequency which we can deal with properly,
and this leads to the superheterodyne principle.

Look at Figure 2. This represents the ideal selectivity
response shape for receiving a signal having a band-
width requirement of 4 kHz. All frequencies within the
bandwidth pass through the receiver without attenuation,
because the response shape top is flat. All frequencies
outside the bandwidth are attenuated to nothing because
the response shape sides are completely vertical. We can
do no better. Compare this with Figure 1. Any modula-
tion frequency component 2 kHz removed from fo will
be attenuated by 3 dB. In fact, any frequency not exactly
fo will be attenuated in some degree, and a receiver using
such selectivity shape will inevitably introduce amplitude
distortion of the signal at its output. Consider also an

3dB 1/2 power

fo

90

Fig. 2

100
f (kHz)

110

adjacent signal 3 kHz removed from 1'0 and thus out of
band. If this signal strength is the same as our wanted
signal it will pass through to the receiver output with
only 6 dB attenuation, and thus cause interference.
Note that both tuned circuits have the same selectivity
figure, and it becomes apparent that this figure is not, in
itself, adequate to judge a receiver performance in respect
of both linearity of frequency response and protection
against adjacent signal interference.

It is not possible to produce a selectivity shape as
shown in Figure 2 because of practical limitations, but
a good approximation can be made by use of band-pass
couplings, producing a shape on the style of Figure 3.
This is a big improvement on Figure 1 in both respects.
A band-pass coupling in its simplest form consists of
two tuned circuits critically coupled together to produce
the shape shown. This is fairly simple to achieve for one
frequency fp, but if one attempted to tune it over a wide
frequency range it would be impossible to hold the
critical coupling correct over the range. It would also
require two variable capacitors per circuit instead of the
usual one. This is another reason for the superhetero-
dyne principle of changing all signal frequencies to one
intermediate frequency. We can for special purposes
insert a very high quality crystal band-pass filter having
excellent shape characteristics in the IF chain, and so
improve things still further.

Fig. 3

90 i00
f (kHz)

110

Another advantage of the superhet., often given prior
place by examination candidates, is that in a cascaded
amplifier such as a receiver, it is easier to prevent self
oscillation if the input and output frequencies are
different. This is quite true, but it is a "by-product"
advantage at best. Amplifiers can be made stable by
proper design and layout, and the superhet would not
have developed into practically the only possible type of
communications receiver if it had not been for the two
reasons previously stated.

(to be continued)

"Short Wave Magazine" is independent and unsubsidised
and now in its 35th volume
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NO TEST GEAR? USE YOUR
RECEIVER!

A. D. TAYLOR, G8PG/GW8PG

THE grid dip oscillator (GDO) and L -C bridge are
useful and versatile instruments, but not all amateurs

have access to them. Also, those of us who do have
access to these instruments have had the experience of
operating from a remote site and finding that just when
we needed it most our test equipment was sitting in the
shack miles away. This article shows how by applying
first, principles the writer overcame such a crisis with the
aid, of a general coverage receiver.

Finding The Resonant Frequency
Fig. 1 shows our old friend the absorption wave -

meter. If the coil L is coupled to an RF source and
tuned to the source frequency by means of capacitor C,
the rectified current flowing through the meter produces
a reading when the frequency the wavemeter is tuned to
is the same as the source frequency. The wavemeter can
thus be calibrated to provide an approximate indication
of frequency (in the order of +100 kHz if loosely coupled).
As the deflection on the meter increases with the amount
of RF induced into the coil, the device can also be used
as a radiation meter by placing the coil close to the
aerial and tuning up for maximum indication on the
meter. Before using the device, particularly in the
absorption wavemeter role, it must be calibrated,
however. The conventional way of doing this is with a
GDO, but how does one go about it if no GDO is
available? Provided that one has a calibrated general
coverage receiver available, the answer is surprisingly
easy. The coil and capacitor in the wavemeter form a
parallel tuned circuit, which is of course a rejector circuit.
If such a circuit is connected in series with the receiver
aerial (Fig. 2a) it will reject signals at the frequency to
which it is tuned, thus providing a means of calibration.
Suppose that we wish to calibrate the wavemeter at 7
MHz. Tune in a steady 7 MHz signal on the receiver,
then disconnect the aerial. Temporarily connect the
aerial to point X on Fig. 1, then connect point Y to the
aerial terminal via a few inches of wire. Adjust Cl until
a point is found where the signal strength decreases
sharply, then tune carefully for minimum signal. The
wavemeter is now tuned to the same frequency as the
incoming signal. The procedure is then repeated at other
frequencies until adequate calibration has been obtained.
The same procedure can be used to check parallel tuned
circuits destined for use in transmitter tank circuits and
aerial tuning units. In these instances it must be
remembered that additional stray capacitance will be
introduced when the components are installed in the
equipment, so if necessary the number of turns on the
coil should be adjusted until the circuit resonates with the
capacitor vanes in their mid position. The same method
may also be used for adjusting series tuned circuits such
as harmonic traps. In this instance the circuit under test
is connected between the aerial and earth terminals of
the receiver as shown in Fig. 2b. Other than the difference
in the connections the procedure is the same as for the
parallel tuned circuit.

1000pF

Wavemeter

Fig.2 Connections to Receiver

So far we have seen how a general coverage receiver
can be used to perform several useful functions normally
achieved with the aid of a GDO. Surprisingly, for one
never sees it mentioned in text books, the receiver can
also perform some of the functions of an L -C bridge.

Capacitance Measurement
Apart from the receiver, the main tool here is a 10

turn coil wound on a 1j inch former (wire size not
critical) and some fixed capacitors. The coil is connected
in series with the receiver aerial as in Fig. 2a, and a range
of fixed capacitors with values from 15 pF to 1000 pF
are connected in parallel with it in turn. In each instance
the resonant frequency of the combination is determined
with the aid of the receiver, and this frequency and the
value of the capacitor in use are noted. A graph of
frequency against capacitance is then constructed
(similar to a frequency/tuning dial reading calibration
graph). Once the graph is available the capacitance of
unmarked capacitors in the 15-1000 pF range can be
measured by connecting them in parallel with the coil,
determining the resonant frequency and reading off the
capacitance required to resonate at this frequency from
the graph. A rather similar method can be used for
finding the inductance of coils which will tune within the
frequency range of the receiver. If the unknown coil
is connected in series with the aerial with a 100 pF
capacitor in parallel with it, the resonant frequency can
be found. The inductance of the coil in milli -Henrys
can then be calculated by means of the formula

25,330

F2 x 100
where F is expressed in MHz and the 100 represents the
100 pF capacitor. This method may not be as accurate
as a good bridge, but it will serve for most amateur
purposes.
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SATELLITE TELECOMMAND
CENTRE AT THE UNIVERSITY

OF SURREY
N. A. S. FITCH, G3FPK

READERS who attended the series of lectures given
by the AMSAT-UK team at last year's VHF Con-

vention at Brunel University may recall seeing the
partially completed command transmitter. This was
shown during a lecture by G8IEF describing the British
Telecommand Station situated in the University of
Surrey at Guildford.

In its present form the station commenced operating
last summer and has been used primarily to command
Oscar 6 whenever the satellite is in range of the U.K.
The command transmitter operates in the two metre
band around 144.78 MHz and was the subject of much
speculation when it first appeared last September.
Since then, the bandwidth has been reduced consider-
ably and command is very positive.

Figure 1 shows part of the Telecommand Centre.
From left to right, the items comprise-on the top shelf;
the command PA unit, the closed circuit TV monitor
looking at the dish aerial, the Autocommand tape input
from the main computer and the full, back-up auto -
command unit. On the middle shelf there is the command
selection keyboard and autocommand control and over-
ride, the autocommand computer which takes informa-
tion from the University's main "1905" computer and
operates the entire station automatically, then the manual
aerial and control panel with Manual/Auto track/
computer track on-line/Radio control selection and
position indicators. On the bottom level is the Racal
RA -17 receiver for the downlink, the Trio TS -700 for

University of Surrey. The dish aerial and 3i -ton tracking
mount ; the crossed polarised Yagis for 70 cm. and 2m.
are on the left and right respectively. The dish Is presently
used on 10 GHz for colour TV experiments, and the whole

array is on a 110ft. high tower. (Fig. 2)

University of Surrey AMSAT-UK Telecommand Centre.
The station runs entirely automatically, being computer

programmed for a week at a time. (Fig. 1)

up and down link, a Ham -M rotator for the terrestrial
array (not shown) and a KW -2000B transceiver. Off the
picture is. RTTY equipment for Oscar 7 telemetry.

Figure 2 shows the dish aerial and tracking mount
weighing 31 tons. The system is steerable in elevation
and azimuth and powered by two 30 volts, 30 Advs.
DC motors. The serve system was designed and built
by the UOS Department of Electronic Engineering and
incorporates two 900 watts solid state servo amplifiers.
The aerial has a pointing resolution of 0.05° and a
pointing accuracy of 025° and may be steered either
manually, by on-line computer, by an automatic tracking
system or by radio control.

The 70 cms. and 2m. crossed Yagis are used for
communicating with Oscar 6 and Oscar 7 and for tele-
command transmission. The dish itself, has a 10 GHz
feed and is used at present in terrestrial 10 GHz colour
television experiments on 3 cms. The aerial is on a tower,
110 feet high.

The station runs entirely automatically. Data is
fed into the main 1905 computer at the beginning of
each week and the week's orbits are then calculated.
The output is then processed by a "MINIC" computer
and then fed into the Autocommand computer. The
station is then operated for one week, switching on the
transmitters and PA to warm up for five minutes, appro-
priate command selection, aerial azimuth and elevation,
etc. The system tracks and commands Oscar 6 for the
orbit, then shuts everything off till the next one.

Martin Sweeting, G3YJO, the AMSAT-UK Tele-
metry Coordinator, who kindly provided the notes for
this short article, says that the UOS hopes soon to install
a microprocessor system capable of doing all the necessary
orbit calculations itself and running the station.

If A -O -D is successfully launched into orbit later this
year to become Oscar 8, the UOS station will assume
command of that also.

Keep in touch by reading "Short Wave Magazine" regularly.
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MINI-ZL SPECIAL FOR TWENTY
METRES

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
- STEP -WINDING

F. C. SMITH, GW2DDX

THERE must be many amateurs who, like the writer,
have little space in which to put up a full sized beam.

As far as 21 MHz goes, the "Easy Quad" described in
the September 1976 issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
solved the requirement for a reliable and suitable DX
aerial; but to extend it to Twenty was not felt to be
practical because of the greater span of the support
canes which would be required. Hence a mini -beam for
14 MHz was given some thought.

A "compressed beam" is one in which the elements
are considerably shorter than normal, inductance being
incorporated to bring the assembly back to resonance.
Unfortunately there is a limit to the amount of shorten-
ing beyond which the trade-off between length on the
one hand and gain and bandwidth on the other becomes
less than one wishes to suffer. Bearing this in mind, a
study of quarter -wave whips using the continuous, step -

wound technique was made, and a bandwidth of 250
kHz at 14 MHz noted. The current distribution is
sinusoidal rather than linear, and thus there is a higher
centre impedance; a beam made in this manner is easier
to tune and exhibits a greater efficiency than a con-
ventional compressed beam. The total width of the
elements is twelve feet, which makes this a useful aerial
for portable or Field -day activities.

Initially, a dipole was constructed along these lines
and erected at thirty-three feet; as it showed promise

8ft spacing

Rope

33ft Mast

Fig.1. Method of mounting MINI- ZL

as a DX aerial, the technique was extended to make a
Mini-ZL Special.

Materials
Four canes, each seventy-five inches long are needed,

tapering from three-quarters of an inch to three -eighths;
check that they have no splits and are straight. Treat
them for weather with a coat of paint. The wire is 20
SWG enamelled, wound on in accordance with Fig. 2.
Take care that the windings are all tight so as to maintain
their spacing; when the winding is finished, a wrapping
of adhesive tape and varnishing completes the cane.
Treat each cane similarly. The step winding may be
found a little tedious but once started presents no
difficulty. An eight -foot boom is also required, say, of
1 inch diameter, and the two coils are eight turns of
12 SWG wound into a length of 1a inch. (Winding coils
of this thick wire is most easily achieved if you possess,
or know someone else who has, a lathe.-Editor).
The final mounting of the canes may be left to the
reader's own ideas.

Fig. 1 shows the method used by the writer for the
mounting of the beam, which enables the beam to be
pulled up or down the mast as required. The coils used
in the centre of each element of the array are not there
to compensate for the shorter elements; the coil and link
method is favoured at GW2DDX as being the best way
to get a near -perfect match to the feeder.

The velocity -factor of the phasing line is 0.75, and
it should be remembered that to get the desired 135
degrees of phase shift the line needs to be transposed.
The elements are grid -dipped with the coils in situ, and
the phasing line is connected 31 turns in on each coil.
If the elements, when grid -dipped, show resonance to
be not quite where required, a few turns may be removed
from the top of the canes, equally on each side. A six -

Rope

72 ohm feeder
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Fig.2 Winding details for canes

turn link of thin flex is inserted at the centre of the driven
element to which the 72 ohm feedline is connected.

General

A beam in which the phase relationship is 0 or 180
degrees presents no problems; but the requirement for
unidirectional radiation means that the phase angle
should be between about 90 and 135 degrees. In the
GW2DDX version as originally made, the forward lobe
seemed rather wide, and although the beam performed
normally it was assumed that the phase relationship
was nearer 90 than 135 degrees. It was decided to try
a i-wavelength phasing line. A length of coaxial cable
having a velocity factor of 0.75 was therefore cut to a
length of 21 feet three inches and connected in place of
the existing -i-wave phasing line which had been eight
feet six inches; the surplus was coiled up and tied to the
boom. Either length works well, but it does seem that with
the longer phasing line the forward lobe is narrowed down
to a more acceptable figure.

Results

Attenuation off the sides of this beam is a little
down compared with a full-sized array, which is to be
expected. However the Mini gives a good account of
itself on 14 MHz when the band has not been at its
best. All around Europe have been around S8 to S9,
and on into the far lands at reasonable strength; VK
and ZL have heard at workable strength but the pile-up
has been too much to be worth battling through with
the writers KW Viceroy run at 150 watts.

THE WHITE ROSE RALLY
Lawnswood School, Leeds,

April 3rd

Ian Forse G4DHA (front) and Ken Turner GM8JPT look
on as David Tong G8ENN (a White Rose member himself)
of Datong Electronics Ltd. demonstrates one of his Up -

Converters.

Ian Sneap G3ZYC of Lowe Electronics tends to potential
customers Cliff KlIvington GSEPH and, on the right, Alan

Cherrett G3BEJ.

General view in the West Hall of the school around noon.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
By "C/ab Secretary"

(Deadline for June issue: May 4)
ONCE again your scribe reaches for his typewriter;

this month in the clear knowledge that, with some
main still to come in, we already appear to have a Bumper
Bundle. So, perhaps it would be a good time for us to
mention the question of the chaps who wish to send in all
the dates for several months at one go, with the very
laudable idea of saving the club postages and at the same
time saving themselves some work. Much as we would
like to do so, it is impossible to devise a scheme of
things which will enable us to do this without serious
risk of errors creeping in. Essentially, the problem
revolves around the number of reports to be handled
each month. The result is that, to accept multiple
entries from a club, one has to have a photographic
memory, which is one thing this writer has not got!
Normally, all the mail is kept for a month and then
disposed of (not enough room in the shack as it is!) and
the essential need is to remember to separate those which
should be carried through to next month-a memory
which must be relied on just at the moment in the month
when the pressure is at its greatest. And, of course, if
the memory errs, no one says "poor old soul, he must be
forgiven mistakes made in his dotage," but rather do
they say "You are discriminating against my club,
dammit!" Again, to be fair, that was precisely how this
old conductor felt when he missed the 'bus (before he
became "Club Secretary") is sending his report in, and
got a rocket from the gang at the next club meeting.

So . . . PLEASE, send in your reports on a month -
by -month basis, despite the costs; you can save 2p by
posting a week earlier, which is some help, provided you
always remember that the deadline is 23 days ahead of
publication day which is the last Friday of the month.

Reports
Regional this time, to celebrate our having a wee

bit more time to process them; and the upper clip seems
to be the Southerns, so that is where we'll start.

Verulam are always in session on the fourth Thursday
in each month, at the Market Hall in St. Albans. This
gives us May 26, on which evening there will be a talk
on Operating Techniques-the speaker is not named.
In addition, from May to September, the gang have
informal gatherings on the second Thursday of the
month, at Salisbury Hall, London Colney.

We make a couple of rude noises in the direction
of Southgate, there being absolutely no information on
their Hq. address or the meeting dates. However, ii so
happens that we recall their QTH is at the Scout Hut,
Wilson Street, Winchmore Hill, just off the village green.
Also we believe they usually foregather on the second
Thursday. Another place you might find them is around
the talk -in station at the Alexandra Palace "do" over
May 6-8.

On the other hand we have a nice long list and all
the required details in the Sutton & Cheam Newsletter.
By the time this comes to print, they will have had their
AGM; and for May 19 they have a booking at Sutton
College of Liberal Arts for S.M.C. Ltd. to talk about and

show their range of commercial gear. A couple of days later
they will have a demonstration station running at Cheam
Junior Girls School (May 21). In addition to all this
there are informals held at Ray's Social Club, London
Road, Cheam on certain Wednesdays.

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick have their base very
firmly fixed, at Chiswick Trades and Social Club, 66
High Road, Chiswick. May 17 sees them dealing with a
very important subject, namely IARU and the WARC
1979.

Although they don't tell us what is going on-the
new committee hadn't really had time between being
elected and the date of our deadline! but they do say
that Hq. is Emmanuel Church Hall, Barry Road, London
SE22, on the evening of the third Saturday in the month.
Which club? Crystal Palace, of course.

Now on to Harrow where on May 6 there is some
R.A.E. revision, May 13 a Practical evening, May 20
G3MLS to talk about Modulation, and May 27 for a
talk by G8EIM on SS/TV. However, for the current
v *nue, we must refer you to the Hon. Sec.-see Panel.

At Silverthorn, the Hq. is Friday Hill House, Sim-
mons Lane, Chingford, London E4, and the arrange-
ments are easy enough to recall, since they get together
every Friday evening.

A funny thing happened to Edgware recently-their
attendances have shot up although the membership seems
to be relatively not much changed. I don't think I'd be
worried by it-but it would be nice to know just what
did the trick! Find them on the second and fourth
Thursdays in each month at 145 Orange Hill Road,
Burnt Oak, Edgware.

It looks like the first Thursday in each month for
Cray Valley, the venue being the Eltham United Re-
formed Church Hall, 1 Court Road, Eltham, London
SE9. However we don't know what is down for the
May meeting, as the new committee will hardly have
had a chance to sort it out by the time they wrote to us;
but we don't ever recall them failing to put something
interesting on.

At Chiltern a new Hon. Sec. is noted-see Panel-
and he writes in to let us know that they are making a
big effort to keep up the standards; the venue is now
42 Castle Street, High Wycombe, and the regular routine
is to get together on the fourth Wednesday in each month.

At Echelford we were a little saddened to read that
they were suffering a shortage of nominations for the
various offices, to let some of the existing committee
people have a rest after several years of work. We hope
that by AGM time, all this will have been sorted out.
The group get together at the Hall, St. Martins Court,
Kingston Crescent, Ashford, Middlesex, on the second
Monday and the last Thursday of each month.

Tuesday, May 3, is in the normal routine at Thames
Valley, but we notice that the June date is 8th-a
Wednesday-so make a note in the diary if you are
going to attend in June at Giggs Hill Green Library,
Giggs Hill Road, Thames Ditton. As for the real current
news, on May 3, there will be a quick discussion on
NFD, to be followed immediately by a mammoth
Junk Sale.

Quite a change for Shefford on May 5, when G4ARL
will talk about "Under the sign of the Spread Eagle"-
the history and development of Barclays Bank. On 12th,
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G3RWL will be talking about OSCAR, and on 19th
they will all be visiting Bedford club. Finally, May 26
sees a talk on "Plastic Embedding" by guest speaker,
Mrs. Culpan.

Not only the usual date of May 2, but also May 23
appear on the Southdown fact -sheet. The first is a Junk
Sale, while the second is down for a discussion of NFD
and contesting. Both are at the new Hq., Chaseley
Home, South Cliff, Eastbourne.

It's a mighty long time since last we heard from
Stowmarket; now they write to say that from this
month they will change Hq. to the Red Cross building
near the Station; normally they assemble on the first
Monday in the month unless it happens to be a Bank
Holiday. For more details we suggest you get in touch
with the Hon. Sec. at the address in the Panel.

Milton Keynes are booked in to the Loyal Hall,
Silver Street, Newport Pagnell, on May 9, on which
evening they will be hearing a talk from G8FMG,
Steve Felts, on the Bedford repeater.

At Wessex they have a treat on May 6; their natter
session has been replaced by a talk with slides to be
given by YJ8DS; for the non -DX types YJ8 is New
Hebrides. This one is at Hq., The Dolphin Hotel,
Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth; but on 20th the show

is moved to Bournemouth School, East Way, Bourne-
mouth, where the talk will be by G2DX, who was first
licensed in 1912; he will be followed by G6CJ, Dud
Charman and his topic of "Aerials and Propagation."

Reigate have their monthly Natter Night on May 3,
at the Marquis of Granby, Hooley Lane, followed 14
days later on May 17 by the "Sale of Surplus Equipment"
at the Constitutional Centre, Warwick Road, Redhill;
the footnote makes it quite clear there is no junk in
Reigate! On a different note, this entry was G3NKS's
last one before taking up a new job in Cheltenham-
17 years of Newsletter writing for the club, and almost
as many as an executive of the club.

Over to Maidenhead now, still at their Hq. at the
Ambulance Hall, The Crescent-it has been variously
reported as being St. John and Red Cross, but let it
be clarified a little by your scribe who says there is only
one of 'em in the Crescent anyway! The dates are May 5,
when G3ZHY will be talking about "Magic Boxes"
which are training aids for would-be CW operators which
are designed around a PROM. Tuesday, May 17 is a
bit nearer the date set aside for NFD, and so the lads will
be fully occupied getting ready for the battle.

Over to Mid -Sussex, and the tale of their planning
application for the Tower at the Marie Place Hq. in
Burgess Hill; were it not so funny as they tell it, one
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would be foaming at the mouth over the idiocies of
bureaucracy, but they kept their sense of humour with the
result that in the end they got their beam, which at least
makes it far easier for a visitor to flush them out. Look
for it on May 5, when G3WNS will be showing films
"In the Steps of Lawrence of Arabia," and again on
May 19 when the Wanderer Reminisces, the roamer of
the title being their President G5RV of course. Finally,
please, everyone, note that the Hon. Sec. is not G3JMB
any longer, he having been given the hard word by the
doctor; G3ZYE is filling the hole.

The TS "Terra Nova" at 34 The Waldrons, Croydon,
is "home" for the Surrey lads, and it looks as if the first
and third Wednesdays are the ones to keep open. By
now, of course, after the AGM, they will be just getting
the new programme sorted through so if you must have
the very latest, a call to the Hon. Sec. seems indicated-
see Panel.

Midlands
Quite a big place, this, and yet, as with Scotland, one

never ceases to be amazed at the apparent rarity of the
genus Radio Club, and the way they hide their lights
under a bushel. However, Bromsgrove are taking the
wraps off their latest publicity scheme, which is to be an
Award. They say that as U.K. amateurs will be allowed
to use the prefix GE during the period June 4-10, the
Club station, GEVGG will have an award for which you
must work the Club station, GE3VGG and one other
Bromsgrove Club station (we wonder whether that means
what it says or is it that you are to work one club mem-
ber?) plus 23 other stations using the GE prefix for a
total of 25 contacts; any band or mode, saving that no
repeater or satellite contacts are acceptable. The award
is to be known as the Bromsgrove Silver Jubilee Award.
Meetings are not mentioned, but the designer of the note-
paper heading had forethought when he put "the second
Friday in each month at Avoncraft Art Centre" up in the
top left-hand corner.

Not far away is Stourbridge where they have Royal
approval to their plans for a Silver Jubilee station; and
with that sort of support let us hope the authorities relent
and permit them the GB4SJ call they want, instead of
the ER60I which would be the conversion of the club
call, G60I. The formals are held at Longlands School,
Brook Street, Stourbridge, and we believe the date is
usually set to be the third Monday of the month; there
is also an informal get-together during the month at the
"Shrubbery Cottage" pub in Oldswinford. More
details can be obtained by listening to Beacon Radio
on the day of the formal and the day before, when the
latest local news is passed out; and if even that isn't
enough, then it is the Hon. Sec. for you-see Panel.

Cheltenham RSGB group have their place at the Old
Bakery, Chester Walk, and at this moment it rather looks
as though the topic will be Civil Aviation Communica-
tions, and G3HCB the speaker.

May 6 and May 20 are the dates for Hereford in the
County Control, Civil Defence Hq., Goal Street; the
former for a talk on Emergency Services by Sqn. Ldr.
Pengilly from Worcester, and the later date for a "Junk
and Goodies" Sale-the names these events get never
ceases to amaze this scribe!

A familiar signature sits on the bottom of the next

note, which is from G5UM, and points out that in
Leicester there are no less than six clubs, four of whom
have call -signs, namely G3LRS, G3SDC, G4CKC, and
G4DAG; plus the VHF group and the Repeater group.
G5UM writes for the VHF group, and points out that the
Hon. Sec. is G8GVA-his address is in the Panel-and
that he would dearly love to tell people all about the
VHF gang and their doings. Good for him!

Wolverhampton are open for business on every
Monday evening, at Neachells Cottage, Stockwell End;
May 2 is down for a Home -construction competition,
while 9th is a Natter evening, sandwiched neatly between
the homebrew contest already mentioned and the Sale
of second -Hand Equipment on 16th. May 23 is a com-
mittee meeting and the final May 30 date is given over to
more nattering.

The South Manchester scribe it was who sparked off
the preamble to this piece; but if he (and indeed every
scribe) were just to remember the requirement for the
material to arrive 21 days before the last Friday in the
month, they would be able to generate their own dead-
lines for posting, either first or second class. They only
exception to this rule occurs in January, when the
reports are battling their way through the Christmas
mail rush and all deadlines are altered to take account
of this; but even this one can be coped with if you get in
to the habit of mailing early. However, to turn to the
matter of the South Manchester doings, they have a
Mini-D/F contest on May 6 followed on 13th by the
AGM; G2FOS will be talking to them about Electronic
Organs on May 20 and on 27th they are going to visit
the Post Office Tower. In addition, the informal VHF-
cum-D/F sessions at the club shack, "Greeba," Shady
Lane, Baguley on Monday evenings continue.

Over the water to Wirral, where May 4 will be devoted
to "Amateur Communications Methods"-a consortium
directed by the Chairman who will thrash out the
fundamentals for the benefit of all. This is followed on
May 18th by an evening with G3LEQ, who will be
bringing all the goodies of the firms he is agent for, not
to mention his own VHF expertise, from Knutsford.
Quite a jaunt this, so we hope he gets a good turn -out
of the lads at the Sports Centre, Grange Road West,
Birkenhead.

Westward
Firstly, we head down into Cornwall, where we find

the SWEB Club room, Pool, Camborne on May 5 to
meet Cornish; as usual they will no doubt be packed out
for G3OCB's talk on Counters.

Nice to hear again from Saltash after quite a break;
they are still based at Burraton Toc H Hall, at the
junction of Warraton Road and Oaklands Drive, Saltash.
May 6 sees a talk on BCI and TVI by G3VWK, while on
May 20 there is a surplus -equipment Sale, the Auctioneer
to be G3UBY.

Swindon are in session on May 11 and 25; the former
date is down for G3SEK to talk about M/S and other
two -metre DX, while the second date is given over to a
Test Equipment demonstration by G3LTZ. Both dates
are in the Coldharbour public house, which is in Blunsdon,
five miles north of Swindon on the A419.

Bristol RSGB have a trip out for May 30th.They are
going to HTV studios, where they will be entertained by
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the Entertaining Electron, and Oracle, all under the
control of Jim Slater of IBA-anyone outside Bristol
who is interested can get in touch with the Hon. Sec.-
see Panel. On a different tack, the gang will be at Long-
leat as usual, on June 12, with a separate rendezvous
tent and a large refreshments tent; the whole rally site
has been moved to the Anglers Pond nearer to the House.

Another Mobile Rally to be mentioned is the Torbay
one; this is down for August 28 at Haldon Race Course
near Exeter, on the A38 heading towards Newton Abbot.
For other details of the club, it is suggested you contact
the Hon. Sec.-see Panel. May 28 is down for NFD work.

Over the water now, to Limerick, where the local
club continues to thrive; for all the details, get in touch
with the Hon. Sec.-see Panel.

Yeovil Hon. Sec. G4EVI says that although they are
continuing to foregather each Thursday at the usual spot,
there are possibilities of a move in the offing; so any
would-be visitors should get in touch with the Hon. Sec.
at the address in the Panel before they finalise any plans.
One special date for the gang to recall is May 19, when
G3XFW will be talking about "Breaking Down RF
Amplifier Circuits."

New Club
North Bristol are a new group based on Lockleaze

Community Centre, near Gainsborough Square, Bristol,
where they can be found every Friday evening. They
are recruiting as hard as they can, and would particularly
welcome SWLs-they already have an R.A.E. class
running, and hope to fix up lots of talks in the coming
weeks.

North
1977s North-West Convention is being organised by

the University of Lancaster, and will be held there on
September 17-18. Trade stands, competitions, a dinner,
and a coach tour. On a different tack, the University
club is not a "closed" one; anyone, whether SWL or
licensed is welcome, the meetings being on Wednesday
evenings in Furness College Bar, at 8, followed up by
some operating from the club Shack.

The May meeting of the East Lancs group is trans-
ferred to May 3 which is a Tuesday instead of a Thurs-
thursday, at Canterbury Street, Blackburn-we would
like to tell you the topic and the starting time, but they
are, thanks to Murphy's Law, the only bits of the
print to be smudged; but it is quite clear that there is a
bar which will be open from 2130!

Northern Heights get together at the Peat Pitts Inn,
Ogden, Halifax, on alternate Wednesdays; May 4 is a
Surplus Equipment Sale, while on May 14 there is a
Social at Sutcliffes Farm, Golden Heptonstall organised
by Mrs. G4EFX.

Up at Scarborough, things are going quite nicely,
with membership rising rapidly, and a mention each
week in the local paper. They are to be found on Friday
evenings at the Technical College, Scalby Road.

Everything the White Rose group touches seems to
be a success; as at the beginning of March they had
already accepted 87 applications for their White Rose
award, and their Wednesday evening meetings get more
and more attendances, Hq. is at 83 Town Street, Armley,
Leeds.

We are pleased to hear that the radio group based

on Durham University has been revived; alternate Wed-
nesdays during term time in the Physics Building, Science
Site, South Road, Durham, sees them in session and
very keen to welcome members from outside the Univer-
sity. More details can be obtained from the Hon. Sec.
-see Panel.

If you go to York, you have to remember that they
miss the third one in each month, but get together on
all the other Fridays; on May 30 they have a trip to
Hull Technical College which is already at the time of
their letter over -subscribed! All sorts of interesting
activities seem to go on with this group.

Over the Border now, and our first port of call is
to Lothians; May 12 is a Junk Sale, while May 26 is not
yet settled, while for June there is the AGM on the
ninth and a Forward Planning session on June 23, after
which they will be in recess until September. All the
details from GM4BYF, or turn up at the Adult Educa-
tion Centre, Riddles Court, Lawnmarket, Edinburgh.

Another New One in GM
This one is at Perth; in the absence, as yet, of some-

where to meet, they are getting together in each other's
homes on a rota basis. This being the case, if you wish
to get to know them, we suggest it would be a courtesy
to get in touch with the Hon. Sec. first-see Panel for
his address.

General
A place in which to fit all the groups that are not

on a purely local basis; and our first one is the World
Scout Bureau, who have sent a copy of their report on
the 1976 radio activities; and it seems likely that in
JOTA 1976 there were probably in excess of 7000 stations
on, some 1277 being over in the States.

The UK FM Group Newsletter for the London group
is quite interesting, and one can understand the views
of the member who found getting to the Grove Park
Hotel Hq. at the junction of Bolton Road and Spencer
Road, Chiswick. This venue is adjacent to Chiswick
station, and is more "get-atable" than many of the
other proposed places-but it has to be accepted that
any Hq. address will be awkward to get at from some
part of London, which is getting to be a rather large
village!

BARTG will have their main event of the year on
May 21, at Meopham Village Hall, with all the usual
attractions, Bring and Buy stall, lectures by G3PLX
and G5XB, a picture tape factory and a fine selection of
Trade Stands. On a different tack, their Spring Contest
on the weekend March 26/27 was notable for DX on
all continents, and an increased UK participation
for G8CDW to plough through to get to the results.
One popular station, on RTTY for the first time was
JY1.

Finale
That brings us to the bottom of the pile for another

month; for next time, we want your programme gen
for June, together with the Hq. address, the address of
the Hon. Sec. (and his name of course!) and any other
data that would be of interest to a prospective member.
Address it all, to arrive by May 4 latest (23 days before
the last Friday of the month), addressed of Club
Secretary, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street,
Welwyn AL6 9EQ.
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VHF
BANDS

NORMAN FITCH, G3FPK

Awards and Tables
THERE have been no VHFCC

Certificates awarded this month
though several claims are in the
pipeline. The rules are few and
simple. The certificates are available
for 4m., 2m. and 70 cm. activity,
for individual bands only. Appli-
cants should have at least 100 con-
firmations from stations operating
from different locations. That means
you can submit cards from a station
or group operating successively from
different counties, for example. To
claim, just send a list of the con-
firmations with a potted history of
your amateur radio activities and a
description of the equipment used,
past and present, to the address at
the end of this feature. You will
then be asked to send six cards
chosen at random for verification
after which, if all is in order, your
certificate will be issued. Your
contacts must have been made from
the one, fixed location, but it does
not matter if you change your call
part way through due to licence
up -grading. Satellite and repeater
QSO's are not permissible.

To enter the Three Band Annual
and "Squares" tables, it is stations
worked, not necessarily confirmed,
that are counted. All modes count,
only repeater and satellite QSO's
being excluded. The counties are
the latest ones, of course, such as
Merseyside, Gwent and Highlands,
rather than Rutland, Middlesex,
Merioneth, Angus and so on. You
can count the Irish Republic counties
of which there are 26.

Repeaters
As readers within range of GB3LO

will know, the Crystal Palace device
has been off the air for some time.
It was closed down at the request of
the Home Office and there is no
indication when service will be

resumed. The licensee, the RSGB,
is at pains to point out that the
closedown was not due to the per-
sistent interference. It seems a pity
that those who have used the repeater
properly and who contribute to its
upkeep have been rather left in the
dark concerning the closedown. As
it is, there are many rumours around
as to why it was necessary. Normally
such matters are solely the business
of the individual amateur and the
Home Office but in this case, all
Society members have helped pay
for the repeater programme. It
does seem rather unnecessary to
treat infringements of licence con-
ditions as state secrets!

G3CHN (Devon) mentioned a
French repeater in Department 9,
Ariege, on channel R1. All "F"
repeaters will be in the "FZ" series,
the number indicating the REF
region, as with the beacons. This
repeater would be FZ5THF and
runs 10 watts to eight dipoles,
1205m. a.s.l. The "Ile de France"
repeater, FZ1THF, (BII2f) is located
at Clamart, Dept. 92. It is on R6
experimentally, running 10 watts
e.r.p. from an omni-directional
aerial at 205m. height. The repeaters
might be useful as beacons for those
with vertically polarised aerials.

On the 70 cm. scene, Jack Hum,
G5UM, reports that G3PVG has
succeeded him as Chairman of the
Leicester Repeater Group. To
counter the idea that only a handful
of local operators would use 70 cm.
repeaters, a show of hands at the
group's AGM revealed over a score
ready to use GB3LE on RB4.

Intruders
Following the paragraphs on un-

identified intruders in the 2m. band,
Joost Berden, G3RND, says that
he does not think the buzzing noise
complained of by G8HUY originates
from Russian satellites. The only
USSR QRG anywhere near the band
is 143625 MHz and that is used
only when a Soyuz link up with the
orbiting space station is planned. It
is purely a beacon signal to locate the
orbiter. During such operations,
121.27 MHz is used on FM for voice
communication. Other general
USSR satellite QRG's are: 137.15;
137.20; 137.30; 137.40; 150.0; 180.0
and 400.0 MHz.

Joost suggests that the noise
described sounds like that he used to

hear when he was in Yorkshire and
which came from certain aircraft
radio altimeters. Similar noises in
the 70 cm. band appeared to be
coming from the BMEWS installa-
tion at Fylingdale. G3RND advises
that detailed records of this kind of
interference be sent to the Home
Office.

Most UHF operators around our
coasts will have experienced the
racket generated by the radar probes
from Soviet "trawlers" and Joost
reports that their activities are
ruined by high power SSB fired at
them. Since they operate just below
the 70 cm. band, he suggests those
suitably equipped can quite easily
cause them to close down.

DX Notes
Via G3POI comes news that from

mid -July to mid -August, OE4XMS
will be operating on 2m. from IH12j
using 400 watts to a 20-ele. array,
1000m. a.s.l. During the last three
weeks of July, ON61D will be in
HB9, operating from DG75 square.
From the Faroe Islands, OY2A in
Torshavn has joined OY5NS on the
2m. band. For many U.K. operators,
Irish Republic counties are not too
easy to come by. G3CHN passed
along the news that EI5DA (Co.
Louth) is ready to start on 2m. as
soon as his "black box" arrives.

Those who have not worked
Cornwall, and/or XJ square, will be
pleased to read that David Butler,
G4ASR, will be on again from May 9
to June 1 from the Lizard Peninsula.
He will be on 2m., 70 cm. and 23 cm.,
both fixed and portable as follows:-
May 9-12 from G4ASR/A (Ruan
Minor) on 144.26 MHz: May 14
from G4ASR/P on 23 cm. and on
the 15th, 70 cm., these being contest
days: May 16-26, G4ASR/A on
144.26 and 43226 MHz: May 28/29,
2m. portable contest as G4ASR/P
and May 30 to June 1, G4ASR/A on
144.26 MHz. Times of the -/A
operation will be 1900-2230 GMT
on weekdays and 1000-1900 GMT
at weekends. David is QTHR on
01-360 9470 evenings or Epping
74351 during working hours for
those wanting to arrange skeds.
The Cornish number is Helston 4141,
daytime. On 2m., G4ASR runs 100
watts SSB/CW to two 6-ele. Quads;
50 watts SSB/CW to an 88-ele.
Multibeam on 70 cm. and 14 watts
CW on 23 cm. with a Quad Loop
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Yagi. The "prime mover" is a
Yaesu FTDX560 with a Datong
clipper, power being generated when
operating portable from a Honda
E300.

Mediterranean News
Henry Souchet, 9H1CD, writes

that he is glad he got started on
70 cm. He now has five QTH
squares worked but so far he has
not worked Malta! During February,
he had a first QSO with 18CVS on
CW in HA13c, exchanging reports
of RST 509, and has daily skeds
with IT9ZDA in Messina. 17EMG
in Taranto has also been worked on
CW.

On Feb. 23, there was a fine
tropo. opening into Israel with the
Haifa repeater on R3 completely
readable, even with the beam north.
Six 4X/4Z stations were worked
via the Haifa relay by Henry,
9H1BT and 9H1FI. The latter,
Tony, is a newcomer to the band and
they each worked 4X4MR in
Natania, direct. 9HICD and
9H1BT also worked 5B4AP in
Limassol via Haifa but could not
make it direct. Once again, Henry
found vertical polarisation useless
and all the repeater contacts were
with his bay of horizontal Yagis.

The Gigahertz Bands
Although QRV in one form or

another from 4m. to 23 cm., Ned
Cartwright, G4DKX (Ipswich) is
now constructing 13 cm. gear for
tests with G3LQR and G3ZEZ.
Brian Bower, G3COJ, (Bucks.) is
continuing his 23 cm. SSB project
and Brian Oughten, G4AEZ
(London) should be on 23 cm. with
SSB by now. G4AEZ's gear com-
prises a Microwave Modules con-
verter into an FT -101B for reception.
For transmission, a 2C39A mixer,
solid state LO chain and a valved
2m. SSB transverter is used. The
aerial is a dipole fed, 3ft. dish at
45ft. but Brian says feeder losses
are the main bugbear at present.

Seventy Centimetres
Syd Harden, G2AXI (Hants.)

now has a 3CX100A5 amplifier
going with 40 watts output, " . . .

made, of course, from a lot of junk!"
A reconstituted axial blower sends
a gale down the half -wave stripline
keeping the bottle at about 0°C.
G2AXI is putting a lot of effort into

"solid stating" all the VHF/UHF
gear up to the finals. Even so, Syd
took time off to work G4ASR/P in
Cornwall, for a new QTH square,
XJ as did G3COJ.

During the Open Contest on
March 20, Dr. John Tindle, G3JXN
(London) made 76 complete contacts
in poor conditions, for 252 points.
He missed G4ASR/P but did work
a Welsh portable and three PA's.
The most exciting event appears to
have been a lightning strike which
did not seem to do any damage.
Angus McKenzie, G3OSS (London)
summed up the event as " . . . a
bitter disappointment." He made
46 contacts in a 34- hour session.
Alan Scott, G4BYP (Liverpool),
took time off from the 2m. Open
affair on March 5/6 to work a couple

of ON's for a new country on 70 cm.,
with his 10 watts of SSB. The
evenings of March 29/30 also pro-
duced good paths between Mersey-
side and Avon. Unfortunately, gale
force winds on April 1 bent Alan's
aerial pole so much that only over-
head Oscar passes enter the field
of view!

At the home station, Alan Evans,
G8GII (London) has some TVI.
For the "Open" he was out on the
Hogs Back in Surrey and also found
poor activity to the north and to
Wales. Using 8 watts output to a
46-ele. Multibeam he worked into
Devon, N. Staffs. and Suffolk making
59 QSO's worth about 200 points.
However, when a thunderstorm
looked imminent, he beat a hasty
retreat! During the 2m. Open, Alau

THREE BAND ANNUAL VHF TABLE

January to December 1977

Station
FOUR METRES

Counties Countries
TWO METRES

Counties Countries
70 CENTIMETRES
Counties Countries

TOTAL
Points

G8HQJ - - 56 14 21 8 99

G3FIJ 26 2 44 9 15 2 98

G3OHC 23 3 39 8 16 3 92

G2 A XI 18 2 37 9 20 2 88

G8GML - - 52 8 14 4 78

G4FOR - - 57 I1 7 2 77

G4CMV - - 62 12 - - 74

G3 FPK - - 59 12 - - 71

G4BYP - - 43 9 13 6 71

G4DKX 7 1 37 9 13 4 71

G8GII - - 31 5 28 6 70

G8BKR - - 47 9 10 2 68

G4ECQ 8 1 47 10 - -- 66

G4FCD - - 55 8 2 1 66

GD2HDZ 1 1 28 8 21 6 65

G8JH X - - 51 10 - - 61

G8LHT - - 48 9 - - 57

GM4CXP 6 2 34 6 1 1 50

G8KSS - - 42 8 - -- 50

G4DEZ - - 43 6 - 49

G8ITS - - 35 5 8 1 49

G8HAF - - 40 7 - -- 47

G4AEZ 2 1 24 6 12 1 46

G8KKX - - 36 6 - - 42

G4ERX - - 26 6 - - 32

G4F KI - - 8 1 4 1 14
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put out a "CQ" call at 0530 after a
contact with ON6AT/A, which
resulted in a pile-up of over 30
Germans.

Arthur Breese, GD2HDZ (Laxey),
took a little time off the 2m. Open to
work ON6AT/A on the band at
RS59 both ways. By contrast, con-
ditions for the 70 cm. Open, " . . .

were back to what we are accustomed
to for a contest-awful!" From
Jersey, Lawrence Woolf, GJ8AAZ,
forsook the 2m. Open and worked
down to the south of France. He is
another TV enthusiast currently
experimenting with a pattern and
callsign generator. Lawrence is
appalled at the idea of the Jubilee
"GE" prefix. Having waited so
long for the GJ/GU system he feels
it rather senseless to use a common
prefix for all British stations. He
suggests, "Presumably the next step
is to allow all European stations to
use 'EU' irrespective of location!"
Never mind, OM, it is only optional.

Two Metres
Following the hasty notes about

the 2m. Open Contest in last month's
column, it now transpires that OK,
OZ, LA and SM stations were
worked adding up to 21 countries
worked. Did any group contact
them all? Using an indoor dipole,
listener Glen Sweeney (Nottingham)
heard G, GD, GU, 7 GW's, 2 F's,
2 ON's and DK0KN/P, all on SSB.
He now has a 5-ele. Yagi aerial.

Using 10 watts of AM, Ken
Osborne, G8KSS, worked
GI4BAC/P, ON6AT/A, DLOWU
(DL66b), DKOMR/P (DK46d) and
a couple of F's in YI square. After
the contest another ON, F and two
PA's were worked. Best DX heard
in the contest was AD and EK
squares. G8LLG is Pete Milsom
who operates from Dorset using an
FT -221 plus 4CX250B stripline
amplifier. The 8-ele. Yagi has been
superseded by a 14-ele. Parabeam
and this combination yielded some
more squares in the contest. During
the contest, Bob Nash, G8MDI
(Coventry) broke his continental
duck by working DLOEE/P (E142h),
F6CTT/P (ZJ76d) and others, plus
GD3FLH/P (X067e). The rig is
an Icom IC -202 and Modular
Electronics, 25 watt amplifier feeding
a loft mounted Jaybeam 4-ele. Quad.

A rather different story from Len
Dixon, G3XXQ, who, together with

G3YUV and G3ZEM, operated
GM3XXQ/P from Borders Region.
It was their first contest attempt on
2m. but they found conditions very
poor for most all the event. They
heard the southern stations working
the continentals which were in-
audible there. In the early hours of
the Sunday morning, they made it
with GU4EON/A and GU8IRF, the
first continental being F1DIU/P at
0312 GMT. Then magically, at 1318,
the Wrotham beacon came up to S9
and, in the following 24 hours, they
contacted 78 stations, out of their
total of 205. Best DX was DKOVL
at 1075 km.

From Wales, Phil Edwards,
GW4BXE (Pontypool) worked

QTH LOCATOR SQUARES TABLE

Station 23 cm. 70 cm. 2 m. Total

G8FUF 1 79 172 252

G3JXN 18 53 69 140

G3COJ 15 50 64 129

G2AXI 1 36 59 96

G8EOP 8 36 38 82

G8GML 1 34 75 110

G8HVY 33 93 126

G4BAH 32 92 124

G3OHC 27 94 121

G4DKX 3 25 68 96

G3FIJ 25 57 82

GD2HDZ 9 24 50 83

G4BWG 23 110 133

G4FCD 22 67 89

G8GII 22 63 85

GM4CXP 21 107 128

G3BW 21 47 68

G8IWA 17 74 91

G8IFT 5 16 35 56

GJ8AAZ 15 55 177

G4AEZ 15 44 59

G3XCS 14 82 96

G8BKR 1 8 81 90

G8HHI 7 71 78

9H1CD 5 110 115

GRITS 2 44 46

G8KLN 1 62 63

G8LLG 1 38 39

G8JAH 1 35 36

G4CIK/A 1 23 24

G3POI 173 173

G3CHN 131 131

G3FPK 125 125

G4CDF 109 109

G6UW 85 85

G8HAF 69 69

G4DEZ 66 66

G8JJR 63 63

G4CIK 62 62

G3KPU 60 60

G8KSP 60 60

G8JHX 59 59

G8KKX 59 59

GW4FJK 57 57

G8LHT 55 55

OZ9IY 53 53

GD3YEO 52 52

G8JEF 44 44

G4EYL 41 41

G8KSS 31 31

G8JAJ 24 24

G8JKA 21 21

Starting Data January.1, 1975. No satelliteonth,,
or repeater QSO's. Band of the
70 cm.

HB9BIR/P in EG square and
OE2CAL/P2. Second hand, it
seems that GW3UCB/P team made
858 contacts, some 350 being con-
tinentals. Russ Stewart, G8BHH,
has written to account for his team's
effort from Beacon Hill, Powys,
1740ft. a.s.l. They made 801 QSO's
but lost an hour due to breakdowns.
For the first couple of hours con-
ditions were "ordinary" after which
the DX never let up till late on. The
opening started to central and north
Germany gradually moving south-
wards early on the Sunday morning
to take in HB, OE, south Germany
and France. The points claimed from
785 scoring QSO's was 14,764. No
less than 416 contacts were con-
tinentals made up of 210 DL's, 130
PA's, 40 ON's, 29 F's, 3 HB's and
3 OE's, but no I's or DM's heard.
The station comprised two Trio
TS -700's to a pair of 4CX250B's
running 350 watts with a 14-ele.
Parabeam. The receivers were
modified to deal with strong signals.
The team comprised G3WCS,
G3WOH, G4FJK, G8GMC, G8IZS
and Russ.

Four Metres
Most reports concern the Open
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Contest of April 3. Graham Badger,
G3OHC (Sutton Coldfield), was on
for 4 hours during which he made
35 QSO's. Conditions were below
average with slow and deep QSB.
No GM's were heard and the best
DX was GD3FLH/P. G3OSS also
found conditions poor generally, but
with momentary "lifts." Angus
started late and made about 50
contacts, mostly SSB but resorting
to CW for the more difficult ex-
changes. He found more SSB than
last year but very little AM. There
seemed to be few London stations
on and no Norfolk, Suffolk, GM or
GI stations were heard. G3UUT/P in
N. Yorks. was consistently good
and there was a good deal of
Midlands participation. Angus
complained that some stations do
not seem to understand the CW
request, "QRS" as several did not
slow down for him.

Peter Gamble, G4ECQ (Hereford
and Worcs.) is now QRV on 4m.
with a home built valve transverter
and home made 3-ele. Yagi. He is
always willing to QSY to 4m. from
2m. Richard Girling, G4FCD
(Hertford) should have 25 watts of
SSB by now with a 2-ele. Quad in
the loft.

A Real Aurora
The first decent Aurora this year,

as far as more southerly stations
were concerned, occurred on April
6/7, just too late for written accounts.
G3FPK was alerted by a phone call
from GM8FFX at about 2120 GMT.
First signal heard-as usual-was
GM3JFG in Fortrose (XR40c).
Most of the stations heard had
been worked in previous such events
except LA8UU in CT80j, which
would have been a new square.
Chris Bartram, G4DGU (Oxon),
has a receiver tuned to Meldrum
which proved a good indicator of the
event. He worked most of what he
heard, including GM, LA, SM5 and
SMO. All the QTF's were between
000° and 020° true.

ON6AT/A mentioned working
SM4DLT in GT square and
GM8FFX and from the Dubus net,
it seems that SM5EJN worked
F9FT, so it went quite far south for
some. It was obvious that many
London operators were quite
oblivious of this Aurora which lasted
till about 0330 GMT, at least in GM.
Observations at G3FPK were that it

"came and went" with GM8FFX
on SSB and GM3JFG up to S9 at
times. May we have your detailed
accounts for the June issue please,
with QTH locator and QTF and
QTF/A information?

Contests
Results: The 1976 Verulam Contest
results indicate that 21 stations
took part in the 2m. leg on Nov. 28.
Winning station was G3VRE/P with
5062 pts. from 114 contacts, runner-
up being G4DDP/P whose 95
QSO's totalled 3209 pts.
Forthcoming: May 7/8 is an IARU
Region 1, 144/432/1296 MHz affair
from 1600-1600 GMT. May 14 is
the 1.3 GHz Open from 1700-2400
GMT, followed nine hours later
by the 432 MHz Open and Listeners'
Contest from 0900 to 1700 GMT.
May 22 sees the first leg of the 10
GHz Cumulatives. The 144 MHz
Portable event is the weekend
May 28/29. That lot should keep
you all going!

Satellite News
A third cell of the battery has

gone down in Oscar 6 but the trans-
ponder is still relaying 2m./10m.
signals satisfactorily. It is switched
off when the telemetry on channel
3A falls to 332 (18 volts). To preserve
the life of 0-6 it is essential to use as
little power as possible.

The 435.1 MHz beacon on Oscar 7
has been switched on again and will
be on each first Mode "A" day of the
week. (A week starts on Sunday)
Please send reports of the TLM to
AMSAT at PO Box 27, Washington
DC, 20044, U.S.A.

Every Monday is now a QRP Day
on 0-6 and on 0-7, either mode:
10 watts e.r.p. maximum.

For those who want to work out
orbital data for A -0-D, due for
launch in November, the parameters
are: period 102.79 minutes; apogee/
perigee 561-59/545.47 statute miles
respectively; inclination 98.99° retro-
grade. If the launch is successful,
A -O -D will become Oscar 8 and
the longest overhead pass will be
15i minutes. As with 0-6 and 0-7
night time orbits will be ascending
ones.

Three Thousand Up
Seeing last month's note about
G8HUY prompted Jack Hum,
G5UM, to tell us that John of
Ripon was his 3000th station worked

on 2m. from his present site near
Leicester, these past ten years.
The 3000 were "different stations,"
i.e. fixed, mobile portable and -/A.
In the case of -/A care is necessary,
adds G5UM, to ensure that the same
site is not counted more than once.
For example, several -/A calls are
heard from Nottingham and Lough-
borough Universities. For the pur-
pose of counting different stations,
the form is, "If you have worked
one, you have worked the lot," and
this is the computation used at
G5UM. For the record, "Uncle
Mike" adds that the totals on the
only other two bands worked were
695 on 70 cm. and 572 on 4m. up
to the end of March, which is some
sort of conspectus of different
stations who have equipment for
these bands.

Band Plans
Some who read last month's

comments by G8KSS concerning
adherence to the 2m. band plan have
called G3FPK to agree with the view
that it should be respected. Chris
Baker, G8JGK (Essex), wrote to say
he wholeheartedly agreed with your
conductor's comments. He con-
tinued, "When the conditions im-
prove, I am looking forward and
hoping to work DX, so would be
rather upset if, after calling `CQ
DX' any DX was flattened by an S9
carrier." Chris says he has worked
DX on AM and FM over the past
two summers, " . . . so surely
G8KSS can QSY to 144.50-145.0?"

G8KSS, in a further letter,
maintains that he is not against band
plans in general, only your scribe's
" . . . very rigid view of them." He
says, "I shall be calling on and
around 144.52 MHz when Aurora
and Sporadic E is around, looking
for any contacts and would like to
hear from anybody interested here
and abroad. QTHR." Perhaps
operators interested in AM or cross
mode contacts would monitor 144.52
MHz for G8KSS. Why not establish
it as an all mode calling frequency?

Deadlines
That about wraps it up for another

month. Please send all your notes
and claims for the June issue by
May 5 and for the July edition,
by June 2 to:-"VHF Bands,"
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High
Street, WELWYN, Herts., AL6 9EQ.
73 de G3FPK.
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S W SHORT WAVE LISTENER
FEATURE

By Justin Cooper

OVER the last couple of pieces we have nattered on
Visomewhat about receivers, and the usefulness of a
listen to CW as a self -training process in trying to
become competent SWLs on Phone. One topic we have
not touched-ever-in this column concerns the "after
life" when the licence has become an accomplished fact
rather than a dream. Most of us, when this moment
comes, have to build up the station within the constraints
of a budget and what we know so far about our likely
interests. Right from the start it is as well to accept that
in the vast majority of cases there will be marked changes
in the pattern of the interest; the DX SWL is deflected
to listening to repeaters, or the avid home -constructor
becomes a pure operator who only builds when he needs
a bit of gear unobtainable in any other way, and so on.
Thus, when you get the first ticket it is a good thing not
to spend too much but to keep back some for later. This
being the case perhaps it is as well to briefly comment
on transmitters. The first thing to be aware of is that
the arrival of SSB made a vast difference to our ideas
in all the other modes of transmission too. Perhaps the
most important of these changes has been the wide-
spread improvement in stability. The old-time Top
Band net on AM for example, would not notice a warm-
up drift of the odd kilohertz or so, would often not be
netted within a kilohertz either, and were all possessed
of receivers which drifted in varying degree (The CR100
for example, said in its handbook that the maximum
selectivity was not to be used much above a megahertz
or so; a tacit admission of the receiver' shortcomings).
Thus it is fair to say that equipment performance which
would not be acceptable to the extent that both the owner
of the rig and the receiver of its signals would be nigh
to foaming at the mouth in 1977, would have been quite
acceptable in 1947. In those far-off days we expected
things to drift, and to go over after a transmission
almost always involved tuning round to find the other
chap, not to mention following him about once he was
found. Thus the use of the transceiver was out and we
all had "separates," even on mobile or portable rigs.

Our receiver was almost invariable a surplus one,
and the transmitter home -brewed; to get a six -band rig
we started with a VFO or a crystal at Top Band and
followed up with a string of doublers, each one of which,
in its operation also doubled the effect of VFO drift on
the final frequency so that the Top Band VFO with a
warm up drift of, say, 1 kHz would drift 16 kHz at Ten!
The mixer-VFO scheme, where you make a low -fre-
quency VFO and mix it with a stable crystal oscillator
so that you end up with only small drift on the final
frequency, was known but considered to be "way out"
for the ordinary chap. And of course, all the AM phone
meant that the heterodyne QRM was out of this world,
and only the very dedicated phone operator ever worked
out of his own continent, which meant that the only
effective way to work real DX, or for that matter to hear
it to any extent, was to learn the Morse Code, both to
get away from the QRM but also because the low -power

signals could be copied-weak-signal performance was
everything to the amateur receiver and one would
trade anything in the performance line in favour of
sensitivity. Under such conditions to work DX (and,
pre-war, four out of five G stations would be operating
on 14 MHz some time or other in any given week -end)
needed good operating to even think of overcoming the
shortcomings of the gear.

The Mail
And for a start, the newcomers, of whom we have

a bumber crop this time. P. Elstob (BFPO 40) wants to
know something about RAEN; and also Great Circles
and distances. RAEN groups naturally use chosen
frequencies, the choice depending very largely on the
local gear and terrain over which the groups operate.
On the other question, the Great circle map gives true
directions and distances at the cost of distortion of
shapes; and the practical Great Circle path is the true
shortest distance between two points on the Earth's
surface. A calculation of distance and bearing between
two points on the earth is a basic navigational question;
the essential formulae may be obtained from the ARRL
Antenna Book given that you know the latitude and
longitude of the two points. The sums can be worked
through with a book of logs, a scientific calculator, or
through the Tables given in a nautical almanac such as
Reed's.

On a different tack altogether, I. P. Ruddock (Hert-
ford) wonders why it is necessary at all to go through an
R.A.E. and Morse test for an amateur licence-he has
had six tries so far and no joy as yet. In the last analysis,
the test is there to meet the requirements of international
law; and in the process to make sure that a candidate
for a ticket is capable of keeping his rig in trim, or at
least in knowing when it is playing up; of ensuring he
has knowledge of the existence of TVI, shared bands and
all the rest of it. If there were no exam., we could say
for sure that the cost of active policing of our bands
alone would put the cost out of most people's reach, and
the cost of type -approval of all our equipment to ensure
it met the requirements of the licence would mean that
every amateur would have to spend around a thousand
pounds for the test gear to tell him his rig is "up the
creek" and needs repairing, if he intended ever to use
any home-brew gear; and of course every amateur would
have to be crystal -controlled to avoid his going out of
the band. And, SWL Ruddock says later in his letter
that he would like to see Citizens Band here after a
paragraph in which he complains about the goings-on
over the GB3LO repeater-CB in the States makes the
goings-on on GB3LO sound like the vicar's tea-party!

C. Chilton (Buiwell) is a newcomer who uses an
FR -50B receiver with a sixty -foot endfed aerial. Colin
wants to know the HPX Rules-we will reprint them in
full in a forthcoming issue, but essentially, it involves the
collection of amateur radio prefixes (G3 is one prefix,
GW3 a second, G4 a third, a GW4 fourth, and so on)
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rather than of stations as such. The thing to do is to
log all you hear properly, and then when the Rules are
printed again, have a comb -through and total them up.
In addition some sort of index system is required to make
sure you don't accidentally claim a prefix twice or for
that matter fail to claim one at all. One supposes the
easiest index uses a few packets of index -cards from the
local stationers, contained in some sort of box.

Another one who isp't quite sure of the Rules for
HPX is P. Sharpe (London W2), even though he has
sent in a quite acceptable starting score in the meantime.
Phil originally started his interest back in 1962, and at
that time was a member of Cheltenham club until
examinations claimed him in 1964. Thirteen years later,
the bug bit again, with the purchase of a Drake SSR-1;
and the aerial is about 35 feet draped round his room
which is itself about fifty feet above ground level.

P. L. Shakespeare (Foulness) and his interest aroused
when a technician at his work was tossing out some
radio magazines- said technician happened to be
G3SCY, and seems to have gone out of his way to help
along our reporter; reader Shakespeare had an old
National Panasonic T -100D portable, partly u/s, and
G3SCY mended it and also, maybe more important,
showed him how to use another receiver to give front-
end carrier injection for CW and SSB reception.

HPX LADDER
(All -Time Post War)

SWL PREFIXES
PHONE ONLY

K. Kyezor (Irchester) 1708
W. Bingham

(Carrickfergus) 1621
S. Foster (Lincoln) 1596
R. Shilvock (Kingswinford) 1552
R. Carter (Blackburn) 1470
B. Hughes (Worcester) 1416
J. Fitzgerald

(Gt. Missenden) 1412
M. Quintin

(Wotton-u-Edge) 1337
P. C. Jane (E. Looe) 1331
K. A. Whiteley (Castleford) 1311
A. W. Nielson (Glasgow) 1236
M. Cuckoo (Herne Bay) 1214
H. A. Londesborough

(Swanland) 1188
J. H. Sparkes (Trowbridge) 1097
E. W. Robinson

(Bury St. Edmunds) 1091
M. C. P. Bennett (Datchet) 1063
Mrs. J. B. Jane (E. Looe) 1053

SWL PREFIXES
PHONE ONLY

H. M. Graham (Harefield) 963
P. Barker (Sunderland) 926
W. H. Symth (Hartlepool) 861
M. Rodgers (Harwood) 847
B. T. Mackness (Dagenham) 816
L. Gibson

(Barrow-in-Furness) 765
J. Aspinall (Leeds) 753
D. Taylor (Harborne) 731
P. Rooney (Liverpool) 725
S. Budd (Worthing) 714
M. Gibson

(Barrow-in-Furness) 640
S. T. Bowen (Kippax) 594

CW ONLY
A. Glass (Plymouth) 1266
N. A. Phelps (Devizes) 1258
H. A. Londesborough

(Swanland) 995A F. Roberts
(Kidderminster) 465

Minimum starting score 500 for Phone, 200 for CW. Listings in
accordance with HPX Rules, and only include recent claims.

Although he has passed R.A.E., J. G. 011is (Solihull)
says he can't afford to take out a ticket yet. He has a
home -brewed double-superhet, which has a severe attack
of fallen sensitivity above about 21 MHz, leading to
thoughts of pre -selectors. Watch for this one-a test
with a good standard signal generator and an oscillo-
scope looking at the output could well show you that the
sensitivity of the receiver is not down so much, but that
the level of incoming noise has fallen and so given that
impression! On a different tack comes the question of
the advantages of the product detector over the use of
a diode detector and BFO. Essentially, the BFO of a

diode -detector set-up is of a low voltage injection, to
keep it from upsetting the AGC line (unsuccessfully,
as some manufacturers accept tacitly) and also, more
important, to avoid the pulling of the BFO by the big
signal coming down the IF. Fitting of a product detector
enables much larger injection voltage from the BFO, and
this is accepted in that the BFO is now called a CIO!
In addition, the isolation between the CIO and the AGC
can be improved to the point where AGC is practical,
although many receivers opt for audio derived AGC.
That being said, J.C. has been using diode -detector gear
for years on SSB, and, properly adjusted, there is not
a lot in it.

A very brief first entry comes in from A. R. Darby
(Rotherhithe); he has an FR101S receiver and a Joystick
aerial mounted thirty-five feet up in the air above the
roof of a block of flats, to give him a first claim of 341.

On now to G. Parker (Guildford) who has an end -fed
wire into a Heath HR1OB ; further studies of an interest-
ing subject like R.A.E. are awaiting clearance of the
0 -level examinations. Guy has a pet hate in amateurs
who do not repeat their callsigns clearly enough, which is
fair enough as far as it goes, but it must also be borne
in mind that the stations concerned may be in a QSO of
perfect copy at each end, in which case the unnecessary
repetition or phonetically spelling -out of all the QSO
data is, as far as the two stations are concerned, pure
liddery! It also spins -out the rubber-stamp contact, so
causing an overall increase in QRM by increased
occupancy of the band. Practically, though, it would be
no bad thing were callsigns to be spelt out phonetically
on the final signing, just for the benefit of the SWL.

Our last newcomer is Mrs. S. A. Waterfall (Truro),
who has an AR88D with a PR30 preselector; one
wonders if she has yet joined up with the Cornish Club
gang YL's yet. If she hasn't, we bet she will after R.A.E.
night, when your conductor happens to know of another
one, at least, YL who will be taking the examination in
that area! On a more serious tack for a moment, a
query is 6B2SST, heard on January 25 on 14 MHz.
A look at the prefix list says that this would be an SU if
it were genuine, and we feel it is a fair bet that it was a
phoney. A pity-it would have been interesting were
it genuine!

The Others
P. Ramsay (Steventon) says he suffers with static

between 1.9 and 2.0 MHz-it is hardly likely that the
noise from an electricity -pylon line could be so narrow
banded, as one would normally find it gently tailing
off as the receiver is tuned higher in frequency. Thus the
question has to be "What the blazes is it ?" and the most
likely answer we can think of says Loran -A, the European
chain of which is centred on 1950 kHz.

That WT1AAA whom we wrote off as a Slim has
turned out to be real-several folk wrote in about this
one, among them being G3BHK and G3KFE's old
buddy, W4WFL. It seems the computer broke down-
the most regular failing of computers, although not as
comprehensively as seems to have happened here. Any-
way that means WT is a "good" prefix, though it will
disappear when the box of tricks is mended and "proper"
calls allocated.

T. W. Morgan (Swansea) recently bought a used
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CR70A receiver and is finding his way about the bands
for the first time: one of his earlier listening sessions
came out to be the same time as the CQ WW Contest.
The numbers heard in such contests usually consist of the
report, followed by a three -digit number which goes up
one for each contact made-usually beginning at 001, but
for some contests, to avoid the backmarkers giving up,
it is permissible to start the serial -number at any point,
continuing upwards as before. Thus the contests will
on phone swap a five digit number of which the first
two digits will be the R and S of the report, while the
CW contester will send RST plus serial, to give a form
like, for example 599001, 579002, and so on.

Nice to hear again from K. Kyezor (Irchester), who
remarks on hearing the W's from the Western Reaches
over here as early as noon, which is highly unusual for
W6, W7, and WO.

B. F. Hughes (Worcester) remarked last time how
he was pleased with his FRG -7; and this time he analyses
his results since it was installed as compared with the
All -Time; and it certainly is an impressive analysis when
due allowance is made for Bernard having been listening
for long enough to have seen the bands change their
characteristics as the sunspot cycle continued.

On the other hand, J. Aspinall (Leeds) is not so
happy with the comparison between his R-300 and the
pre-war Hallicrafters SX17 he is restoring; the objection
being largely due to the difference in the amount of
bandspread available. However, what your J.C. suspects
Joe hasn't taken into account is the difference in the
performance of the two receivers as far as weak -signal
reception on the one hand and weak -signal response
in the presence of strong out-of-the-passband stations
on the other. The point here is that the valves on the SX
17 receiver front-end have lots of gain ahead of the
mixer, to overcome mixer noise, and at the same time
the performance of these high -gain RF stages falls off
pretty quickly with time, the noise figure deteriorating
from the "book" value of a new valve to something much
higher very quickly, after which it stabilises at the lower
figure; and the gain built into these two RF stages is
quite enough to upset the operation of the mixer in the
presence of the strong signals present today. In addition,
of course, although there is a bit less band -spread on the
R-300, it is probably more accurate in the frequency read-
out, and the semiconductor devices are not subject to
the same tendency to fall off as they have no cathode to
be "poisoned" and wear out.

P. Wells hails from Colne and has been listening to
DX on all bands; but he has now made the decision to
sell all the gear in the shack to raise the wherewithal
for a two -metre all -in -one receiver-one would think
that the combination of his present receiver, possibly
endowed with an FM detector if one is not already fitted
(there are IC's that are useful in this context) and his
existing converter, would serve equally well.

A. Glass (Plymouth) writes to catch up with the scoring,
having not been able to contribute last time round; and
Bert notes that N. A. Phelps should have been above
him on the CW Ladder. Yes, indeed, but this time there
seems to be no score in from SWL Phelps so Bert goes
back to the top.

SS/TV is the main interest at P. Barker (Sunderland)
where the home-brew gear has been displaced by Robot

ANNUAL HPX LADDER
Starting January 1, 1976

SWL PREFIXES SWL PREFIXES
G. Ridgeway (Ardleigh) 499 (Borehainwood) 350
D. W. Waddell (Herne Bay) 477 P. Ramsay (Stevenston) 312
P. Wells (Coble) 427 P. Polanyk (Coventry) 300
L. West (Langley) 414 A. Dimmick (Glasgow) 220
R. G. Williams

This is the final appearance of the 1976 Table. Entrants must now
either go on to the All -Time list, if they have enough earlier material
to make up the starting total, or alternatively put their 1976 lists by,
and make a new start on the 1977 Table. Once they reach the All -Time
start level, any of the 1976 total which are not shown elsewhere in their
lists may be taken in then.

stuff which has had the effect of bringing up the scoring,
both in terms of countries and prefixes in this mode.

K. A. Whiteley (CastleJbrd) wants to know about the
Delta Loop aerial. This one can best be regarded as a
Cubical Quad pulled out of shape, the rectangle being
replaced by a "triangle standing on its head "which is
probably an easier shape to manufacture in the "plumbers
delight" all -metal technique, and there are claims that
a Delta Loop can be more gaily than the equivalent
Quad, although this writer has his doubts as to whether
the difference is significant. The great advantage of a
Quad or Delta Loop aerial is its tendency to improve
in performance as compared with an equivalent Yagi,
when it is mounted "close" to ground in terms of wave-
length at the design frequency; and the lower the aerial is,
the more the comparison favours the Quad.

Talking of aerials, M. C. P. Bennett (Slough) has
been well occupied in the exercise of handing up a
TA32 two -element triband beam; the improvement is
most marked and the local council are said to have
been very helpful all along the line.

R. Carter (Blackburn) has been spending a lot of
his time on the bands listening -out for WAMRAC
members overseas, without success, but of course in the
process along came a few more scoring prefixes. Two
doubtful ones included CH1IJ heard on Forty, which
might-just might!- have originated in VE-land, and
VQ1ZM which just has to be a phoney-VQ1 was the
prefix for Zanzibar, 'way back before it was "liberated"
to become part of a dictatorship.

W. Bache (Kingswinford) is home -bound after an
accident, and in three months of listening has amassed
230 countries; we were highly amused at his tailpiece,
in which he mentions UZ6CL in the "village" of
Sverdlosvk; some village with over a million souls of
population! A glance at the useful Penguin Encyclopedia
of Places also indicates it is the main cultural centre for
the Urals, as well as being well-known for heavy engineer-
ing and as the western terminus of the Trans-Siberian
Railway. As for UZ6CL sounding somewhat American,
this is not at all unusual.

A long letter from E. W. Robinson (Bury St. Edmunds)
is full of comments and queries. To deal with the
queries, the HI10 prefix heard was quite genuine, and
the D4CBS was to the best of the writer's knowledge,
from Cape Verde Is.

K. M. Rogers (Lutterworth) disappeared from our
lists some four years ago, in favour of other forms of
radio activity. Ken now makes his return with new
gear in the form of an R-300 and an NR -56 for two metres,
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although his aerials are the same as they were four years
ago. His HPX query is about the Americans using
"N" callsigns-quite above board.

How do you work out the exact frequency you are
on with a Trio JR-310, asks G. A. Passmore (Pembroke).
Quite easy; on most of the Trio receivers the main tuning
knob has a skirt with engraved marking on it. "0" on
the knob, "0" on the dial, represents the bottom end of
whatever band you are switched to, and when you switch
the calibrator on, both these "O's" can be set where they
should be and a control used to bring the calibrator
harmonic to zero -beat; the modern TS -520 simply
moves the "skirt" of the knob relative to the knob
itself, and your scribe seems to recall this also was the
case on the JR-310, although it is many years since he
ran the rule over one; the alternative ways of "zeroing"
include a varicap diode with a front panel "twiddle"
to set zero, and physical movement of the fiducial to
be over zero when the rig is at zero. In the Trio rigs the
dial skirt then reads off linearly the intermediate fre-
quencies between two calibration points; it is usual to
calibrate at the nearest calibration point before reading
off the frequency.

W. H. Smyth (Hartlepool) was a bit startled at our
refusal to accept any "AM Only" entries in the Ladder:
he has for years broken down his lists by mode, and we
have not commented because this was also a help to us;
but for years, in fact ever since SSB become the pre-
dominant mode, we have made it a rule to classify all the
"Phone" entries as the sum of all the prefixes heard on
any form of telephony; partly because to do otherwise
would involve an enormous amount of checking at this
end (have you ever worked a chap on "SSB" and received
a QSL saying he was on AM ?) and partly because of the
risk that enough people would run special -mode entries
for AM, FM, SS/TV, or whatever, that we would have to
expand the Ladder into several parts. This also covers
prefixes heard via Oscar, although it has to be admitted
your scribe had some soul-searching thought over this
last.

Having managed 325 in the 1976 Ladder, S. Ham-
mond (Solihull) has now managed a Trio 9R59DS
receiver plus ninety feet of wire fed at one end, with which
he has started with 211 for the 1977 list.

H. M. Graham (Harefield) missed the bus last time
but in so doing has managed to pile even more news
into the present letter. Nothing much on Ten, Fifteen
opening well, but not every day, and, as ever, the meat
of the DX on Twenty. W7JZU was in Wyoming to
complete the set of States, but one has grave doubts as
to C7UBP, heard in mid -afternoon back in early Decem-
ber; as the C7 series are allocated to the World Meteoro-
logical Organisation it is fairly safe to assume this one
was a phoney. Another odd one, which Maurice himself
reckons to have been misheard was an "NM3SI" around
2000z on March 3.

T. Scrimshaw (Birmingham 31) is still struggling
along, and only has a BFO facility on one band, namely
Eighty; with this he attacked the ARRL Contest and got
more prefixes logged in a weekend than he had done in
a year before! In fact, if Tim were to make a "calibration
chart" of his front-end injection, he could probably use
it on Twenty also-your scribe has on occasion done
the "two portables" trick like this, using the second

harmonic of the oscillator frequency as a successfu
"bodge."

A difficulty for D. W. Waddel (Herne Bay) is that
his FRG7 receiver works well on the HF bands but is
very difficult to handle on Eighty-quite the reverse of
the normal situation, in fact. Two things spring to mind
immediately: one, that 1.8, 3.5, and 7.0 MHz use lower
sideband while the HF's use upper, and secondly that
signal strengths tend to be higher (and noise!) on Eighty,
which means that often the limiting factor is the amount
of CIO injection available to cope with a big signal at the
product detector. One could try to cut back on the RF/IF
gain, regardless of whether the AGC is on or off, and see
if this cleans a big signal up; if it does you have the answer,
and only wind up the gain for the weak signals, or,
better fit an attenuator. If, on the other hand, the problem
arises on both big and small signals, then there must be
some investigating to be done.

ANNUAL HPX LADDER
(Starting date January 1, 1977)

SWL PREFIXES
G. Ridgeway (Ardleigh) 496
D. W. Waddell (Herne Bay) 423
P. L. Shakespeare (Foulness) 410
A. R. Darby (London SE16) 341
P. Ramsay (Stevenston) 270
K. Rogers (Lutterworth) 254
J. G. 011is (Solihull) 228

SWL PREFIXES
G. A. Passmore (Pembroke) 217
S. Hammond (Solihull) 211
S. W. Allsopp (Banbury) 211
P. Sharpe (London W2) 203
Mrs. S. Waterfall

(Chacewater) 200

Starting score 200, in accordance with HPX Rules. All Prefixes to
have been heard in 1977.

The Rest
That's about our lot from the space point of view;

so here we can just acknowledge Table entries from:
D. Taylor, Harborne; A. W. Nielson, Glasgow; L.
Gibson, Barrow-in-Furness; Mrs. J. B. and Mr. P. C.
Jane, E. Looe; M. Gibson, Barrow-in-Furness; J. H.
Sparkes, Trowbridge; G. Ridgeway, Ardleigh; J. B.
McDowell, Bristol; M. J. Quintin, Wotton-Under-Edge ;
S. Bowen, Kippax; H. A. Londesborough, Swanland.

Deadline
On to the merry-go-round again, this time for a

deadline of May 19-sorry it's so early !-to arrive,
addressed as always to your scribe, SWL, SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, AL6 9EQ. 73
de J.C.

Subscription rate to
Short Wave Magazine

is £4.80
for a year of twelve

issues, post free.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, LTD.

34 HIGH STREET,
WELWYN, HERTS AL6 9EQ
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i+ STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.
11

Please note new telephone number
47 WARRINGTON ROAD, LEIGH, LANCS. WN7 3EA
TEL. 0942 - 676790

The North West's leading supplier for all your requirements. EASY ACCESS
FROM THE M61 -62.63 -we're 5m. from M6, turn at the Greyhound Motel on the A580
(East Lancs. Road). OPEN 9.30 to 5.30, MONDAY TO SATURDAY.

Midland and North
West distributors for
the XCR30 unique
crystal controlled
receiver. This recei-
ver is designed to
provideprecision fre-
quency tuning over
the full short wave
spectrum up to 30
MHz with ex-
ceptional frequency
stability for both
AM and SSB.
Separate tuned whip
antenna.

414500 inc. VAT
XCR-30 FM Receiver
with FM band 87-5
to 101 MHz.

L170.00 inc. VAT

Mk. I MULTI TUNER. Designed and manufactured by us. 50
tunable switched positions ;or antenna lengths over 5 metres in the
2-30 MHz range. Five different circuits to give an excellent match
between your receiver and antenna. Now in use in over 35 countries.
Price L17.50. Including VAT and Postage.

UNIDEN 2030. 144-146 MHz FM Transceiver. 12 channels. 12v. DC
operation. 10 watt or I watt output. Antenna impedence 50 ohm.
Complete with microphone and mounting bracket. Price 417874

YAESU FRG -7 RECEIVER. Mains and battery operated receiver.
05 to 30 MHz. Solid state. Advance circuitry offers excellent per-
formance for the DX listener at a moderate price.

CALLETTI
Introducing a new range of VHF mobile and
static antennas. All these were exhibited at
the Leicestershire Exhibition.
5/8" Gutter mounted whip ... L12.00

wave standard mount E11.50
5/8" Standard mobile base mount £12.00
Base station ground plane 4 radials L13.59
Professional antennas at an Amateur Price
Accessories
Morse Keys L7.85
Auto-Cq-Sender ... (post tree) £41.11
Eddystone 898 Dial Assembly

(post 75p) E1500
Drake Low Pass Filter (post 50p) L18.00
Omega TE-701 Antenna Noise Bridge

(post 25p) £21.00
Omega TE-702 Antenna Noise Bridge

(post 25p) E24.00
Whip antenna gutter bracket

(post 25p) L2.81
UR43 Co -ax 18p metre ; UR76 45p metre,
post 2p metre ; 75 and 300 ohm twin feeder
10p metre, post 1p metre ; Heavy duty 75
ohm twin feeder 26p metre. PL269 50p
S0239 46p, Cable reducers 16p

We carry a substantial stock of equipment and
probably a larger variety of models than most
dealers. Having established ourselves as the
North Wests leading supplier of Amateur Radio
equipment for over 11 years. We are a totally
independent company and have no retail outlets
through any agents or any other establishment in
the North West. We can supply and mostly
from stock, equipment from the worlds leading
manufacturers. We import some items direct.
and we export and manufacture equipment of
our own design.

DRAKE-YAESU-LINIDEN-S.T.E.-CALLETTI-
JAYBEAM - MICROWAVE MODULES -
G -WHIPS - TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES -
SWAN - ATLAS - BARLOW WADLEY -
C.D.E. - BELCOM - SPACEMARK - DECCA

Send us a large S.A.E. or 20p in stamps and we
will forward you all the latest details and prices.
All our prices include VAT at the current rate at
the time of going to Press.
S.A.E. with all general enquiries please.
H.P. and Credit facilities. Barclaycard and
Access facilities. Trade-ins always welcome.
We would be pleased to sell your unwanted
equipment on a commission basis.

For the caller we have wide range of cabinets
(up to 200 sizes available) chassis, valves, plugs,
sockets, cable, test equipment, etc.

Secondhand Equipment
(available at the time of going to press)

Yaesu FL101 Transmitter ... L300  00
Yaesu FRIOID Receiver ... 4335.00
Trio TX599 Transmitter ...
Swan 1200X Linear Amplifier... ...
Sentinel HF Preamplifier ...
Heathkit 58104 Transceiver
Heathkit RAI Receiver ...
Heathkit 1B 1100 Frequency Counter
Yaesu FRIOID Receiver ...
Drake TR4CC Transceiver and AC PSU
Collins KWM 2 Noise Blanker ...
Liner 2 Transceiver
FR67 Receiver
Eddystone ECIO MK2 Receiver ...
ARAC 102 Receiver ...
Uniden 2030 Transceiver ...
Yaesu FT40I B Transceiver ...

4195.00
L200.00

L9.00
L525.00
435.00
£70.00

L375.00
L445.00
428.00

LI25.00
L140.00
4120.00
L85.00

4150.00
L365.00

As you can see we have a substantial turn overi n
secondhand equipment. If you require a specific
model let us know and we will inform you when
we have it available.
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ATAL 228 ARAC 102

S.T.E. MILAN VHF EQUIPMENT

We enter our third year as sole distributors for the S.T.E.
range in the U.K. The popularity of this equipment is
growing all the time. With the kind help of the Directors
of S.T.E. we have managed to keep the prices stable for
the past three years. This equipment sell for about
20% in some of the ECC countries and to keep cost to

the customer down we have not sold to the
ASP 154

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

7.2'. 1111111111111111
--- ummunint

SPEAKER 144 - 146 MHz
I 28-30 MHz 144-146 MHz

AC POWER SUPPLY UNIT I
AM FM TRANSMITTER AM-FM-SSB RECEIVER

with Microphone

ARIO Mosfet receiver. 28-30 MHz Double con-
version superhet. RF and amplifiers stages are
gate protected mosfets for good sensitivity and
low intermodulation. Noise limiter and squelch
circuit. AM, SSB and CW reception. 12v. DC.

AR20. 12 channel FM receiver 144-146 MHz.
Input impedance 50-75 ohm. AM -FM modes.
Sensitivity 0.2uV AF output 3 watts. I2v. DC
operation.

AT 222. A complete transmitter exciter unit for
144-146 MHz on AM or FM. VFO controlled or
fixed channel operation. Complete with micro-
phone pre -amp., speech processor including
active audio filter. I watt output. FM. 25 watt
AM. Output impedance 50-75 ohm adjustable.
Frequency deviation 3-10 kHz adjustable.

AT23. 12 Channel FM Transmitter. 3 watts.
144-146 MHz. Frequency deviation 3-10 kHz
adjustable. 12v. DC operated AF input sensitivity
2mV adjustable to 50 mV.

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.

trade and therefore you get the benefit of
lower prices. The quality of these P.C.B's
are the finest we have ever seen. Following
on from the ARAC 102 receiver for 28-30 MHz
and 144-146 MHz fully tunable we now have
the ARAC 107 28-30 and 430-440 MHz with
AM FM and SSB Facilities. The base station
AK20 transceiver will be soon supplied with
mobile mount and also available in kit form.
We also look forward to many new models
from S.T.E. in the next year.
Price List (including postage)
AK20 FM Transciever E170.00
ARAC 102 Receiver ... E100.00
Atal 228 Transmitter £126.00
ASAP 154 AC PSU with speaker E35.00
ARID Receiver Module  £37.50
AAI Audio Amplifier £4.10
AD4 FM Discriminator ... E5.00
AL8 Linear Amplifier E27.00
AT22 Transmitter E50.00
AR20 C.C. Receiver E50.00
AT23 C.C. Transmitter ... E36.00
AS 15 Stabilised psu D.C.... £10.00
AG 10 Tone Generator ... E4.50
AC2A Converter 28.30 MHz E20.00
AK20 Transceiver Kit ... E110.00

AK20, STE. Latest model from the famous
STE Milan range of equipment. 12 channel
operation in the 144-146 MHz range. I I -15v.
DC operation. 8 watt output. Sensitivity
0.2 uv R.I.T. tone burst. Complete with
microphone. and mobile bracket.

Price 4170 00

455 kHz FM Discriminator Amplifier.
Limiting threshold 100uV. Amplitude modula-
tion rejection 40dB. Audio output voltage
at I kHz 200-300mV frequency deviation
+ or - 3 kHz.

NEW MODEL ELECTRONIC KEYER
iambic operation-Weighed transmission-
Three memory lengths up to 1024 bits.
Internal monitor. Transmitter keyed through
internal relay. Silver plated contacts.
220v. AC operation. Price £106.00

47 WARRINGTON ROAD, LEIGH, LANCS. WN7 3EA
Please note new telephone number 0942 - 676790
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THE COMPLETE RANGE
Keep it to yourself, won you, but did YOU know that we have the
widest range of VHF and UHF equipment available to meet the most
stringent requirements of the discerning amateur radio enthusiast,
who is continuously endeavouring to keep his shack up to date without
upsetting his bank manager.
It's no secret, though, that we have recently expanded our entire
production capacity, enabling us not to just manufacture our standard
range of first class VHF/UHF converters and varactor triplers, which

MMT14.4 /28 :

I.F. :

Price :
M MC144 /28 :

I.F.'s:
Price :
M MCI44 /28L0

Price :
MMC I 44 /2 :

I.F.'s :

Price :
M MA 144 :

Price :

144 MHz.

144 MHz linear all -mode transverter.
Features : 10 watts RMS output power.
30dB receive gain.
2.5dB noise figure.
Aerial changeover achieved by a pin diode switch.
28-30 MHz.
£88.88 inc. VAT.
Single conversion 144 MHz receive converter with
protected dual gate MOSFETs.
Typical gain : 30dB. Noise figure : 2.5dB.
12-14, 14-16, 18-20, 24-26, 28-30 MHz.
£20.25 inc. VAT.
As above unit but has an extra buffer amplifier at
116 MHz for use in transvertsrs.
Provides 5mW at 116 MHz.
£22.50 inc. VAT.
Double conversion 144 MHz receive converter
which achieves good image rejection at low inter-
mediate frequencies.
2-4, 4-6 MHz.
£20.25 inc. VAT.
Low noise preamplifier with two independent
outputs.
Typical gain : 18dB. Noise figure : 2.5dB.
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 70 and 136 MHz.
£14.63 inc. VAT.

1,296 MHz.

MMC1296 /28 1,296 MHz receive converter utilising a hybrid ring
mixer, with a matched pair of schottky diodes
driving a MOSFET I.F. amplifier.
Typical gain : 25dB.

I.F.'s : 28-30, 144-146 MHz.
Price : £28.13 inc. VAT.
MMV1296 : 1,296 MHz varactor tripler.

Will accept up to 30 watts of 432 MHz drive and
achieve 60% efficiency.

Frice £33.75 inc. VAT.

have gaineo world wide acclaim over several years, but to arouse new
interest by launching on to the market certain new products such as our
50 MHz and 500 MHz frequency counters, ÷ 10 500 MHz prescaler and
our latest range of all -mode linear transverters for 144 MHz and 432 MHz.
This month we are briefly reviewing this wide range, but please do not
hesitate to contact us either by post or telephone for any technical
details, or to request detailed data sheets for any of the products
mentioned below.

M MT432 /28 :

I.F.:
Price :
MMT432 /144 :

I.F.:
Price :
M M C432 /28 :

Price

432 MHz.

432 MHz all -mode linear transverter.
Features : 10 watts RMS output power.
30dB receive gain.
3.0d13 noise figure.
Aerial changeover achieved by a pin diode switch.

28-30 MHz.
£109.13 inc. VAT.
432 MHz DOUBLE CONVERSION all -mode linear
transverter.
Features : 10 watts RMS output power for 10 watts

144 MHz input.
10dB receive gain.
3.0 dB noise figure.

Aerial changeover achieved by a pin diode switch.
144-146 MHz.
£149.63 inc. VAT.
432 MHz receive converter featuring 2 RF amplifiers
and a MOSFET mixer.
Typical gain 30dB. Noise figure : 3.8dB.
14-16, 18-20, 28-30, 144-146 MHz.
£24.75 inc. VAT.

M M D050 :

Price :

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

Six digit 50MHz frequency counter.
Frequency range 0.45-50 MHz.
Input sensitivity : Better than 5OmV RMS.
£66.96 inc. VAT.

M M D050 /500 : Six digit 500 MHz frequency counter.
Two ranges 0.45-50 MHz.

50-500 MHz.
Combined version o: MMD050 and MMD500P.

Price £85.32 inc. VAT.
MMD500P :

Price :

Divide by 10 prescaler to give 500 MHz capability
when used with MMD050.
Fully TTL compatible.
Output level is 2.5 volts p.p.
Input sensitivity : Better than 200mV.
Frequency range : 50-500 MHz.
£27.00 inc. VAT.

70 MHz.

M M C70 /28 : Receive converter for 70 MHz. M MC70 /28L0 :
Similar to MMCI44/28.

I.F.'s : 4-4.7 14-14.7, 18-18.7, 28-28.7 MHz.
Price : £20.25 inc. VAT. Price :

Similar to MMCI44/28LO.
Features buffered local oscillator facility at 42 MHz
for transverter use.
£22.50 inc. VAT.

Just a phone call will put you in touch with our experienced sales and technical staff, who will be pleased to
assist you with any queries you may have.

Incidentally, ALL of our products are FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS

MICROWAVE MODULES LIMITED
Brookfield Drive, Aintree, Liverpool L9 7AN.

Telephone: 051-532 4011 Telex 628608 Micro G
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AL FURTHER IMPROVED IN MORE THAN 60 DETAILS AL

SOLE GIST 14, EUROPE OF MATEUR EQUIPMENT

/C 830 Chiasso Via .Idani, 1 Telefone (-091) 442651 Telex 79959 CH
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Match your antenna system to the
PA stage with a KW107 -observe your

TX 'Waveform' with a KW 108

KW 107 ANTENNA TUNING Opti mum Performance Receiver
SYSTEM

Incorporates E -Z match, SWRIRF
Power meter dummy load. Antenna
switch. High power version KW 109
s available.

KW 202 RECEIVER
One of the finest Amateur Band
Receivers on the market. SOB filter
and "Q" multiplier. Excellent
sensitivity and stability. Two speed
tuning 10-160 metres.
Write or phone for catalogue.

KW202
11,

Amateur Radio Products
DECCA COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Cramptons Road, Otford, Sevenoaks Kent,
TNI4 SEA. Tel.: Sevenoaks (0732) 50911

Easy terms on
equipment avail-
able over 12, 18
or 24 months.

V V
KW 108 MONITOR SCOPE

Monitor your transmissions 10-
160m. Two-tone test generator
incorporated to ensure optimum
linearity for SSB.

NEW PRODUCT p6 g oE LIN vu EAT ER

SYNTHESISER CONTROLLED GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVING ADAPTOR PLUS TWO -METRE CONVERTER FOR RECEIVERS
COVERING 28-29 MHZ AND/OR 144-145 MHZ

Model UC/I converts any existing amateur -bands -only receiver which has coverage of 28-29 MHz or 144-145 MHz (e.g. HF bands receivers or transceivers
and 2 -metre "all -mode" transceivers) into a general coverage receiver with equivalent high performance.
Compared with the alternative of purchasing a separate receiver for general coverage, Model UCI I avoids wasteful duplication and gives better performance
for less outlay.
FEATURES :  Overall performance is limited primarily by that of the main receiver.
 Gives complete no -gap coverage from 90 kHz to 30 MHz, i s thirty

switched I MHz bands.  Straightforward digital switch selection of the desired I MHz band
 Also operates as a 2 -metre converter with receivers covering 28-30 segment eliminates critical adjustments such as "tuning for lock."

MHz.
 Two separate outputs are provided, one for 144-145 MHz and the  Built-in aerial attenuator.

other for 28-29 MHz receivers.
. No receiver modifications are required. Model UC I simply connects  Frequency synthesiser locked to I MHz crystal.in series with the aerial feeder.

PRICE E97.50 plus In% VAT, Total 6109.69 (including delivery in UK)
Data Sheet for UCII available free on request. Also available: Frequency -Agile Audio Filter Model FLI ; Universal RF Speech Clipper; details on request, or refer

to our advertisement in December's issue.

DATONG ELECTRONICS LTD.
11 MOOR PARK AVENUE . LEEDS LS6 4BT . TELEPHONE : 0532-755579
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LEE ELECTRONICS LTD. -
01 -723 5521 CLOSED THURSDAYS G8JVL
400 EDGWARE RD., PADDINGTON, W.2

LONDON'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF  YAESU
 ANTENNA SPECIALISTS  STANDARD  ICOM
BANTEX  JAYBEAM  REVCO  QM70  ETC.

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Perspex Dust Covers designed and manufactured by us to keep
your Yaesu equipment in mint condition. Suitable for Models
FT 101, 10113, FLI01, FR 10I,FT201, FTIOIE, FL2I00, FT277, FT288A, FRG7.

etc. Price 44.00 each inc. VAT. Carriage 45p.
FT301, FT221, FT220, FT620, 43.00 each inc. VAT. Carriage 45p.

YAESU MUSEN PRICES WITH FREE DELIVERY
FT301 T/Rx 1.8-30, 100W

12v. L48500
FT30ID Digital Readout

'301 ... £585.00
FT3OIS IOW PEP '301 ... £340.00
FV301 External VFO £62.00
FP301 PSU/Speaker £79.00
FP301D FP301 -I- Clock,

(dent £125.00
FT200B T/Rx 3.5-30 . . £249.00
FP200B AC PSU/Speaker E54.00
FRG7 Rx 5-30 Cont.

AC/DC . . £145.00
FT22IR T/Rx 2m. "All

Mode." £339.00
FT223 T/Rx 2m. FM 23

chnl. I2v. .. £139.50

FT2Auto T/Rx 2m. FM
Auto Sew 121500

Sig 80R T/Rx. im. FM
80 x 25 kHz 12v. ... L220.00

FTV250 Transvertor 2m.
12/230v. £139.00

YD844 Desk microphone £18.00
YV500E 500 MHz 0.02

P.P.M.YCSOOS

5.00 MHz counter
I. P.P.M. L225  00

VC500.1500 MHz counter
10 PPM/ ... £155.00

YV355D 220 MHz counter
AC/DC

YC355 35 MHz counter
AC/DC £105. 00

YC601 Dig. Display 101
and 401

TC301 Monitor scope ... £123.50
Y0100 Monitor 2 tone

L111303
TP150 Dummy load/watt-

L44.00
FF5ODX Low pass filter 115.25
QRT24 World time clock E13.00
YD846 Hand mic. . £7.50
FR 1015 Rx 1-8-30. 12/

£299.00
FRIOID De luxe "S" BC,

FRIOI SD Digital readout
E387.00

FRIOIDD Digital readout

SPIO 113 External speaker £15.50
FLIOI Tx 1.8-30 MHz

230v. £325.00
FL2100B Linear 1.2 KW

FTIOIEE T/Rx 1.8-30
AC/DC ... £408.00

FTIOIE "EE" with RF
Clipr.

FTIOIEX "EE" less DC
PSU etc. ... £369.00

FVI 01B External VFO £62.75

JAY -BEAM ANTENNAS
Full range in stock.

2m. MONITOR RECEIVERS

N R56 2m. Monitor ...
TM56 2m. Monitor. 12/230v. 12 ch.

+ Auto Scan. ... ... [61.50

2m. MOBILE 12v. LINEARS

QM70 SOW P.A. . £46.20KLM 160W. P.A.L15500
G WHIPS. HF MOBILE ANTENNAS

Tcibander 10-15-20m. ...
Multimobile 10-15-20m.
Base mount, hole ...
LF Coils 40, 80 or 160m.

. £16.10
£19.00
£2.30
£4.87

Kyokuto SX II 144. 2m. digital mobile
transceiver L23500

Uniden 2020 H.F. Transceiver ... L428.00
Belcom 2m. transceiver. 12/250v. with

auto -scan. Fitted 3 ch. model
FSI007... £125.00

Belcom Liner 2. 2m. SSB mobile
transceiver ... L16000

Also available( rom stock : Morse and Bug Keys,
UR43, UR67, PL259, plugs, B.N.C. plugs.

* EXPORTS
* ACCESS
* BARCLAYCARD
* SECURICOR
* RED -STAR SERVICE
* FREE PARKING AT REAR OF SHOP

SPECIAL NOTICE. As we are only 30 mins.
from Alexandra Palace we will not be
exhibiting but for customers convenience
will remain open until 8.30 p.m. on 6th, 7th
of May.

Se Habla Espanol
FOR YAESU CATALOGUES Send 26p in stamps

MICROWAVE MODULES
MMC 2m. cony. IF 2-4, 4-6, 28-30 ... £18.00
MMC 70 MHz con. 28-30 ... L18.00
MMMC 70 MHz cony. 28-30 -I- local

osc. £20.00
MMC 2m. cony. 28-30 + local osc. L20.00
MMC 70cm. cony. 28-30 or 144-146 L2200
MMC 1296/144 or 28-30 £25.00
MMDO 50 SOMHz counter L62.00
MMD 500P 500MHz pre -scaler £25.00
MMT 432/28 70cm. transverter £97.00
MMT 432/144 2m. transverter L33.00
MMT 144/28 2m. transverter £79.00
MMD050/500 Counter... E79.00

ASP ANTENNAS
ASP 201 IW. mobile
ASP 629 4- wave mobile
ASP 677 wave mobile
ASP 655 2m base antenna
ASP 393 I wave mobile
ASP E667 70 cm. 5013 mobile
ASP E462 70 cm. 3D13 mobile
ASP. Mag. mount with cable

L3.23
[7.60

L13.50
LI4.44
L17.10
LI6.90

£7.23
£9.19

F.D.K. RANGE
MULTI Ull 70 cm. IOW mobile £219.00
MULTI 2700 2m. FM/SSB. £399.00
MULTI 112m. mobile £177.50

V.A.T. MUST BE ADDED
TO ALL PRICES

STANDARD RANGE
C828. IOW. 12 ch. mobile ... . £159.00
C8600. IOW. 12 ch. mobile ... ... £ 105.00
C830. IW marine Fl/held . C139.00
Mains charger. . 13.50

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS
MAGNUM EDT 144/28
MAGNUM 2m. Linear...
MAGNUM 70 cm. Linear
MAGNUM Wavemeter

£135.00
. £135.00

£135.00
£17.60

ICOM RANGE
IC22A. 12 channels 2m mobile
IC 240. 22 channels 2m mobile
IC 215. H/held . .

IC 202. H/held. SSB 3W P:E.P.
IC 225. IOW mobile

£150.00
... £176.00
... £144.00
... £152.90

£220.00

SPECIAL OFFER

A.T.P. Electronics. Ex -Computer, fully
stabilised. DC power supplies 6v.
30v. DC at 7.5 amps (+8% VAT) £20.00
Ideal for working your mobile rig
at home. Carriage LI .95.

THE FRG7 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER - IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
UNSURPASSED IN ITS CLASS! NOW DOWN TO 4145 VAT
The FRG7 is a general coverage solid state receiver with specifications unparalleled in its price range.
It uses a Barlow Wadley Triple -mix, drill cancelling loop for continuous, spin -tuned inclusive coverage
of 5 to 30 MHz with calibration accuracy better than 5 kHz. Frequency selection is accomplished by
setting the RF (preselector and range switch), dialling up the required number of megahertz, then
tuning the VFO knob as normal.
The receiver is sensitive (0.5µV for 10d13, S + N/N (SSB)) and stable (within 500Hz for any 30 minutes
after warm up) with A.M., SSB and CW modes catered for. A 3 position audio filter, RF attenuator,
dial lamp conservation switch, recorder and phone sockets are fitted. It is mains powered, but
should the supply fail, or portable operation be required. 8 dry cells are automatically switched in.
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antenna specialists
THE ULTIMATE CHOICE

ANTENNAS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT FROM 27 - 512 MHz
Listed below are examples from their wide range of products

ASP201 fW, 108-512 MHz mobile ant. (plus 75p P.P.) E3.23 ASP655 130-174 MHz fW 3dB Gain DC grounded base
station ant. Power capability 100W. Termination

ASP629 fW, 130-174 MHz 3 dB gain, DC grounded mobile SO -239. Complete with mounting brackets for
ant. ... ... ... ... (plus 75p P.P.) L7.61 masts up to If" O.D. Available Now (plus El carr)

ASP677 1W, 140-174 MHz 3 dB gain mobile ant.... ... E13.51 ASP659UK 425-440 MHz 5 dB gain base station collinear.
Power capability 100W. Termination female "N"

ASPE462 1W, 420-440 MHz 3dB gain mobile ant. type connector. Complete with mounting
(plus 75p P.P.) E7.23 brackets for masts up to If" O.D. Available now.

ASPA680UK 144148 MHz 6 dB gain base station collinear.ASPE667 425 440 MHz 5 dB gain Collinear mobile ant. ... L16.91 DC grounded, power capability 350W. Length
ASP749UK 1W, 144-174 MHz 3 dB gain, Disguise mobile ant. 128..30 approx. 12'. Weight approx. 4 lbs. Rated wind

velocity 118 mph. Termination Male "N" type
ASP6I 9 Hi -Band Splitter ... ... ... ... ... 416.45 connector ... ...

NEW! 430-440 MHz 9dB gain DC grounded base station
. (plus £2.25 carr.) 147.25

K-203 No hole boot mount, suitable for ASP201, ASP677, collinear.ASPE667, easily adaptable for ASP629 (plus 50p PP) £3.70 ASP700UK
NEW I!

Power capability 250W. Length approx I3.'.
Helical Ants. for the following portables : Weight approx Slbs. Rated wind velocity 103 mph.
Trio TR2200G X ... ... (plus 40p P.P.) £3.85 Termination male "N" type connector available
Trio TR3200 ... ... (plus 40p P.P.) 13.35 now. ... ... ... ... (plus £2.50 carr.)
[tom IC215 ... ... (plus 40p P.P.) 13.85 ASPN70IUK 431-449 MHz 12 dB gain DC grounded base

station collinear. Power capability 250W. LengthNew Magnetic Mount approx. 18'. Weight approx. 9.5 lbs. Rated windFits ASP629, ASP393, ASP677
Complete with 10' RG-58U cable

AVAILABLE FROM :-
LONDON
LEE ELECTRONICS LTD.
AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE
TERRY BARNETT, G8BAM
KENT
THANET ELECTRONIC
AVON
D. G. SMITH, G3UUR

01-723 5521
01-579 5311
01-556 9366

02273 63859

0225 833433

and ASPE667.
(plus 50p P.P.)

Please add 12.5% to above
BEDFORDSHIRE
ALAN R. MORRIS, G4ENS

CHESHIRE
BREDHURST ELECTRONICS

YORKSHIRE
THE AMATEUR RADIO SHOP
LEEDS AMATEUR RADIO
NICK SHEARD,G8KLY.

L14.44

LI5.49

£57.75

L9.19 velocity 128 mph. Termination male "N" type
connector. Available now (plus £2.50 carr.) £135.00

prices for VAT
SCOTLAND

0582 414179 IAN McKECHNIE, GM8DOX
S. WALES

0829 260708 J. J. DOYLE, GW4FOI
N. WALES
BILL DAVIES, GW8AHI QTHR.
N. IRELAND
G.I. AMATEUR SUPPLIES ENNISKILLEN 2955

0484 20774
0532 452657
0274 51913

078683 3223

0639 294

J.YU 21, LANGLEY AVENUE, SURBITON, SURREY, KT6 6QN
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR TO THE AMATEUR TRADE

C.B. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 3, 771 ORMSKIRK ROAD, PEMBERTON, WIGAN, WN5 8AT

Telephone : Wigan (0942) 216567
Also at: NORTH WEST ELECTRICS, 769 STOCKPORT ROAD, LEVENSHULME,

MANCHESTER 19. Telephone : (061) 224 4911

Not just another new firm, but people with a wealth of technical experience and know how, relating to amateur
radio techniques, requirements and servicing -who will .iways be pleased to advise and assist in all respects,

whether it be Sales, Service or Information.
HOW TO FIND US :-From M6 junction, 26 follow signs for Wigan A577 at first traffic lights (T junction)
turn right towards Wigan. At next traffic lights you are there, BUT turn left and 10 yards further turn right by
telephone kiosk. Premises are slightly to your right. Plenty of parking space. Mileage from motorway mile.
From Wigan follow the A577 for Skelmersdale to traffic lights at Pemberton (Swan Hotel on your left). Turn right
then 10 yards right again. By telephone kiosk. Mileage from Wigan 22 miles. Closed Wednesday.

YAESU :

UNIDEN :
ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS:
HY GAIN :
C.D.E.:
BELCOM :
S.S.M.:

WESTERN ELECTRONICS :

HF and VHF Receivers, Transceivers, etc.
HF and VHF Transceivers.
VHF Transverter Linears, Wavemeters, etc.
HF Antennas
Rotators.
VHF Transceivers.
VHF Converters, Transvertors, etc.
Antennas, Multiband Traps, Antenna Switch, Towers, etc.

PART EXCHANGES WELCOME S.A.E. ALL ENQUIRIES H.P. AND CREDIT TERMS
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lbe
!

OOP "Kit
the Soli"

PROPRIETORS : BRENDA APTAKER, BERNARD GODFREY (G4AOG)

11.1(41
BARC LAYCARD

I I I

by telephone

Easy terms
up to 3 years

Securicor
delivery
I I 4 4

AMATEUR RADIO
EXCHANGE

The Aladdin's Cave for the enthusiast, with a secondhand selection that is second to
none. Come and browse ... Come and buy ... Come and have a cup of Brenda's coffee
either way !

SECONDHAND

Hundreds of items, including as we go
to press, IC202, Yaesu FTIOIE, FRIOI
and 221 R, NCX/5, Trio and Eddystone
Receivers (including EA12), Termi printer
and VDU.

Phone for full details of current
stocks and opening hours.

NEW EQUIPMENT

Full range of Yaesu, Icom, Standard,
FDK, Swan, Microwave Modules, QM70,
Antenna Specialists, Bantex, Jaybeam,
KW, Hy -Gain, etc.

* NOW IN STOCK *
IC 202/215/240

FRG 7. Multi II and U I I

See us on our Stand at these Summer Rallies :
ALEXANDRA PALACE . SOUTHEND MAIDSTONE

ELVASTON CASTLE . PORTSMOUTH

2 NORTHFIELD ROAD, LONDON, WI3 9SY . Tel.: 01-579 5311

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

where equipment is fully overhauled

TRIO JR599. BS. Receiver ..

TRIO JR500. Receiver ...
HAMMARLU ND HQ170A. B.S. Receiver ..

R.C.A. AR8516L. Receiver
R.C.A. AR88D. Receiver ...
YAESU FRDX400. Receiver
KW.201. B.S. Receiver ...
Liner 2. Transceiver with mike ..

£160.00 (L3.00)
E75.00 (L300)

£180.00 (L4.00)
£240.00 (L4.50)
£90.00 (L4.50)

£150.00 (L400)
£130.00 (L400)
£120.00 (L1.50)

We are MAIN DISTRIBUTORS for AVO, MEGGER, TAYLOR and
SULLIVAN INSTRUMENTS

All types of AVOMETERS and MEGGERS, normally in stock also
accessories and spares

Tireadaes:nrcr° EacZcVii:glesenocfi instruments

G. BROWN'S HEADPHONES. Type "F" 120 ohm, 2000 ohm, 4000
ohm, L1265 (60p) ; Rubber Earpads for same, 85p per pr. (20p) ; Standard
Jack plugs, 24p (4p).

EDDYSTONE EQUIPMENT. Please enquire.

YAESU MUSEN FRG -7 Receiver in stock E14500 (E300)
YAESU MUSEN FT -221-R Transceiver ... E339.00 (L4.00)

In noces. we regret that all prices are subject to altera-
tion without
NOTE 12.1.% VAT must be added to all prices, new Re Toand secondhand, except Test Equipment which is
WY., inc. carr. and packing.

FREE SHURE MIC. WITH
EVERY KW TRANSMITTER
or TRANSCEIVER purchased

At R.T. & I.
* We have full H.P. facilities.
* Part exchanges are a pleasure.
* We purchase for cash.
* We offer a first-class overhaul service for your electronic equip-

ment, whether you are an amateur or professional user.
* We have EASY Parking facilities.
* We welcome your enquiries for specific items which although not

advertised, may very well be in stock.

PARTRIDGE "JOYSTICK" New improved VFA .417.25. Joymatch I I IA
£17.75. Joymatch 1118, £15.76. LO-Z500X, £21.86. Joymatch A.T.U.
Kit . a  17. A.T.U. Kit Assembled, £8.67. Artificial earth and bandswitch
E7.17. Note -Partridge prices include postage, packing and VAT.

TRIO EQUIPMENT.
New Trio R-300 Receiver, in stock £164.00 (3.00)
All Bands with xtal calibrator.
SHURE MICROPHONES, 526T, £27.80 (L1.00) ; 444, £23.00 (L1.00) ;

40IA, £12.10 (E1.00) ; 202, E10.90 (E1.00) , 201, £10.30 (L1.00) ;
414A, £18.00 (E1.09) ; 4148, E18.00 (E1.00). Full details on request:

KEYNECTORS, piano key mains connector units, £4.25 (40p). Trade
enquiries welcome.

VALVES. Please state your requirements.
ADVANCE TEST EQUIPMENT -we are agents -your enquiries please.
TNK METERS : TM500, £19.75 (75p), TW20C13, E25.75 (50p), TP5SN,

£14.50 (60p), Model 700. (43.00 (75p), also cases for same.
We also supply PHILIPS & LABGEAR COLOUR TV TEST EQUIP-

MENT, including Colour Bar Generators, Cross Hatch Generators.
Degaussing Coils, Oscilloscopes. CRT Testers, Transistor Testers, etc., etc.

KW EQUIPMENT (Don't f your FREE mic. with every Tx. and
Txcr. I) KW202, £210.00 ((2.50); KW204, £250.00 (1300) ; KWI000
Linear. £220.00 ((400) t KWI07, £78.00 (L1.50); KW E -Z MATCH,
f26.00 (80p): KW109,L9000 (L1.50); KWI08 Monitor Scope, £85.00

(L3.00); Speaker for KW202, £18.00 (50p) KW103, 11640 (50p);
KW Antenna Switch, L6.00 (25p), etc.

& le ELECTRONICS LTD.
Carriage for England, Scotland and Wales shown in brackets, Ashville Old Hall Ashville Road London El 1 4DX Tel. 01-539 4986Terms: C.W.O.. Approved Monthly Accounts, Hire Purchase , ,
and Port Exchange. Special facilities for export. NIIAIUIST STATION: LOTTONSTONS (Central Line)
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GLASS WIRE ENDED CRYSTALS. 28 kHz, 28.5 kHz. Both 50p each
IOXAJ CRYSTALS. 600 kHz at 50p, 7 MHz, 8 MHz at 60p each
10X CRYSTALS. 4 MHz, 6 MHz at 60p, 5 MHz at 50p, 5200 kHz at 40p
30 ASSORTED IOXAJ CRYSTALS. Between 5100 kHz to 7900 kHz

at El 10
20 ASSORTED FT24IA 96th HARMONIC. Between 71 MHz to

98 MHz at LI  10
6 80M CRYSTALS. Assorted for £2.16
FT243 CRYSTALS. 8040, 8100 kHz at 75p, 7620, 7720, 7966-7, 8166.7,

8233.3, 8300, 8366.7, 8483-3, 8583.3, 8650, 8716.7 kHz. All at 40p each
VARI-CAP DIODES. Assorted, Untested for 45p
10 MULTI -TURN TRIM -POTS. Assorted for 601,
DIVIDE BY 4 150 MHz COUNTERS with data at 80p
DIVIDE BY 2 300 MHz COUNTERS with data at 80p
FET's LIKE 2N 3819 at 20p each. 6 for 75p
TRANSFORMERS. 240 volt A.C. Input, Type I. 22 Volt I Amp at 88p,

Type 2, 22 Volt 300 mA, 74 Volt I Amp at 88p, Type 3. 18 Volt 500 mA
at 88p

CERAMIC TRIMMERS
Sub -Min. 3.5 to lOpf
Miniature 2.5 to 6pf
Miniature 2 to 8pf

Miniature 4.7 to 20pf
Miniature 0-30pf
All at 10p each

3" DIA. CERAMIC SWITCHES I Pole II Way 2 Bank at El.130.
TEXAS POWER PNP DARLINGTON TIP 117 at 35p, 3 for El
455 kHz VERSION OF LP 1175 FILTER. With Connections at 55p
10 Amp S.C.R's. 100 PIV at 25p, 400 PIV at 50p, 800 Ply at 60P
30. AF 117-0C 170 TRANSISTORS. Untested for 57p
LM 3900 QUAD OP -AMP with data at 60p
2 AMP R.F. CHOKES at 6 for 50p
SUB -MINIATURE DISCS. 50v.w. 22pf, 33pf, 100pf, 150pf, 1000pf,

2200pf, Oluf. All at 20p doz.
TEXAS 800 Volt 2 Amp NPN PLASTIC TO3 TRANSISTORS

at 50p
TEXAS R.F. PNP TRANSISTORS. 2G 106 at 20 for 57p
B7G CRYSTALS. 90, 99, 99.962, 146.5, 147.250 kHz. All at 40p each
50 BC 107-8-9 ASSORTED UNTESTED TRANSISTORS for 57p
20 PHOTO DARLINGTON and PHOTO TRANSISTORS.

Untested for El
10,000uf 16v.w. ELECTROLYTICS. Size : 3g x at 15p, 4 for 50p
SOLDER -IN FEED THRO'S. 6.8pf, 300pf, 1000pf. At 20p doz.

COMMUNICATION
SERIES OF I.C's

Untested. Consisting of
3 x R.F., I x I.F., 2 x AGC,

2 x VOGAD, I x Mike Amp
2 x Double Balanced

Modulator, I x Mixer
The 12 I.C's for

MULLARD
SEMI-AIRSPACED

TRIMMERS
20pf, 60pf, both at 8p each

SUB -MINIATURE AIR -SPACED
30pf TRIMMERS at 22p

SUB -MINIATURE
lOpf Air -Spaced 22p

I

s

\ J. B I R K E TT Radio Component Suppliers
I

I
I25 THE STRAIT . LINCOLN . LN2 1JF

Telephone: 20767

AUDIBLE ALARM SYSTEM. With Transistors and I.C. 12 Volt at 75p
TANTELUM BEAD CAPACITORS. luf 35v.w.,  I5uf 35v.w.,

.47uf 35v.w., -68uf 35v.w., I uf 35v.w., 2.2uf 35v.w., 4.7uf 10v.w.,
4.7uf 35v.w., 5uf 25v.w., 6.8uf 25v.w., 6.8uf 35v.w., 10uf 25v.w., I5uf
20v w., 20uf 6v.w., 22uf 16v.w., 33uf 25v.w., 47uf 6v.w. All at 9p each

RADIO I.C. ZN 414 with data at El
1000pf 500v.w. DISC CERAMICS at 20p doz.
BRANDED TO92 TRANSISTORS LIKE BC 108 or BC 212 at

10 for 60p
0005uf 75 K.v.w. VISCON EL CAPACITORS at 50p each
AR88 L.F. CHOKES at El
SUB -MINIATURE If" 8 Ohm LOUDSPEAKERS at 75p each
2.5 G Hz DUAL NPN TRANSISTORS in 8 Lead TO5 Case Untested,

4 for 57p
200 ASSORTED f, 9, WATT RESISTORS for 75p
100 ASSORTED MULLARD 0280 CAPACITORS for 57p

DIFFERENTIAL AIR -
SPACED MINIATURE

VARIABLE PRE-SET
CAPACITORS 10 x IOpf

at 22p each
JFD PISTON TRIMMERS

8 to 28pf
at 33p each

10 SINGLE POLE MAKE GLASS REED SWITCHES for 50p
VHF TRANSISTORS. 2N 918 at 25p, BFY 90 at 50p
MINIATURE SILICON DIODES. Assorted P.I.V's at 100 for 57p
LARGE 2" Red or Green LEDS at 15p each
60 ASSORTED WIRE WOUND RESISTORS. 1 to 10 Watt at 57p
50 ASSORTED TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS for 57p
e SOLID SPINDLE COUPLERS at 15p each
AUDIO I.0 s. SN 7600IN at 50p, TBA 64IB at 80p, SN 7601 ND at LI
50 AC 128 TRANSISTORS. Branded but Untested for 57p
BRANDED 10 WATT ZEN ERS. 15, 18, 22, 33, 56, 100 volt. All at 30p
Ua 709 OP -AMPS. 8 Lead TO5 at 4 for 60p
10.7 MHz CERAMIC FILTERS at 27p each
EDGEWISE LEVEL METERS at 90p each. Centre Zero Type at 90p
100 SUB -MINIATURE DISCS. Assorted for 57p
2N 3553 VHF POWER TRANSISTORS. Unmarked, Good. 3 forEl I0

VARIABLE CAPACITORS
With Direct Drive
150 + 200pf at 55p
125 ± 125pf at 55p
500 ± 500pf at 60p

200 ± 200 ± 25 + 25pf at 55p
180 ± 180pf at 60p

With Slow Motion Drive
300 + 100pf at 45p
300 + 300pf at 55p

500 500pf + 17 + 17pf at 45p

2 WATT AUDIO I.C. TYPE LM 380. With various circuits at 80p
38 MHz I.F. TRANSFORMERS. formers in Can at 5 for Ilp
BD 207 90 WATT PLASTIC NPN POWER TRANSISTOR at 55p
200+200+100uf 300v.w. ELECTROLYTICS. Size 23 x If" at 25p,

10 for EI90
BYX 94 SILICON DIODES. 1250 PIV I Amp at 12 for fl

I600 MHz NPN TRANSISTORS TYPE BF 224 at 10 for 57p
ITT or STC CRYSTAL FILTERS. 10.7 MHz B.W. ± 6 kHz ac E4.
SEI CRYSTAL FILTERS. 5.2 MHz B.W. ± 2-05 kHz at C6.
SEI CRYSTAL FILTERS. 5.2 MHz B.W. ± 7 kHz at a,
PLASTIC TRIACS. 400 PIV 6 Amp at 60p each.

% DUAL TIMER I.C. NE 556 at 80p
0.5 Volt 5 mA SILICON SOLAR CELLS at 35p each

6 to 1 FRICTION SLOW MOTION DRIVES at 55p.

741 OP -AMPS. 8 Lead D1L at 5 for £1

MULLARD NUT FIXING
TUBULAR TRIMMERS

18pf at 15p each
ERIE -8 to 20pf
Piston Trimmers

at 22p each
6pf Solder -In

Tubular Trimmers at Sp

BF 117 100 Volt NPN 800mW TRANSISTORS. Klp each, 6 for 50p
VHF POWER TRANSISTORS. Unmarked Good 2N 4040 at £1.80,2N 4041 at 1 .95, 2N 4429 at CI .95, 2N 4440 at E1.95, BLWI3 at

LI95, BLY 84 at CI .95
SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTICS. 47uf 450v.w., size 3-y3-" x

I" at 20p, 75 +75uf size 34 x I*" at 50p, 1100 +11 00uf 100v.w., size
x 13" at 65p, 4700uf 16v.w. size 2" x I" at 25p, 3300uf I 6v.w., size

2" x ,4" at 25p, 7500 +7500uf 16v.w. size 3+ x If" at 55p
VERO BOARD. 1 Spacing Off Cuts, El per pack
PRE-SET MIDGET BUTTERFLY VARIABLE CAPACITORS.

25 x 25pf at 50p, 25pf x 25pf Wide Spaced at 55p, 38 x 38pf at 60p,
38 x 38pf Wide Spaced at 65p

VHF TUBULAR TRIMMERS. 3pf at 5p, 8pf at 8p, 12pf at Sp
Please add 20p post and packing on orders under £2. Overseas orders

at cost.
ANI/ANI/I1W/A1W/II.f/W.I.Mr/AMFAIAIIIP
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Can YOUR Antenna
do all this?
You've read our ads with their recent testimonials and user
histories -so this month we thought we'd remind readers of the
selling points of the

JOYSTICK VFA (World Patents)
* Only 7ft. 6in. long, comes in 3 easily assembled sections.
* Tunes .5-30 MHz, no gaps.
* Matching Antenna Tuner.
* No harmonic resonances -means that the highest efficiency

transfer of power and waveform from TX to ether takes place.
In turn this ensures that TVI and other spurious emissions are
;ust not substantially present.

* Low angle radiation as an effective ground plane -that hus-
banded power goes on to reach destination with the least
number of loss -making skips.

* Gives receiver additional front end selectivity and gain -reduces
cross -mod and out of band blocking.

* Your installation can be "tailored" to space available. Install
VFA on mast or chimney or in roof space with a long or short
feeder -or SIMPLY STAND IN THE SHACK. One delighted
user proved his VFA by operating FROM A BASEMENT !

IN USE BY AMATEUR TRANSMITTING AND SWL STATIONS
WORLD-WIDE AND IN GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATION,

SYSTEM 'A' E36.00
250w. p.e.p. OR for the SWL

SYSTEM £42.60
500w. p.e.p. (improved 'Q' on receive)

PARTRIDGE SUPER PACKAGES
COMPLETE RADIO STATION FOR ANY LOCATION
All packages feature the World Record Joystick Aerial (System
"A"), with 8ft. feeder, all necessary cables, matching communica-
tion headphones. Delivery Securicor our risk. ASSEMBLED IN
SECONDS ! - BIG CASH SAVINGS !
PACKAGE No. I

PACKAGE No. 2

As above with R.300 RX
SAVE £17.28 !

Is offered with the FRG7
RX. SAVE £12.21 !

PACKAGE No. 3
NEW - LOW PRICED PACKAGE. The all
solid state SMC 73 with all the
Partridge extras. SAVE £17.28!

RECEIVERS ONLY, inclusive delivery, etc

R.300 £184.50 FRG7 £162.00 SMC73 £128.81

£210.55

£193.11

£154.86

Just telephone

Bu
your

Buy itwith Access
card number

Phone 0843 62535 (or 62839 after office hours)
or write for details -send 8fp stamp

NOTE : All prices are those current at time of closing for press,
inclusive of then current VAT and carriage.

BOX 4, PARTRIDGE HOUSE, PROSPECT ROAD'
BROADSTAIRS, CTIO ILD. (Callers by appointment)

GG33VCFEAD gLETZTNIIIICI 76;
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FROM atronms
Low-cost Miniature

REPEATER ACCESS-
TONE GENERATOR

SMALL SIZE -only I'7in. x 1-lin. x 0.6in.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

LOW COST -only E4.50 inc. VAT.
Ready built, tested and set to 1750Hz.
Power supply requirement is 8-15 volts at less than 5mA,
making it particularly suitable for portable and mobile trans-
mitters.

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
TONE BURST GENERATOR
At a size to fit most rigs -only 2in. x lin. x lin.
at a price to suit your pocket -only £9.20 (incl. VAT) \
Operates on 9.15v. DC output adjustable 0.100mV.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR
Catranics model M6 giving outputs at I MHz, 200 kHz, 100 kHz,
50 Ichlt and 25 kHz at the flick of a switch, with harmonics audible 4
up to 2m. band, 6 volt supply. Complete PCB module, accurately
set to frequency and switch assembly, E10.40. Also available -kit
of parts for regulator for operation on 9 to 20 volt supplies, El .60.
Complete boxed unit with battery, E16.90 plus 50p p. and P.

VHF and UHF PRESCALERS
The range now includes 3 Prescaler Modules :
500 MHz 100 Model FS5000. This top of the range model 1
enables the range of most HF Digital Frequency Meters to be
extended up to 500 MHz. By dividing the input signal frequency by %,

a factor of 100, the output is sufficiently low in frequency to drive
standard TTL logic circuitry even when measuring frequencies in
the 70cm. band. PCB size is approx. 3*" x 2". Only £28.50.
500 MHz = 10 Model FS500. Similar specification and size to
model F55000 but having a frequency division ratio of 10. Price

only £27.00.
SThe above models require 5.5v. supply. An "on -board" regulator

for use on 9-15v. supply can be supplied for an additional E2.00.
150 II Hz + 10 Model FS150. VHF Prescaler for use up to 150 MHz h,.

with switchable -i- I preamp mode for use down to audio frequencies.
Still the most popular Prescaler available at the low price of £23.00.
NOTE: Catronics Prescalers will work into ALL the popular DFMs 1,
including those by Heothkit, RCS, Yaesu, etc. and the G3XGP design-
in fact we haven't found one yet into which it won't work !

!40WoN2M FOR_
\ A Kit for building a 40 watt r.f. power amplifier for boosting 0

4
the output of 10 -watt F.M. mobile transmitters. Automatic
solid-state T /R switching is incorporated. Design as published ,

, in September, 1976 edition of "Electronics Today Inter-
national"national.' COMPLETE KIT -118.25. Copy of magazine -

30p plus 15p post. ''li

I
ISend a.s.e. for full Price List or 30p plus large 14p s.a.e

IAll our prices include VAT at current rates. Please note our S

S

minimum U.K. post and packing charge, except where indicated, is
20p

II

1atronics LTD. (DEPT 715)
.... \

S COMMUNICATIONS HOUSE,

FREE PRICE LIST
for your copy of our DATA CATALOGUE.

I 20 WALLINGTON SQUARE,
s WALLINGTON, SURREY, SM6 8RG

Telephone : 01-669 6700
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CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY
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OUTPUT t0030-ryPCO.ZVOINN
FREQUENCY

4+030 ... bbbbbbbbbbbbbb
4+4/433.2 ... a b a b b c b c b b b b b b
4+480 ... bbbbbbbbbbbbbb
4+80 ... bbbbbbbbbbbbbb
4+85 ... bbbbbbbbbbbbbb
45.000/S0 ... a a a a a a a a a c
45.050/R2T ... b a b b b b b
45.075/R3T ... b a b b b b b
45.100/R4T ... b a b b b b b
45.125/R5T ... b a b b b b b
45.150/R6T ... b a b b b b b
45.175/R7T ... b a b b b b b
45.200/F(8T ... b a a a a b a b
45300/512 ... b b b b b b b b b b b b
45.350/SI4 ... b b c b b b b c cbbb
45.400/S16 ... b b b bbbb bbbbb
45.500/520 ... a a a a a a a a a
45.525/S21 ... a a c a a b 6
45.550/522 ... a a a e a a a b b
45.575/S23 ... a a a c a a a b b
45.600/524 ... a a a e a a a b b
45.650/R2R ... b b a b b
45.675/R3R ... b b a b b
45.700/R4R ... b b a b b
45.725/R5R ... b b a b b
45.750/R6R ... b b a b b
45.775/R7R ... b b a b b
45.800/R8R ... a b
45.950/S38 ... a b a b b b b b b 6

PRICES I (a) £2.36 (b) and (c) E2.90 + VAT (H).
AVAILABILITY : (a) and c) Stock items, normally available by return (we
have over 4,000 items in stock). (b) Four weeks normally but it is quite
possible we could be able to supply from stock.
N.B. Frequencies as listed above but in alternative holders and/or non
stock loads are available as per code (b).
ORDERING. All we require to know is (I) Output frequency, (2) Crysta
frequency range, (3) The Holder and, (4) Either the Load Capacitance (pfs) or
equipment. It is not essential to give the exact frequency, though it would
be of assistance to quote it if known.

JAPANESE AND AMERICAN EQUIPMENTS
With the ever increasing popularity of Japanese equipments we have further
expanded our range of stock crystals. We can now supply for YAESU
(FT2F, FT2FT, FT2 Auto, FT224), most of the ICOM range and the TRIO-
KENWOOD range.
We can also supply from stock crystals for the HEATHKIT HW202 + HW I7A
YAESU FT22I CRYSTALS NOW IN STOCK, ALL AT E2.90 + VAT (H).
All popular channels -For repeater use advise xtal frequency required as
earlier models have different shift xtals to later FT22I R. We can also supply
the crystal to give NORMAL "tune to RX" working (as FT221 R) For 70 cm
we can supply the 1.6 MHz shift xtal for direct use with a MICROWAVE
MODULES MMT432/144 which we can supply for 4133.00 + VAT (H)
SPECIAL OFFER! If ordered with transverter 70cm shift crystal FREE!!

ELECTRONIC
P.M.SERVICES

N. B. NEW ADDRESS
2, ALEXANDER 'DRIVE, HESWALL
WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, L6I 6XT

Tel.: 051.342 4443 (4.30-7p.m.)
Cables: CRYSTAL BIRKENHEAD Telex: 627371

VAT -PRICES EXCLUDE VAT WHICH SHOULD BE ADDED AT THE HIGHER RATE (12+%) FOR ITEMS MARKED (H) AND AT THE
LOWER RATE (8%) FOR ITEMS MARKED (L) -OVERSEAS ORDERS (inc. Eire and Channel Isles) NO VAT CHARGEABLE

2M TX & RX CRYSTAL AVAILABILITY & PRICE CHART CRYSTALS FOR THE NEW BRITISH 70 cm. CHANNELS
We are stocking the following channels :
RBO (43+60/433.00), RB2 (43+65/433.05), RB4 (434.70/433.10),
RB6 (43+75/433.15), SU8 (433.20), RBIO (43+85/433.25), RBI4
(434.95/433.35), SU18 (433.45) and SU20 (43350) -TX & RX for
use with : PYE UHF Westminster (WI5U), UHF Cambridge (U10B),
Pocketfone (PFI) and STORNO CQL/CQM 662 all at E2.36 plus VAT
(H). For the U450L Base Station we have the TX crystals for all the
above channels plus the RX crystals for SU8 and RBI4 also at L2.36
plus VAT (H). The RX crystals for RB2, RB4, RB6, RBIO, SUI8 &
SU20 for use in the U450L Base Station , together with the TX & RX
crystals for the remaining SU channels (SUI2-433.30-RTTY SUI6-
433.40 and SU22 433.55) for all the above equipments are available at
£2.90 plus VAT (H) delivery as per class (b) 2m. items.

4m. CRYSTALS for 70.26 MHz - HC6 /U
TX 8.7825 MHz and RX 29.7800 MHz ... at L2.36 each + VAT (H)
RX 6.7466 MHz ... ... at 42.90 each + VAT (H)
10.245 MHz "ALTERNATIVE" IF CRYSTALS L236 + VAT (H)
For use in PYE and other equipments with 10.7 MHz and 455 kHz IFs to
get rid of the "birdy" just above 145.0 MHz. In HC6/U, HCI8/U and
HC25/U.
CRYSTAL SOCKETS-HC6 /U HCI3 /U and HC25/U (Low loss)
16p + VAT (H) plus 10p P .& P. per order (P. & P. free if ordered
with crystals).

CONVERTER/TRANSVERTER CRYSTALS - HC18/U
All at L3.00 + VAT (H). 38.6666 MHz (144/28), 42 MHz (70/28).
58 MHz (144/28), 70 MHz (144/4), 71 MHz (144/2), 95 MHz (432/52),
96 MHz (1296/4321144) 101 MHz (432/28) 10150 MHz (434/28),
105.6666 MHz (1296/28) and 116 MHz (144/22).
CRYSTALS SPECIALLY MANUFACTURED FOR AMATEUR

USE TO CUSTOMERS REQUIREMENTS
Now supplied to our new improved amateur specification (temp tol
30ppm 0-60.c, adj tol ±30ppm) as follows : In HC6/U 1.5 to 2MHz,
£3.95 + VAT (H) and HC6/U 2 to 105 MHz and HCI8/U and HC25/U 4
to 105 MHz, £3.00 + VAT (H). Delivery usually 4-6 weeks. Please give
circuit conditions (i.e. load in pf. etc.) when ordering. Fundamentals
(1.5-2IMHz) will be supplied to 30pf circuit conditions, and overtones
(21-105 MHz) to series resonant conditions unless otherwise specified.
For details of closer tolerance crystals please send S.A.E.
TEST EQUIPMENT FREQUENCY STANDARD CRYSTALS -
100 kHz in HCI3/U, £2.95 t VAT (L). I MHz and 5 MHz in HC6/U
and 10 MHz and 10.7 MHz in HC6/U and HC25/U, E2.80 + VAT (L).

BURNS ELECTRONICS
We are the Northern Appointed Agents for BURNS KITS, etc., and
can supply most of their products from stock.

e..MODULAR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
For the RTTY enthusiast we can recommend and supply the "MCS"
Range of products. This includes Terminal Units, AFS Keyers, Magnet
Drivers for TTL interface, Telegraph Distortion Measuring Adaptor,
RTTY Audio processor, Power units, etc., etc.
For the CW MAN we have the "MCS" CW Filter which gives three
stages of active filtering. Please send S.A.E. for full details of the "MCS"
range.

ANZAC MD -I08 DOUBLE BALANCED MIXER
5-500 MHz supplied with full details for only L5.95 plus VAT (L).

CRYSTALS FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
CRYSTALS TO COMMERCIAL SPECIFICATIONS

We can supply crystals to most commercial and MIL specifications, with
an express service for that urgent order. Pleas., send S.A.E. for details or
telephone between 4.30-7 p.m and ask for Mr. Norcliffe.
TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER -MAIL ORDER ONLY-S.A.E.
WITH ALL ENQUIRIES -PRICES INCLUDE P. & P. (BRITISH
ISLES) EXCEPT WHERE STATED -OVERSEAS CHARGED AT
COST.

PLANET COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED. (Reg. in England No. 1285841 in 1976). We wish to
announce that the above Company will in future trade as COM-TEK (Mids.) Ltd. This will avoid
any confusion which may have occurred with products bearing the same name but not manu-
factured or sold by us.

Reg. Office : 506 Alum Rock Road,

Birmingham, B8 3HX

Tel.: 021-326 6343

Telex : 339938 (RSSBMG)
CT

(MIDS.) LTD.

2 M L - 144 MHz Linear Amplifier I TV2A - 28/144 MHz Transverter
FM-SSB 100w. PEP Output 100w. PEP output

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
UK Agent Stephen -James Ltd., 47 Warrington Road, Leigh, Lancs, WN7 3EA Tel.: 0942-676790
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=H S'= G3WCS HAM - SPARES G4COO
262 KENSINGTON, LIVERPOOL, L7 2RL. Telephone 051 264 9924

PRICES INCLUDE VAT QUALITY COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES, BY RETURN - ALWAYS
HIGH QUALITY PLUGS AND CONNECTORS FOR RADIO FREQUENCY

We have been appointed sole distributor to the amateur market for Coline Connectors Ltd. All connectors conform to the relevant MIL and IEC speci-
fications. Full details available upon request. The PL259 plug features an entirely new method of connection. There is no requirement for a reducer when
using UR/URM 43 or 76 cable. Send for a photocopy of assembly instructions, SAE please.

SPECIFICATIONS PL259 Plug. No reducer required for UR43/76 cable. Considerably
Bodies-Brass. Contacts-Beryllium copper or brass. (S0239 panel more easy to connect than imported plugs, 67p. BNC 50 ohm plug, 5lp.
sockets are Aluminium alloy). Insulators-PTFE. Gaskets-Silicone BNC chassis socket, 44p. "N" type plug, 89p. BNC single hole
rubber. Surface finishes-Bright nickel alloy. Inner contacts and socket, 48p. PL259 chassis socket, 44p. PL259 single hole socket,
ferrules-Bright silver plated and passivated. 52p.
Resistors. All preferred values in stock. No

minimum quantity. k and watt, Ifp.
I watt, 3p. 2 watt, 5p. All carbon film.
5% tolerance.

Zener diodes. All preferred values. 400mW,
10p. I watt, 16p.

Cable. UR43 50 ohm, 18p/mtr. UR67 50 ohm,
45p/mtr. URM 203 75 ohm very low loss,
18p/mtr. UHF TV, 15p/mtr. Single strand
soft drawn copper, insulated. Ideal for wiring
up and coils, etc. 100 mtr. drums, 80p.

Tinner Copper Wire. All on 2ez. bobbins.
18 swg, 40p. 20 swg. 44p. 22 swg, 46p.
24 swg, 48p. 26 swg, 50p

Enamelled copper wire. All on 2 oz. bobbins.
16 swg, 37p. 18 swg, 40p. 20 swg, 42p.
22 swg, 44p. 24 swg, 46p. 26 swg, 49p.
28 swg, 50p. 30 swg, 52p. 32 swg, 52p.
34 swg, 47p. 36 swg, 60p. 38 swg, 67p.
40 swg, 70p.

Coil formers. i" dia., Sp. t" dia., 7p. 3" dia.,
9p. All supplied with cores.

Mallard Trimmers. Miniature types, ideal for
front ends., etc. Grey, 5Pf, 7p. Yellow, 10Pf,
Bp. Green, 22PF, 10p.

Transistors
ACI27, 16p AF I 17, 24p BC 157/8/9 13p
ACI28, 14p AF I24, 32p BC182, 13p
AC141, 20p AFI27, 36p BC I84, 13p
ACI42,20p AFI 39, 53p BC2 13, 13p
ACI76,26p AF239, 47p BC2 I 4, 13p
AC I 87,I7p BC107/13, 9p BF I 80, 32p
AC188,24p BCI09, 10p BF I 85, 27p
ADI61,48p BC147/8, 10p BFY51, 17p
AD162, 48p BC149, 10p BFX88, 23p
Special, Plastic BCI07, full spec., Packs of 10.

50p per pack.

Transistors
BSX20, lap 0C200, 20p
TIS8AA, 39p 2N3819, 29p
2N3553, 52p 2N3055, 45p
VHF Mosfets. All full spec., brand new

devices. 3N204 (very low noise, gate pro-
tected), E125. 40673 (gate protected), 65p.
40822 (protected), 65p.

Diodes
BA I 15, 12p N400I, 6p N4007, 10p
BA I48, 19p N4002, 6p N5401, 15p
BA 155, 16p N4003, 6p N5404, 15p
0A47, 13p N4004, 6p N5406, 16p
0A202, 9p N4005, 7p N5408, lap

N4006, 8p N4148, 4p
BYI27, lip each or 10 for LI

Latest Transistor Selector Book
Over 13,000 types. American, European and

Japanese. Full specs., base diagrams., etc.,
44. 50.

Fuse Holders. Panel mounting for 20mm.
fuses, 27p. Panel mounting for If" fuses,
30p. Chassis type (open) for 20mm. fuses, 7p.
Chassis type for If" fuses, 8p. Incline type for
car equipment, II" fuse, 10p.

TTL
7400, 15p 7413, 32p 7474, 35p
7401, l6p 7420, 16p 7475, 52p
7402, 16p 7430, 169 7490. 46p
7404, 16p 7440, 16p 74121, 34p
7410, 15p 7447, 85p 74141, 88p

74192, £1.50

CMOS
CD4000, lap
CD400I, 22p
CD4002, 22p
CD4011, 22p
CD4013, 55p
CD4015, 99p
CD4017, 99p

CD4018, £1.10
CD4023, 20p
CD4027, 66P
CD4028, 93p
CD4042, 90p
CD4046, £1.00
CD4047, El  45

Linear/audio
SN76013ND, £1.50
SN760I3N, E2.10
SN76023ND, £1.55
SN76023N, E2.10

CD4049, 62p
CD4050, 62p
CD4510, £1.45
CD45 I I, LI .73
CD45I6, £1.52
CD4518, £1.25

TBA64IB, £2.75
TBA800, El.00
NE555, 55p
NE556, 95p
741 P, 24p

I.C. Sockets. 8 pin dil, 16p. 14 pin dil, 17p.
16 pin dil, 17p.

Mini a level meters. 200uA FED. Tape
recorder type. Ideal as R.F. indicator, etc.,
45p.

LED'S. 125" miniature. Red, 14p. Green/
Yellow, 29p. .2" standard. Red, 14p. Green/
Yellow, 29p.

P.C. Pens. Delo type with pump action and
spare nib. Most accurate type available, 90p.

Pre-set Pots. Vertical or horizontal, standard
pin spacing. All available in 100R, 220R,
470R, I K, I K2, 4K7, 10K, 22K, 47K, 100K,
220K, 470K, I MEG, "M", 4M7. All 10p each.

Cheque/P.O. with order. ACCESS by telephone. Postage on all items 30p except transistors and I.C.'s, 20p.
BUSINESS HOURS : Monday to Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Half Day Wednesday. Callers welcome.

Our Catalogue is available Free of Charge. Please w ite or phone for a copy.

"iilloottp"-the trOttb
TROOWTAETROS

AX

anb probtb Zintennat
Send for HANDBOOK containing full details of Antennas and other
technical information. 33 pages 50p. Refundable upon purchase of
Antennas.

SOME ANTENNAS

Mustang 3 Elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres ...
TA -33 Jr. High Power Model incl. Balun

3 Elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres ...
TA33 Jr. 3 Elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres ...
TA32 Jr. 2 Elements, 10, 15 and 20 metres ...
TA3I Jr. Rotary dipole, 10, 15 and 20 metres
ELAN 3 Elements, 10 and 15 metres ...
TD -2 Trap Dipole 40 and 80 metres ...
TCD-2 Trap Dipole 40 and 80 metres compressed
V-3 Jr. Trap Vertical 10, 15 and 20 metres
Atlas Trap Vertical 10, 15, 20 and 40 metres ...
SWL ANTENNAS
SWL-7 Dipole I I, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31 and 49 metres
RD -S Dipole 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 metres
Orbit Vertical II, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31 and 49 metres

Prices correct at time of going to press
MOSLEY
ELECTRONICS
LIMITED
Administrative Address only

£90.00

£82.00
£70.00
449.00
130.00
458.00
127.00
433.00
422.00
440.00

621.00
E21410
E36.00

196 Norwich Road,
New Costessey,
Norwich, NR5 OEX
ENGLAND

(All antennas available ex works carriage and VAT extra)

UHF
Roger G8AYN

A5-12
We will be at many of this year's rallies, so collect your aerials and save

on carriage charges
CRAYFORD ELECTRONICS

6 Lovelace Close, West Kingsdown, Sevenoaks, Kent,
TN IS 6DJ

24 -hour Answer Service : 047485 2577
BARCLAYCARD

ANTEC

432 MHz Mobile Aerials

ANTENNAE
Bryon G8IWX

70 cm. repeaters are here now and to work them
you need a good aerial installation. The Antec
range offers high performance at low cost, with
a wide variety of mounting options. See our
previous adverts (Rad Corn PI53) or SAE for lists.
Any piece part is available separately. The follow-
ing short list represents only a small part of our
range. All items are ex -stock. Please add VAT
I21%.

2BA Screw Notes PriceHinge
-4 A5-12 A6-13 E8.62- A2-13 1,3 i1009

83-12 - 1,4 £11.60- CPU758C 6 £11.87
M8-12 - 7 £14.86- GM758C 9 £10.18
Carriage extra, 70p each
All are -I-7dBD gain colinears

ACCESS

Notes:

I Has moulded 4M UR76 cable
3 Can be assembled from outside of vehicle
4 Boot mount
6 Window mount
7 Magnetic mount
9 Gutter mount
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TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES
COMMUNICATION AIDS

AUDIO COMPRESSOR * Suitable for SSB/AM/FM * pure com-
pression, no clipping I * 24 to 26dBs of compression, with less than 1%
distortion * variable decay time, on front panel * variable noise gate
on front panel prevents ambient noise level tripping vox or being tx in
pauses in speech * all functions routed to output in "off" position *
goes between mic and tx no mods involved * these compressors have
been tested alongside commercial rf clippers, the only difference at the
receiving end was superior audio quality, 422.30 + VAT (124%) -I-
50p P. & P.
PRINTED CIRCUIT MODULE. Supply your own case and knobs.
Assembled and tested. Type A.C.I, L12.50 + 124% VAT + 25p P. & P.

RX PEAK AND NOTCH FILTER * no gimmicks * all integrated
circuits * will clear QRM in seconds * I watt o/p stage * headphone
socket * goes between RX and loudspeaker * by-pass switch *
notch -width control for optimum width of notch control allows
you to pu the notch or peak where you want it runs from internal
PP9 battery or any supply from 9v. to ISv. * will also peak up CW
signals, £24.50 + VAT (124%) + 50p P. & P.
PRINTED CIRCUIT MODULE. Including all pots and switch.
Assembled and tested, L13.50 + VAT (l24%) 25p P. & P. (Type P.N.1.)

RX BAND PASS FILTER * 9 integrated circuits * I watt 0/P
stage * headphone socket * 8 switched positions of filter * high pass -
2.5 kHz -200 kHz -1.5 kHz -200 Hz-110Hz-80Hz * Bandwidths selected
for optimum readability on AM, SSB. FM, CW * giving the operator
total control over bandwidth and QRM conditions * makes the poor
RX superb and the superb RX better * runs from internal PP9 battery
rtIply from 15v., £24.50 YAiltk;(7)5CP P. P.PIc'Mciui O5U11 including iary tch I

&

+ VAT (124%) + 25p P. & P. (Type B.P.I1).

XTAL CALIBRATOR * A de-
luxe unit with seven ranges down to
I kHz * Switch selected from front
panel * I MHz-500Hz-100 kHz-
50kHz-10kHz-5kHz-1 kHz * Radi-
ates from its own 8 inch ant. *
Markers usable from I MHz to UHF
* Complete with ant., ready to
use, just connect a 9v. battery,
11940 * VAT (8%) * 25p. P. & P.

64 CRIMPLE MEADOWS, PANNAL, HARROGATE,
N. YORKS.

TELL HARROGATE 870248

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")

9p per word, minimum charge £1.50. No series discount. All
charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only
accepted. Add 50% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Box Numbers
25p extra. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors.
Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to the Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 34 High Street. Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

TRADE

UHF FM Radiotelephones, solid-state, mobiles and
bases; mobiles from £65. - Ring 0329-832173, or
03294-43894 (Hants.), evenings.

Wanted for cash: Receivers, transmitters, complete
stations; s.a.e. please. List available. - 5 Columbus
Ravine, Scarborough, Yorks. (Tel: Scarborough
65996).

Racal RA -17 and RA -117 communications receivers,
£225 and £300 respectively (carriage £10); air -tested,
few only. CV -89A RTTY convertors, £25 carriage
£3. - John Radio, 424 Bradford Road, Batley,
Yorks. (Tel: Batley 478159).

Quality QSL cards. Send s.a.e. for samples by return
of post (including Silver Jubilee Styles). Quick
delivery. - Compalith Printing Services, 115
Promenade, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 1NW.

June issue: Due to appear May 27. Single copies at
45p post free will be sent by first-class mail for
orders received by Wednesday, May 25th, as avail-
able. - Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine
Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

Radio Amateurs Examination City & Guilds. Pass
this important Examination and obtain your 08
Licence with an RRC Home -Study Course. For
details of this and other Courses (GCE, professional
examinations etc.) write or phone: The Rapid Results
College, Dept. JV/1, Tuition House, London SW19
4DS. Careers Advisory Service, 01-947 7272 or ring
01-946 1102 for prospectus only (24 hr. answering
service).

Japanese Equipment: Ask us about all Japanese
Equipment. Write: Overseas Section, Yokohama Sogo
Ham Centre, 5-42 Minami Yoshida Minami, Yoko-
hama 233, Japan.

Derwent Press for QSL cards. Send lOp stamp for
our sample pack. - 69 Langstone Drive, Exmouth,
Devon.

Take cover for your Amateur Radio equipment:
consult with confidence for all your insurance
requirements. Established 22 years in the Insurance
industry. - Ted Endersby, G4DTA, QTHR.

RTTY picture perf. tapes. Dozens to choose from.
Standard 5 -level paper tape. Send 9in. x 4in. s.a.e.
for free catalogue.-M. Watson, G3WMQ, 74 Bow-
rons Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex.
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READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
5p per word, minimum charge 70p, payable with order. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using
full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility
accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 25p extra.
Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to the Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

Selling: Heathkit HR -10B Rx, coverage 80-10m.,
with manual, £36. BC -221 frequency meter, with
PSU, charts and phones, £14. - Ring Ward, 01-648
6117 (Morden, Surrey).

Sale: Two -metre i-whip with magnetic base mount,
little used, £12 inc. carriage. - Ring Johnstone,
Aberdeen 22954.

For sale: Home-made Rx with 110:1 Eddystone
drive, Electroniques amateur -bands only front-end
(1.8-28 MHz), 144 MHz VFO controlled Tx, 432
MHz tripler, PA using QQV03/20A's; Two Collaro
Studio 3 -speed tape decks, and lots of other odds
and ends from the valve era. - Ring Bristol 36994
evenings.

Wanted: Eddystone 770R VHF receiver, perfect
working condition essential. Details and price please.
- Hemingway, 9 Hitherwood, Cranleigh, Surrey.
For sale: Hy -Gain 18-AVT/WB with manual, £38
or near offer. Buyer collects. - Ring Fennell,
G3LYT, 0582-606792.

Shack clearance: R. 209, 240v.AC, £9. ex-AWRE
telemetry Rx, covers 70cm., large and heavy, much
silver plating, externally slightly rusty, £8. Marconi
AD -307 Rx, 2-24 MHz, 1930 kHz xtal missing, £7.
ST18C HE Rx and Tx driver, xtal controlled, £8.
ST18C modulator (four 5B254M's) and 28v. PSU,
£7. 12v. PSU for Redifon GR-410, £10. PSU Type
917, £3. Old Ampex computer PSU, 115v.AC, con-
tains H/D thyration C3J, £3. Unit containing two
5FP7 CRT's, scancoils etc., £6. Nagard 103 'scope,
no PSU, £4. Ancient Atkins valve tester, with tatty
manual, £3. Approx. 500 3M -}w. 5% resistors, offers.
All or near offer'. Buyers collect. Wanted: CRT's
HR1/60 (AEG), DB or DG9/3 (Valvo), K7/3 (Opta),
also valves 1876, 4673, AZ1, AL4 (Valvo), FK3
(Opta), for maintenance of wartime German oscillo-
scopes; would consider any units containing these
items. - Clyne, G8LIU, QTHR. (Tel: Uxbridge
30006 evenings).

Sell or exchange: HW-17A 2m. Tx/Rx with hand-
book and 2m. pre -amplifier, £40 or near offer.
Carriage extra. Wanted: HW-7 or HW-8 Tx/Rx, Top
2-7 Tx, KW -500/600 linear. - Ring Griffiths,
G2DFH, Saltash 2944.

For sale: Eddystone 990R VHF receiver, coverage
32-240 MHz, AM/FM/CW, mint, £520. - Ring
Dodd, Nottingham (0602) 272880.

For sale: Star SR -550 receiver, 160-10m., plus 6m.,
AM/SSB/CW, xtal calibrator, ANL with Codar PR -
40 preselector, in good condition, £45. Codar AT5
transmitter with mains PSU and complete set of
spare valves, mint, £18. Pye 'Vanguard' AM -25T,
4 -metres, £18; ditto AM -25B, 2 -metres, £14; both
complete with control box, cables, speaker, and
microphone. AM -25B low -band, partly stripped, £5.
Carriage extra in each case. - Bunting, G4BUN,
QTHR. (Tel: Poynton 3956).

o0000 3000000000000000000000}{
0

08 8CALL BOOKS
8 INTERNATIONAL : 0

0
8 RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS (1977) 80 "DX Listings" £9.55
O "U.S. Listings" £10.20 0

U.K. Call Book, 1977 Edn. (RSGB) £2.10 8
0

MAPS8
8°O DX ZONE MAP (GREAT CIRCLE)

O In colour with Country/Prefix 0°
0
O Supplement £1.50 8
8
O AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD

8°
8 Mercator Projection - Much DX 0
O Information - in colour. Second

00

8
Edition Et  00

O
L2,

IgState boundaries and prefixes, size 8

O RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE
O U.S.A. AND NORTH AMERICA
80 24" by 30", paper '77p 0
O RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD 0

ATLAS 0
0)1 In booklet form, Mercator projec-

o
0

O Lion, for desk use. Gives Zones 8and Prefixes (New Edition). . . £1.75 0
0 0

8 LOG BOOKS
8 §O Standard Log (New Glossy Cover) . £1 .25 0

Receiving Station Log . . . . E1.30
Minilog (New style) 95p
(The above prices include postage and packing).

80

8
8
8

80

8
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Publications Dept., 34 High Street, Welwyn, 0
Herts. AL6 9EQ -Tel. Welwyn (043871) 5206/7 0

0(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.) 0
(GIRO A /C No. 547 6151)

000000000000000000000000000000008

Available from
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO
(7th Edition)

For many years "Beginner's Guide to Radio" has been extremely
popular as an introduction to the subject of radio -and -how -it -works.
The many advances made in recent times have rendered a new
edition necessary.

This seventh edition has been completely rewritten and brought
up-to-date to take account of the latest techniques and methods, and
covers every aspect of the modern radio scene, while including the
important basic information necessary for the newcomer to the
subject.

The reader is guided from the first principles of electricity and
magnetism, through radio waves, modulation and radio components.
including valves and transistors, taking in radio transmitters and
stereo broadcasting, and ending with hi-fi reproduction.

The book will be of interest to all who wish to understand the
how -and -why of radio, whether it be for a hobby or a profession.
194 pages £2.60 inc. post

Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street,

Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9E61. Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7
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The Amateur Radio Shop
13 CHAPEL HILL,
HUDDERSFIELD

Telephone ; 20774

Member ARRA

Agents for KW, YAESU, ANTENNA SPECIALISTS,
SOLID STATE MODULES, J BEAM, G WHIP, Etc.

In Stock :-YAESU FT200, FRG7, FT221, FTIOIE, Etc.

Large Stocks Second Hand Gear :-RA17, RA 117,

ATLANTA RX, SP600JX, BRT400, COLLINS 5112,
9R59DS, JR500S, KW2000A, etc. S.A.E. List.

Also Large Stocks of TRIO SPARES FOR TS500, TS 150,
TS515, 9R59, JR310, JR500S, JR599, TX599, etc.
including FILTERS, CRYSTALS, IF's, BOARDS, KNOBS.
S.A.E. List.

Closed Wednesday All Day

Late Night Thursday, 8 p.m.

CASH PAID FOR GOOD SECOND HAND GEAR

Amcomm Services
I94a Northolt Road, South Harrow, Middx.

Tel.: 01.864 1166

KW2000E with matching ATU and SWR

FT400. First class condition ...

FT400DX. 500 PEP with CW filter

FRIOIDD. A superb RX in superb
condition ..  

Marconi Atlanta. Big, but so is the per-
formance !  .  ..

L340.00

L275.00

L320.00

L360.00

LI75.00

Racal RA117. You know it's good £375.00

A larger selection of other used equipment and
instruments.
Thousands of components and parts available at
throwaway prices-come and see. 100 mixed
resistors and capacitors, L1.00. Part exchange welcome
and we'll pay spot cash for good gear.

Terms: C.W.O. All goads carriage paid.

Add 8% VAT

Hours : 9-5 Daily closed all day Wednesday

OPEN SUNDAY 10-I

For sale: Standard C.82M complete mobile 2m. rig,
xtal'd for SO, S21, S22, S23, S24, R3, R4, R5, R6 and
R7, with mobile I -whip antenna (magnetic mount),
helical portable antenna, line filter and mobile
mount, £130. - Jackson, G4FPK, 109 Culver Grove,
Stanmore, Middx.

Sale: FT -756 HF transceiver with mains PSU, micro-
phone and manual, only seven months old; Joystick
antenna and tuner; Monacor SWR/Power-meter, 3.5-
30 MHz, 20-1000 watts. The Lot for £180 or near
offer. - Box No. 5575, Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 Hgh Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

Sale: DX -60B, £70. HG -10B, £30. HW-7, £30. JR-310,
£55. HM -102, £17. DX-40U/VF-1, £25. Heath RA -1,
£25. All with handbooks. Deliver within 50 miles
of Gloucester. - Ring Bennett, Bisley (Glos.) 475.

Wanted: NR -56, must be in good condition. - Ring
Goodier, Cleveleys 3715 after 6 p.m.

Selling: Yaesu FRG -7 receiver, new, still in packing,
£130. Trio 9R-59DS receiver, mint, £40. Digitec
DVM, £10. Other test equipment and parts too
numerous to mention. - Ring Ludbrook, Biggin
Hill 74492.

Selling: Drake TR4-C transceiver with matching
VFO, PSU, speaker etc., as new, £495. SR -700A
triple -conversion Rx with matching Tx, mic., phones
etc., £175. Heath valve voltmeter, RF probes etc.,
£20: K.W. SWR bridge, as new, £12. Carriage at cost.
Prefer buyers inspect and collect, but would send
Securicor at
(Tel: Barry 737793).

Wanted: AR88 S -meter and mains PSU for BC -221.
- Box No. 5576, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34
High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

For sale: loom IC -210. Heathkit SB-301, £120. Yaesu
FT-2FB, £85. Mosley Commando SSB Tx, £80. All
`or near offer'. - Johnson, G3UMV, QTHR. (Tel:
Stourbridge 3170).

Sale: Digital II with tone burst, 10 hours use only
as base station, with mic., brackets etc., in original
packing (cost £275), accept £225. - Lee, G5FH,
QTHR. (Tel: Highcliffe 5974).

Sale: Racal RA -17 receiver, £240. Creed 7B, new
and tested, £20. Wanted: Ex -govt. C11, ATU No. 11,
ATU No. 7, Power Supply No. 16, Power Supply
ZA46320 - Ring Cusworth, Leeds 496048.

For sale: Eddystone EC -10 Mk.I, stored since 1972,
offers around £50. - van Someren, 16 Lower Station
Road, Billingshurst, Sussex. (Tel: 040-381 2323 after
7 p.m. or weekends).

Selling: Heathkit SW -717 solid-state receiver with
manual and phones £24. Codar PR -30 mains pre -
selector, £6. AR88D with manual, speaker and spare
valves, £45. PR -40 battery preselector, £9. Buyers
collect large items. - Ring Lindfield, Coventry
462697.

Wanted: One 7 MHz bandspread coil set for HRO
Rx, in good condition. - Graepel, Kinsale, Co.
Cork, Eire.
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Sale: FT -101B, immaculate and little used, with
mic. and manual etc., £350. HQ -1 Minibeam, £40.
Transformers, mod., UM -1 unused, £3; Parmeko
mains, 450v., 400v. F.W., 250mA., LTS two 4v.3A.,
two 4v.4A., 5v., 6.3v.3A., two 6.3v.4A., £5. Four
unused Brimar 5763's, £1 each. Labgear W/B
coupler, 10-80m., £2. Swinging choke, 5-25H.,
250mA., £2. Eddystone 598 dial, £2.50. Carriage
extra. - Newton, G4AHI, QTHR. (Tel: Rayleigh
4195).

Wanted: Marine receiver, must be in top class, no
mods. please. - Anderson, 6 Charsley Place, Blur -
ton, Stoke-on-Trent ST3 3EB.

Sale: Sony CRF world zone receiver, immaculate
condition, with manual. - Wheatley, 41 Kiniths
Way, West Bromwich. (Tel: 021-553 5492).

Quick sale: Heathkit IR-18M chart recorder plus
three paper rolls, £65. ID -101 electronic switch, £15.
Or offers? - Barkham, 63 Stanley Road, Broad -
stairs, Kent.

For sale: Eddystone EC -10 Mk.I, £55. - Ring
Whitaker, Cullingworth 4357 (W. Yorks), evenings
and weekends.

Wanted: SSTV monitor and flying spot scanner.
Details and price please. (No phone calls or callers).
- Johnson, The Nevil Crest and Gun, Eridge Green,
Nr. Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

For sale: FT -101E, £400. Atlas 180, £200. Both in
good condition. - Ring Perry, G4ERH, 051-638
3736 daytime, 051-677 1268 evenings.

Wanted: HE -30, HE -80 or similar. Details and price
please. Sale: Eddystone 659 marine receiver, £13
including carriage. -Wilkinson, 107 Ronald Avenue,
Llandudno Junction, Gwynedd.

Selling: Nearly -new FRG -7 communications receiver,
£140 or near offer. Will deliver. - Ring Phillips,
Alton (0420) 85474.

Sale: Racal RA -117E Rx, coverage 1-30 MHz, excel-
lent condition, £285. Can help with delivery. -
Ring Lord, G3PHN, Ashby-de-la-Zouch (05304)
4626.

For sale: Atlas 210 with de -luxe mobile mount and
antenna, matching transformer few hours' use only,
£385. - Barry, G3UFU, 13 Mill Rise, Bourton,
Gillingham, Dorset.

Selling: Eddystone 730/4 with circuit diagram, £110
or near offer. - Ring Denmark, Cowfold 363
(Sussex), evenings.

Selling: Sony Model CRF-160 FM/AM double-
conversion 13 -band receiver, mains/battery, condition
`as new', £100. - Shamer, 28 Old Barrack Yard,
Knightsbridge, London SW1 7NP. (near Hyde Park
Corner).

For sale: Cossor CC -302, 25w. low -band, dashmount,
with transistorised plug-in modules and quick heat
PA, working but no accessories, £20. Wanted: 10-
80m. vertical. - Ring Naylor, G8HGO, Thatcham
65617 evenings.

C&C electronics
10 WEST PARK, LONDON SE9 4RQ

Telephone : 01-852 9397  CRYSTALS

(C(

cc
c ccl

THE MADE TO ORDER CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
I OFF CRYSTAL PRICES

Fundamentals :
Group I. 0.030 to 0009 MHz 100ppm Price £14.25

2. 0.100 to 0.369 100ppm E9.75
3. 0.370 to 0730 100ppm L10.00
4. 0.731 to 1.499 100ppm E9.75
5. 1.500 to 1.999 30ppm L3.45
6. 2.000 to 3.999 3Oppm L3.00
7. +000 to 20.999 30ppm £2.85
8. 21.000 to 24000 30ppm £3.25

3rd Overtones
9. 23.000 to 54.999 3Oppm £2.85

5th Overtones
10. 55.000 to 104999 30ppm 1245II. 105.000 to 119.999 30ppm E3.85
12. 120-000 to 130.000 lOppm £8.50

5th. 7th and 9th Overtones
13. 130.001 to 216-000 lOppm £10.25

Unless otherwise requested fundamentals will be supplied with 30pf
load capacity and overtones for series resonance operation. HOLDERS
0.030 to 0.200 MHz HCI3/U, 0.170 to 196.000 MHz HCLILI, 4000 to
216.000 MHz FICI8 or HC25/U. Prices on application for other holders.
DELIVERY Groups 1 to 4. 12 & 13-6 to 8 weeks.

Groups 5 to 11-4 to 8 weeks.
DISCOUNTS 5% mixed frequency discount for 5 or more crystals within
any Price group. For orders of same frequency and spec discounts start
at 5 off in groups 1, 4, 12 and 13. In all other groups discounts start at
10 off. Special rates for bulk purchase schemes including free supply of
crystals for UK repeaters.
CRYSTALS FOR POPULAR VHF TRANSCEIVERS. Crystals supplied in
approx. 5 weeks to any stated frequency for the following VHF trans-
ceivers : Heathkit, Icom, Ken, Standard, Trio and Yaesu. Price 0.50
per crystal.
IF CRYSTALS 10.245 MHz, HC18/U. 20ppm -20 to +70°C Price, 12.20.
LOW FREQUENCY STANDARDS (8% VAT) 100 kHz in HC13/U
Price 12.95. 100kHz in HC6/U. Price 02.80.
CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC6/U and HC25/U. Price 16p.
MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE L2.00 PRICES ARE EX VAT -
PLEASE ADD 124% UNLESS OTHERWISE S7 ATED
All prices include postage to UK and Irish addresses. Crystals supplied
to any specification for industrial, mobile radio or marine use etc. State
equipment/specification when enquiring. Please send s.a.e. with all
enquiries.

G. W. M. RADIO LTD.
All prices include VAT and post/carriage. Discount for callers

BC221 FREQUENCY METERS. Complete with charts, less power
supply. These are recently recalibrated, £20.

ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS. Double wound 0-250 in, 0-115-
250 out or vice versa. 250 watts. 5" x45" x 35", weight 12 lbs. Shrouded
type, L4.53. AIRLITE model 62 head and boom mike sets, very
clean, E5.50.

INTRUDER ALARMS. Solid state photoelectric. Three units,
transmitter, receiver and control/relay unit. Instruction sheet, £10.
SAN WEST edge type meters. Offset zero, FSD 5 volts starts at
I volt, scaled 0-100. Very suitable for VU meter, E.2. AERIAL
INSULATORS, egg type, white china II", 6 for LI. Transmitting
CAPACITORS. 18 100pf twin stator. LI -50. Reed relays for recent
auto keyer designs, 200 ohm coil, 15p plus 10p post any number.
WRIST WATCHES GS Smiths. sweep second hand, L9.50. Lemania
1/5th second wrist stop, 116.75. Both screw back fully overhauled
and genuine ex -Ministry. Sent by Registered post. Quality jewelled
action ALARM CLOCKS. Wehrle commander. Steady/repeat
alarm. Large, magnificent and brand new, 0.50. 8298 valves with
base, ex-equipment, L2. T4I88 units with 2 off 4X150 valves, etc., as
previously advertised, L1 I.

EDDYSTONE CABIN RECEIVERS, made for Marine use, no BFO.
Model 2232A. Covers 150-350 kc/s., 550-1450 kc/s, 3.7 to 10.5 Mc/s.
and 10.5 to 30 Mc/s. Mains and speaker built in, £25.

OSCILLOSCOPES, CT436, good working order, L75.
SONNENSCHEIN. 12v. 800ma psu/battery chargers. Stabilised

voltage, 220v. AC, suit 12v. recorder, etc., £6.50.
VALVE VOLTMETERS No. 3. Mains 250v. Measures I -100v. DC

and 1.5 to 150v. AC in 10 ranges, 115.
RADIO TELEPHONES

POCKETFONES PFI for 430 Mc/s. Clean and complete, untested
because crystals removed by supplier, less batteries, with circuit
and tuning instructions, L20 pair (one Tx one Rx).

WESTMINSTER WI5AM "P" band ruggedised ex -Police motor
cycle. With accessories, L50. Unit only £30.

VANGUARDS units only, single channel valve Lo band, no accessories,
LI I.

ITT STAR AM7. Mid -band (buyers report tunable to Hi band), Al.
solid state. 12v. with dropper unit for 24v. in separate mounting rack
with speaker. Weighs III lbs. complete, unit only 6f lbs. Single
channel, L32.50 or four channel, £37.50.

CAMBRIDGE Lo band A.M. or F.M., complete with cable, box, mike
and speaker, L35.

Carriage charges included are for England and Wales only.
Terms: Cash with orders. Early closing Wednesday.
40-42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX
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NEW SAMSON ETM-3C
C-MOS KEYER

I battery drain -Why switch off ?
 Self -completing dots/dashes/spaces.  Can be used either
as normal electronic keyer or as an iambic mode squeeze keyer.
 8-50 wpm.  Constant 3:1 dash -dot ratio.  6 C-MOS ICs and
4 transistors.  Plug-in PCB.  Long battery life -typically
I isA drain when idling -Built-in battery holder for 4 x 1.5v.
batteries (but will work over 3-10v. range).  PCB has both a
reed relay (250v., 0.5 amp.. 25w. max.) and a switching transistor
(300v., 30 mA max.) -either keying method can be used.  Has
the well-known fully -adjustable Samson precision twin keying
lever assembly.  Operate/Tune button.  Sidetone oscillator.
 Grey case 4" x 2" x 6". ETM-3C. £63.88.
ETM-4C: As ETM-3C but with 2 combinable memories.

BUILT FOR DEPENDABLE MARINE AND COMMERCIAL SERVICE

JUNKER PRECISION HAND KEY
A superbly engineered straight key used for many years by profes-
sionals afloat and ashore. With this key you can't help but send
good morse. Free -standing -no screwing down. Front and back
contacts -fully -adjustable gaps/tension. Key -click filter. Hinged
grey cover, E28.64.
BAUER KEYING PADDLE
Single -paddle unit on If" x 2" base for home -built El -bugs. Adjust-
able gaps/tensions. £9.97.
88 mH TOROIDS
For CW, RTTY, SSTV and other filters. 90p each.

All prices post paid UK and include 14% VAT.

Please send stamp with enquiries.

SPACEMARK LTD.
THORNFIELD HOUSE, DELAMER ROAD

ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE
(Tel: 061-928 8458)

REG. WARD & CO. LTD.
(G2BSW)

(G8CA)
KW 103TVSWR Meter and Combined Power Meter ... £16.00
KW 107 Combined E -Z Match, VSWR and RF Power

Indicator, Dummy Load and Antenna Switch for 3 Outlets £78.00
KW Trip Dipole Coaxial Feeder ... ... ... E26.00
KW Trap Dipole with Balun ... ... ... ... E29.00
KW 3 -way Antenna Switches (for coax) ... £7.50

TAESU
Yaesu FT 30ID All solid state TCVR ... ... ... £599.00
Yaesu 101E... ... ... .. ... ... ... E429.00
FT200B Transceiver and FP200 A/C PSU ... ... £289.00
Yaesu FRIOIS RX... ... ... ... ...

f39000
Yaesu 40IB TCVR... ... £365.00
Yaesu Y0100 Mon. scope E118.00
FT221-2M TCVR CW/AM/FM E359.00
Yaesu FRG7 New General Coverage Receiver E144.00
Yaesu 401B... ... E365.00
Yaesu FT 224 VHF/FM 2m. Mobile TCVR
Sentinel 2m. Preamps and 2m. Converters/Europa Transverters.

SHURE MICROPHONES
Model 444, £19.20; Model 201, E9.50.

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES
Audio Compressor al  00

USED
Satellit 2000 £115.00

WANTED
Yaesu FR5OB's in good condition.

VALVES for YAESU, etc., GBM8, 6826, GUS, CE.17, 6AV6, 6KD6,
I2AX7A, I2BY7A, 12AU7, R.C.A. VALVES for KW and Heathkit
equipment, 6146, 6146B, 6HF5, 6LQ6, 6GES, 6EA8, G6WB, 6GK6,
6CM6, 6CL6, 6CB6, 6BN8, 6H56, 6EW6, 12BA6, 12BE6, 121326, 61S6C,
etc., and many other types.
1 Beams and Stolle Rotators 140ft. 14g. copper ant. wire ; Ribbed
and T -Insulators ; 52 and 750 co -ax. and U.H.F. plugs and sockets.
Mast Couplers for 2in. Masts. Wightraps. G -Whips mob antennae,
12AVQ and 18AVT, etc., SWR 10 (Twin Meters), SWR/PWR Meters.

AMTRON KITS
TRADE INS WITH PLEASURE. OUR STOCK OF GOOD SECOND
HAND EQUIPMENT CHANGES DAILY -LET US KNOW YOUR

REQUIREMENTS
Due to currency fluctuations prices of imported equipment are liable
to alteration. Add 124% VAT to all prices except used equipment.

HP TERMS AVAILABLE CARRIAtIE EXTRA ON ALL ITEMS

ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD

AXMINSTER - DEVON Telephone: 33163

Sale: Two -metre gear: Sentinel converter, £11;
`G4HM' converter, £6; both 28-30 MHz IF. Pye
Ranger Tx, with mains PSU and mic., £10. SWL
dual meter, £7. All good condition. - Ring Wood,
G8FTO, 0254-75959.

Sale: Latest model FRG -7 with fine tuner and Lee
dust cover; Partridge aerial system; 'World Radio
TV Handbook', 1977 edition. All new, £150. -
Ring Langley, 01-890 2285 daytime, Winkfield Row
2423 evenings and weekends.

June issue: Due to appear May 27th. Single copiei
at 45p post free will be sent by first-class mail for
orders received by Wednesday, May 25th, as avail-
able. - Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine
Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

Selling: Two Sommerkamp TS -732P base stations,
with four antennas; pair of 1800G walkie-talkies
with mains units; the lot, £350. - Ring 01-778 5672
(Sydenham), office; 01-680 2966 (Croydon).

For sale: R.1155 Rx, good working order, with PSU;
TCS-12 Tx, in same condition. The pair, £35 or
near offer. - Ring Williams, 0783-42905.

Selling: Heathkit HW-101 SSB Tx/Rx with HP -23
transformer and speaker, fully factory tested, Rx
used approx. 10 hours, purchased for fun of assembly
(current kit price over £400), best offer over £240
secures. - Pople, Flat 2, 14 Ashburn Place, London
S.W.7.

Sale: Sommerkamp FL -2277 linear, 1.2 kW., used
once, mint, boxed, with manual, £200 cash (no
cheques). - Ring Pradier, 01-267 3872.
Far sale: Liner -2, in brand new condition and little
used, £125. Buyer collects. (North Kent). -Box No.
5570, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

Waned: FR-DX400 or KW -202 receiver, must be
mint and with manual. Details and price please. -
Neal, Tarn Cottages, Bolton -le -Sands, Carnforth,
Lancs. LA5 8AJ.

Wanted: Communications Rx, general coverage or
amateur bands only. £50 maximum price. (Surrey) - -
Box No. 5571, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High
Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

For sale: Marconi B28 receiver, good working order,
£35. - Ring Gilkes, Daventry 2909 after 6 p.m.

Sale: Yaesu FR-400SDX amateur bands receiver,
160-2m., two years old, with handbook, mint, £180.
Pye base station, excellently modified Varicap FM
transmitter, with crystal and diagrams, £27. Pye
Vanguard 25B and manual: Tx modified for 2 -metres
AM with crystal; Rx appears complete but no Rx
crystals or accessories, otherwise good condition.
Price £12. - Rng Muller, G8KIW, East Carlton
586.

Sale: FT -101E with CW filter, SP -101B and match-
ing high -power 2m. transverter, £480. - Stewart,
GM4DHJ, QTHR. (Tel: 041-889 9010).

Wanted: Buy or borrow a copy of "Short Wave
Magazine" dated January 1966. - Lindars, 41
Blenheim Gardens, Wallington, Surrey. (Tel: 01-647
6157).
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Wanted: Good price paid for technical information
on Type 27 equipment. Advertiser completing tech-
nical library. (London) -- Box No. 5572, Short
Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts.,
AL6 9EQ.
Selling: HA -600A general coverage receiver, BC -
221M, PM-11FB preselector, Joystick, £100 complete.
- Browne, 42 Brooke Court, Stafford.
For sate: "Short Wave Magazine" from 1961 to
1977, £15 or near offer. Mona PTA 15 -watt ampli-
fier with 12 -in. 15 -ohm speaker, both new and boxed,
(suitable for guitar, etc.), £16 or near offer. - Ring
Billington, 01-656 9882 after 7 p.m.
Sale: FT -101E, new, and Shure 444 mic., £395 or
near offer. Oscar power/SWR meter, £9. - Ring
Seymour, G4CPJ, 0636-892301.
Selling: Avo signal generator, 50 kHz -80 MHz,
immaculate, £23 plus carriage. Datong FL -1, brand
new, unused, £46. SP -600 cabinet, complete fixing
plates, panel screws, as new, £32. R.C.A. AR8516L,
mint condition, original carton, with manual, spares,
£225. (Lancs.)-Box No. 5573, Short Wave Magazine
Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.
Waned: Manual for Pye Bantam, or modification
details for conversion to two -metres. - Tomlinson,
9 Farren Road, Coventry (617501), West Midlands.
Sell or exchange: Belcom FS -1007P 10w. base station
transceiver, 16 -channel auto -scan, 6 simplex channels,
mint condtion, £120. Or exchange for FRG -7 or
Trio 7010. - Ring Devine, 0924-825025.
Wanted: FT -101 Mk.II, FT-101E/EE or FT-200/FP-
200; must be in mint condition and complete with
leads and manual. Also Drake TV-3300LP4 filter
or K.W. or similar 50 -ohm dummy load. -Sumner,
G4FVH, 4 Cherrytree Avenue, Leicester Forest East,
Leicester I,,E3 3HN.

For sale: Microwave Modules 70cm. transverter, as
new, £75. 40 -ft. triangular steel lattice tower, £80.
-McHenry, 13 Chalfont Road, Oxford OX2 6TL.
(Tel: 0865-56321).

Wanted: Any of the following receivers: Racal 1770
series, Eddystone EC -958 series. Must be in mint
condition. Details and price please. - Ring Jouhal,
0602-607917.

Exchange or sell: VDU with keyboard and monitor,
21 lines of 80 characters, ASC-11 coded, up to 9600
bauds, £300. Or exchange for HF/VHF Tx/Rx.
(Beds.) - Box No. 5574, Short Wave Magazine
Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.
For sale: Eddystone 358X receiver, 10 wave -bands,
40 kHz to 31 MHz, £55. Ex-U.S. Marine Type CIH-
46159A receiver, 1.53-12 MHz in 3 bands, £30. Both
with 240v. AC power packs. - Ring Schneider,
01-953 2306.

Selling: Trio 2200G, 7 channels, nicads etc., £90.
Four -digit DFM, 22 MHz, £25. PSU, 12v. 14A., £13.
Antec 2m. 1-whp window clip, £5. "Short Wave
Magazine", 1960 to date, complete; offers? (New
amateur in Winchester, contact me ref: Tx). -
Denman, G3MEW, 24 Ascot Road, Copnor, Ports-
mouth (20315), Hants.

Sale: Trio TS -500 transceiver, PS -500 power/speaker
unit, with instruction manuals, £130 or near offer. -
Gosling, G3FYV, 81 Alan Moss Road, Lough-
borough, Leics.

G4DSG G3HEO

D. P. HOBBS LTD.
THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

Trio QR666 Communications Receiver ... I 45 30
Belcom Liner 2, Mk. 2, 2 metre Transceiver ... 6I64.00
Uniden 2030 12 channel, 2 metre Transceiver, fitted five channels L131.00
QM70. 28/144 Scorpion Transceiver ... £96.89
New Cobra 2m./70 cm. FM Transceiver with Mic. Audio ... L76.45
2 metre Solid State Linear Amp ... ... 646.23
281144 Solid State Transverter ... 653.34
ZFM70 2m. to 70 cms. FM Transverter 648.89
144-28 Converter E16.00
432-28 Converter ... ... 617.34
1296-28 Converter E21.34
Microwave Modules 2 metre converters 2-4, 4-6, 28-30 MHz IF £18.00
MMC 144/28 LO 2 metre Converter ... 620.00
MMC 70 4 metre Converter any IF £113.00

MMC 432 70 cm. Converter any IF E22.00
MMC 1296 23 cm. Converter any IF L25.00
MMA 144 2 metre Preamp ... £13.00
MMT 432/28 Transverter E97.00
MMT 432/144 Transverter E133.00
MMT 144/28 Transverter ... £79.30
MMV 1296-70-23 cm. Varactor triPler ... 630.00
NR 56 VF1, 2 metre Monitor Receiver ... ... 648.00
FDK Multi -Ull 70 cm. Transceiver 23 channel ... 6221.33
50K Push -To -Talk Mics. 0.75

ALL ABOVE PLUS 12+% VAT
Microwave Modules Counters 50 MHz ... 662.00
50 MHz Counter with Built-in Pre -Scaler £79.00
50 MHz Pre -Scaler ... L25.00

ABOVE PLUS 8% VAT
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME ACCESS OR BARCLAY CARD

II KING STREET, LUTON, BEDS.
Telephone 20907

MISSING LF?
Brings back MEMORIES ? If your new receiver doesn't go below
600 kHz here are some easy ways to RECAPTURE the OLD DAYS :

VLF TUNER, antenna in -audio out, 10-150 kHz ... 65070

LOW FREQUENCY CONVERTER, 100-600 kHz-
20dB antenna tuner, feeds 3.5-4 MHz receiver ... 0.80

Each kit includes ALL parts, coils, printed circuit, 11" x 3" x 5"
case, battery, etc , instructions, postage, money back assurance,

so SEND TODAY

CAMBRIDGE KITS
45(SS) OLD SCHOOL LANE, MILTON, CAMBRIDGE

MORSE CODE
RECEIVING AND SENDING

Receiving :
CASSETTE A For Amateur Radio examination preparation.

Speed slowing increasing from 1-12 w.p.m.
CASSETTE B For Professional examination preparation.

Computer produced morse from 12-24 w.p.m.
Including international procedure signs and
symbols and their incorporation into messages.

Sending :
Morse Key and Buzzer Unit for sending practice and own Tape
preparation. Phone output. Headphones available.
Prices : each cassette, including booklets, E4
Morse key and buzzer unit, E4. Headphones, £3.50

Prices include VAT, postage, etc.
M H ELECTRONICS

12 LONGSHORE WAY, MILTON,
PORTSMOUTH, PO4 BLS
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G3EKX S.S.B. PRODUCTS G3EKX
TELETYPE 19. Ready to Go I Internal D.C. pack ... E65.00
TAPE PUNCHER. By Teletype. Works off line

(5 unit) L2500
CREED 8B. Tape printer with cover/keyboard £38.00
CREED 7B. Keyboard only ... . . £10.00
MARCONI CR100 /828. Receiver. Excellent ... £45.00
B.C.C. 69D. 4 metre. Mobile Transceiver. 12v. transistor

pack, with manual (5 channel) _.
A.V.O. Electronic Voltmeter (V.T.V.M.) Mk.4. complete £40.00
ROBERTS 707. Transistor Radio. LW., M.W., S.W.,

XTALS ! XTALS ! XTALS ! 15,000 in stock (NEW)
from £1.50 each. State requirements. S.A.E. essential.

* PRICES INCLUSIVE. Please ADD Carriage
and safe packing

£30.00

£33.00

TOWN QUAY . TRURO
CORNWALL Telephone 0872-862575

1.11111111.11111.11=11L

G2DYM ANTI-T.V.I. AERIALS
3131p stamps and large s.a.e. brings you our aerial article written straight
from the shoulder, stating facts not fantasy, lists. prices of G5RV's,
G2DYM's, Trap -Dipoles and other aerials for the Tx Amateur and S.W.L.,
with copies of honest, genuine testimonials from users of our custam
built aerials, designed by Ex B.B.C. Transmitter & Aerial Envine.r,
G2DYM.

LAMBDA ANTENNA STUD FARM
WHITEBALL, WELLINGTON, SOMERSET

ALL Call or phone our
Mr. Stefan for a quotation

VALVES 01-749 3934
&TRANSISTORS We are one of largest stockists ofzeetc.irsh:u.e

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD. 1.7:1231,50,tivivik ROAD

HAM RADIO
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE

by R. H. Warring
Written by a well-known author, this book deals with

transmitting and receiving equipment; its installation and
maintenance ; the operation of amateur stations ; call signs ;
amateur transmitting licences ; Morse Code transmission
described in detail.

Excellent reading for those wishing to gain a sound know-
ledge of Amateur Radio without the need to become too tech-
nically expert.
152 pages £2.50 inc. post

Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street,

Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. Tel: Welwyn (043871)5206/7

BUTTERWORTH TITLES NOW IN
STOCK ...

The Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition
by Gordon J. King

232 pages (Hard Cover) £6.10 inc. post
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th Edition

by M. G. Scroggie
521 pages (Soft Cover) £4.40 inc. post
Radio and Electronic Laboratory Handbook, 8th Edition

by M. G. Scroggie
614 pages (Hard Cover) £8.65 inc. post

Available from Publication Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

Selling: Icom IC -202, as new, few hours use only,
£130. - Downham, G4BMX, QTHR. (Tel: 045-388
For sale: Arac 102 2/10m. Rx, SSB/FM/AM, mint,
£80. Seiwa pocket scanner, 4 xtals, nicads and
charger, as new (boxed), £55. Liner -2, perfect £110.
- Ring Scott, G8MXE, Holsworthy (0409) 253550
Wanted: HRO (M) receiver, unmodified, in good
working order. Details and price please. - Lobb,
10 John Penry Crescent, Penlan, Swansea.
Sale: R.1155, with PSU and manual, £27. Buyer
collects. Wanted: Amateur bands Rx and hand -
transceiver (2m. or HF). - Roberts, 71 Gibbins
Road, Selly Oak, Birmingham.

Wanted: Spares for German W.W.II MF/HF Rx
KwEa, especially valves RV2P800, STV 100/60, dual
crystal unit, meter, `Kontrolltasten' panel; also fqr
similar Rx UkwEe, circuit, spares, especially valvds
RV12P4000. All these items required for mainten-
ance or working equipment currently in regular use
at this QTH, and not as museum pieces. Would
consider complete units for breakdown or resuscita-
tion. Also looking for German HF Rx E-52 and
any German VHF/UHF equipment of this period.
- Clyne, G8LIU, QTHR. (Tel: Uxbridge 30006
evenings).

For sale: Yaesu FT -75B, DC -75B, FP -75B and FV-
50B, all 'as new', £230 or near offer. - Chennells,
G8HNI, QTHR. (Tel: Slough 20417).

Sell or exchange: Heath HR -10B amateur band
receiver, two years old; or exchange for general
coverage receiver. - Gall, 24 Watson Street, Aber-
deen. (Tel: Aberdeen 51089).

Selling: KW -77 triple conversion receiver, 10-160m.,
£75. - Kerridge, 101 College Road, Norwich,
Norfolk NR2 3JP.

Wanted: R.A.E. course, preferably late edition.
Selling: New 7 -transistor walkie-talkie, 27 MHz,
attention needed to one transmit switch, £10. -
East, 41 Avenue Close, Avenue Road, London NW8.

Books for sale: Communications, electronics: list
available. RSGB VHF/UHF Manual, 3rd Edition,
£4. Wanted: VHF receivers, 140-250 MHz. -
Hughes, 11 Henley Road, Ludlow, Salop.
For sale: Drake R4 -C, in carton with manual, used
one hour (purchased to take overseas, not now
possible), bargain £300. - Barnett, G3DAM, QTHR.
Sale: Yaesu FT -221, few hours' use only, £300. -
Walker, G3AZT, `Woodcote', Abingdon Road, Tub-
ney, Abingdon, Oxon.
For sale: Heathkit 'Marauder' Tx, SSB, 80-10m.,
180w. p.e.p., immaculate condition, £175 or near
offer. Hammarlund HQ -170 amateur band Rx, 160-
6m., good condition, £100. - Ginder, G3NAS,
QTHR. (Tel: Aldridge 53718).

MORSE LIN BY THE RHYTHM METHOD !
FACT NOT FICTION. If you start RIGHT you will be reading
amateur and commercial Morse within a month. (Normal progress
to be expected.)
Using scientifically prepared 3 -speed records you automatically
learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You
can't help it. It's as easy as learning a tune. 18-W.P.M. in 4 weeks
guaranteed. For Complete Course 3 Records & Books send £5.00
including P.P.I. etc. (overseas surface mail El extra).

For further details of course Ring 01-660 2896 or send 7p stamp
for explanatory booklet to : S. BENNETT, G3HSC.

(Box 14) 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY
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HAMGEAR
We have the very latest in preselectors/ATU's,
some with regeneration, all with a low noise and high
gain, all with a built-in ATU. Some with a built in
Calibrator. The latest unit having a front end "Q"
Multiplier.
Please send three so stamps for seven large pages of
information on the subject.

HAMGEAR
2 CROMWELL ROAD, SPROWSTON,

NORWICH

INTRODUCING A NEW MINIATURE SOLDERING
IRON FROM

* SLIM * LIGHT -WEIGHT * BUILT-IN SUSPEN-
SION HOOK * NEW BIT SECURING METHOD
(Prov. Patent) * ALL PARTS REPLACEABLE * FOUR
TIP SIZES * COMPLIES WITH CONSUMER PRO-
TECTION REGULATIONS * VOLTAGE 220-240
POWER 16-18 WATTS TEST VOLTAGE 1,500 AC.
Size: Probably the smallest 18 Watt Soldering Iron on
the market to comply full with BS 3456 2/14.
Power: 18 Watts of power at 240 V straight to the bit.
The bit fully encloses the element for efficiency and due
to our new bit fixing method (provisionally patented)
there is no heat loss through slots in the side of the bit.
Features: 4 interchangeable bit sizes, one only I .5mm.
in diameter.
Price only f3.50, post 30p from W. H. WESTLAKE,
CLAWTON, HOLSWORTHY, DEVON (G8MWW).

A FREE introduction
to MORSEMASTER 77

Our new MORSEMASTER series is so good
we'd like you to listen to a trial lesson and judge for

yourself.
WRITE NOW FOR YOUR FREE CASSETTE
(or phone us during the cheap rate-
it's quicker and cheaper than a letter)

Send Name, Address, and approx. speed required
for by -return despatch.
(Offer applies to UK only)

TAPETALK PO BOX 99
MILTON KEYNES, MK3 5BR
Tel.: Milton Keynes (0908) 77710

I
I

I

I

I

I

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX -COUNTRY -ZONE LIST
published by GEOFF WATTS

Editor of "DX News -Sheet" 1962-1976
The List you have always needed, the list that gives you everything, and
all on one line ! For each country :-

a. its DXCC "status"
b. the normal prefix
c. the special prefixes
d. the ITU callsign block allocation
e. the continent
f. the "CQ" Zone No.
g. the ITU Zone No.

Full information on Antarctic stations, USSR Klub-stations, obsolete
prefixes used during the past 5 years, and much more, and the List can be
kept always up-to-date because ample space has been provided for adding
every new prefix, each new ITU allocation, etc.
Everything arranged alphabetically and numerically in order of prefix.
Ideal for Contest operators and SWL's.
Tell your Club -members about it. Order a gift copy for that overseas friend
15 pages. Price 35p (UK) or sent overseas (air -mail) for $1 or 5 I RCs (55p)

GEOFF WATTS
62 BELMORE ROAD, NORWICH, NR7 OPU, ENGLAND

G3ACQ OFFERS:-
YAESU by Western Electronics ;

FL 101 - FR 101 - FT 101E - FT 221R
Western Power Meters

J. Beams Rotors

EUROPA'S-PA 3's by S.S. Modules

S. MAY (Leicester) LTD.
12-14 and 27 CH URCHGATE

City Centre, LEICESTER
Telephone ; Leicester 58662

HOILVD.2%.
GENERATORS

AT KEENEST PRICES!
300-4000 Watts AC. 6-24 Volts DC. incl. THE NEW E3500-
I15/230V AC and 12V DC and THE VERY QUIET EM300.

M I CROWAVE OB SOTOAKG

LEADING MAKES OF MICROWAVE OVENS FROM E199 INC
VAT.
KEENEST PRICES Include U.K. delivery. Open Tues- Sat
10.30-1.30, 2.30-6.30 (Ansafone out of hours)
Ashley Dukes Farncombe St, Farncombe,

Y (Tel 23279) Surrey..

1 2 or 24 VOLT GEARED MOTOR, + inch shafts, 1 2v. 3amp, 3 and 7 RPM, 24v. 7 amp, 6 and 15 RPM. £4
1

Microphones, throat LL No. 2, used, £2; in original packing, £3
Oxygen mask type microphones No. 48; in original packing, £3
Valves by the thousand, octals, UX, B4-5-7-9, B7g, B9A, B9G, etc., suitable for AR88, CRI00,
CRI50, Command, E358, HRO, RAI B & J, RI07, RI155, RI475, SP400, SP600, SXI7, and many
other receivers. Send list of valve requirements for quotation.
CRYSTALS: Still 1,000's in stock per previous adverts £2 each

Tel. (0203) 302449
S.A.E. I!
ALLBAGINTON ELECTRONICS COVENTRY AIRPORT

ENQUIRIES,-,-,...................,,,,-...,,,,,..............",-,......,..-..

EX GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
FL5 AUDIO FILTER, cw or voice, accept or reject, in makers box. £4
12 or 24 VOLT DYNAMOTOR with reduction gearbox, I2v in 240v out, 3 and 10 RPM., 24v in,
480v out, 6 and 20 RPM. £7
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Latest 1977 (55th Edition)

CALL BOOK
DX LISTINGS
(i.e. all amateur call -signs outside the U.S.A.)

In this issue . . .

* 263,975 licensed radio amateurs
* 112,713 changes in listings
* QSL Managers around the world
* Radio Amateur Prefixes of the World, with Map
* ARRL Countries list
* Great Circle bearings
* Standard Time charts
* World-wide QSL Bureaux
* Plus much, much more!

576 pages

Order from :

£9.55 inc. postage

Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.,

34 High Street, Welwyn,
Herts., AL6 9EQ

It404MMIkMoMIIM11.114.1111104111M4,4M41
I

I
I

WORLD RADIO/TV:
! HANDBOOK 1977

The World's only complete reference guide to Inter-!
national Radio& Television Broadcasting Stations.,

Frequencies,It includes time schedules, announce-;

'

ments, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much 
more besides of value to the listener.
Lists all International short-wave stations, including i

 frequencies, for each country ; foreign broadcasts, long;
!and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band), 
ITV stations and domestic programmes. Long recog-!

nised as the establishedl authority by broadcasters and 8

o
listeners. It is the only publicationthat enables you :
to identify BC stationsn andquicklyeasily. Enables you!
to fill more pages in your log book on the SW BC,

. bands and helps you add more BC -station QSL cards to 
'your collection.

I

NEW!!

15.60:
(The above price includes postage

and packing).
0

from:

!SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE;
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

%41111,11111M411.1114,110IM111141111.41114.4,1MINIIM1414

RADIO AMATEUR
HANDBOOK

(ARRL 1911)
54th Edition

§ This HANDBOOK, the most widely used
manual of communications theory, design,
and construction, contains descriptions
of the latest solid-state devices and their

§ application. The construction projects
included cover the entire field of Amateur

& Radio interest. Written in a no-nonsense
§ style, the HANDBOOK appeals to

beginners and advanced amateurs alike.
This new edition contains nearly 700 pages,
including index. Priced at £6.60, also
available in a hard -covered cloth bound
edition at £9.85 (including postage).
Order from

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN
HERTS., AL6 9EQ

IE

Latest 1977 (55th Edition)

CALL BOOK
U.S. LISTINGS

In this issue . . .

* 303,590 U.S. licensed radio amateurs
* Repeater Stations
* SSTV Directory
* Zip codes and licence class on all listings
* Stop press-late QTH's
* ARRL Countries list
* International postal information
* Census of Amateur Radio licences of the World
* Plus many other features

720 pages

Order from:

£10.20 inc. postage

Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.,

34 High Street, Welwyn,
Herts. AL6 9EQ
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Technical Books and Manuals
(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

11.,

Radio Communication Handbook, Vol. 1.
(NEW 5th Edition) RSGB £9.15

HANDBOOK AND MANUALS
Radio and Electronic Laboratory Handbook,

8th Edition (Scroggie) £8.65

111

Amateur Radio DX Handbook . . . £3.30

I Electronic Circuit Handbook Vol. 1 . .

Electronic Circuit Handbook Vol. 2 . .

£1.73
£1.73

AERIAL INFORMATION New RTTY Handbook £2.75

0 Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition (King) £6.10
.Radio Amateur Handbook 1977 (ARRL) . £6.60 I

1

Aerial Handbook (Briggs)
Beam Antenna Handbook . . .

Cubical Quad Antennae. 2nd Edition . .

Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by Orr . .

£1.05
£3.20
£3.05
£3.30

Radio Amateur Handbook 1977 (ARRL) Hard
Cover

Radio Amateur Operators Handbook . . .

Slow Scan Television Handbook . . .

Television Interference Manual (G3JGO) . .

£985
85p

£3.10
£1.00

I
$

73 Vertical Beam and Triangle Antennas
(E. M. Noll) . . £3.20

Specialized Communications Techniques for the
Amateur(ARRL) . . . . . . £2.55

I
73 Dipole and Long -Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll) .

S.W.L. Antenna Construction Projects (E.M. Noll)
Antenna Handbook (ARRL) 13th Edition . .

£3.35
0/S

£3.38

Practical Wireless Service Manual . . .

Advanced Communications Systems
Working with the Oscilloscope . .

.

.

£2.45
£9.97
£1.85

0 Know your Oscilloscope 0/S
your Signal Generators £2.30Know I

!
USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS $

! BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER Foundations of Wireless and Electronics,
9th Edition (Scroggie) £4.40

I
! "Short Wave Magazine" R.A.E. Questions and Amateur Radio Techniques, 5th Edition (RSGB) £3.40 I

Answers, 1971-1975 £2.10 Engineers Pocket Book. 6th Edition . . . £1.98
$ Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners(R. A. Penfold). ..... . £105

U.K. Call Book 1977 (RSGB) . . . .

Hints and Kinks (ARRL)
£2.10
£1.83

S

Electronics Self -Taught . . . . . £2.15 Radio Data Reference Book (3rd Edition) RSGB . £135
Beginners Guide to Radio . . . . .

Beginners Guide to Electronics . . . .

£2.60
£2.25

Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur(ARRL) ;£325
Sun, Earth and Radio  £160

Course in Radio Fundamentals, ARRL . . £2.13
Guide to Amateur Radio (16th Edition) (RSGB) . £1.30

. . .NBFM Manual (RSGB) .

Q and A on Short Wave Listening
£130
01P 11

!I
Ham Radio (A Beginners Guide) by R. H. Warring £2.50 Electronics Data Book (ARRL) £3.20

0
Learning the RT code (ARRL) . . . .

Morse Code for the Radio Amateur (RSGB)
70p
45p VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALSi Radio Amateur Examination Manual (RSGB) . £1.30 Field-effect Transistors (Mullard) . . . £2.15 I

Simple Short Wave Receivers (Data) . . . £100 MOS Integrated Circuits & their Applications
i Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL) . . £3.23 (Mullard) . . . . . . . . 0/P i

!
Transistor Audio & Radio Circuits -2nd Ed.

(Mullard) . . . . . . . . £3.00

I.

I!

GENERAL
Towers' International Transistor Selector . .

Principles of Transistor Circuits (5th Ed.) . .

Service Valve and Semiconductor Equivalents .

£3.45
£3.43

50p

I

Better Short Wave Reception, New 4th Edition . £3.30 Radio Valve and Semiconductor Data (10th Ed.) . £2.35

11

FM & Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL)
Easibinder (to hold 12 "Short Wave

£3.00 Transistor Pocket Book . . . . . £1.70
S

!
copies of

Magazine" together) . . . . .

Guide Broadcasting Stations
£175

Popular Valve/Transistor Substitution Guide . £2.10 S

11

to (17th Edition) .

Practical Wireless Circuits . . . .

95p
£2.45 VHF PUBLICATIONS

! Prefix List of Countries . . . . . 28p VHF Handbook, Wm. 1 Orr (New Ed.). . £3.90
Radio Engineers Pocket Book (Newnes) £2.05 VHF Manual (ARRL) . . . . £3.15

!
.

Test Equipoieu for the Radio Amateur (RSGB) . £2.35
.

VHF/UHF Manual (RSGB), New 3rd Ed. £6.60

!
Won! clic) & T.V. Handbook 1977 Edition . .

World's SW, MW, LW, FM and TV Broadcasting
£5.60

! Stations Listing
Walkie-Talkie Radio Operators Guide.

70p
£1 .95

Amateur Radio Awards (RSGB) .
.Teleprinter Handbook (RSGB) .

. £2.05
£6.75 1.1

1.1

! 0/P (Out of print) THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

III 0/S (Out of stock) Many of these titles are American in origin (terms C.W.O.)

! Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
!
!

Publications Dept.
! 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ - Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

1!

0 (Counter Service. 9.30-5.00. Mon. to Fri.) (GIRO A/C. No. 547 6151)
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B. BARBER ELECTRONICS
DEPT S, 5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS., CB6 I QE

Tel.: Ely (0353) 860185 (Tuesday - Saturday)
CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM
ORDER OF E2.00. ALL PRICES NOW INCLUDE POST &
PACKING (UK ONLY)

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PLEASE ENCLOSE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL

ENQUIRIES.

PLEASE ADD VAT AS SHOWN
ALL BELOW - ADD 8% VAT
RED LEDs (Min. type), 5 for 70p.
VIDICON SCAN COILS (Transistor type, but

no data) complete with vidicon base, f650
each. Brand New.

FULL RANGE OF BERNARDS/BABANI
ELECTRONICS BOOKS IN STOCK. S.A.E.
FOR LIST.

NEW FOR THE VHF CONSTRUCTOR. A
range of tuned circuits on formers with slugs
and screening cans. Frequencies quoted
are approximate, and range can be greatly
extended by using varying capacitors in
parallel.
Type S (4" square, dumpy type).
Type SA 20 to 30 MHz (when 33pf fitted i n

parallel).
Type SB 35 to 50 MHz (with link winding).
Type SC 70 to 100 MHz (with link winding).
Type SD 135 to 175 MHz (with link winding).
Type M (Min.}" square types).
Type MA 19 to 28 MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type MB 22 to 32 MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type MC 25 to 35 MHz (when 33pf fitted) n

parallel).
Type MD 38 to 50 MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type ME 45 to 60 MHz (when 33pf fitted in

parallel).
Type MF 100 to 200 MHz (without slug)

when 0 to 3Opf variable fitted in parallel.
All the above coils available in packs of five

only (same type) at 50p per pack of 5.
NUT SPINNER SETS-SPIRALUX

Model 2210 BA sizes, 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, £4.20.
Model 2230 Metric sizes 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8,
9, lOmm., f4.50.

MAGNETIC DEVICES PROGRAMMERS. Con-
tain 9 fully adiuscable cams and 9 change over
microswitches (rated approx. IA 240v. AC).
Needs slow-motion motor to drive (not
supplied). Ideal for disco lights, sequence
switching, etc. ex -equipment, £1 .50 each.

PLASTIC PROJECT BOXES with screw on
lids (in Black ABS) with brass inserts.
TYPE N B2 approx. 34" x 2,1," x 14-", 50p each.
TYPE N B3 approx. 44" x 34" x 14", 60p each.

SPECIAL OFFER ...
STARPHONE HIGH BAND RF BOARDS, with

conversion data for making into a GOOD
2M. CONVERTER. (All that is needed

I xtal, 7 caps., 2 resistors, and 9v. DC).
PCB contains 2 dual gate Mos Fet RF stages
(3N140), Diode ring mixer, 3 stage Osc./
Multiplier. All on one PCB, approx. size 6" x
14", ext. connections, 9v. DC supply, AGC
(can be left fixed bias, or RF gain control)
Ant, input, IF output (works from a few
MHz to over 30 MHz). All Brand New, £6.50
each, while stocks last.

PYE SSBI25T P.C. BOARDS (All brand new
with circuit diagrams). 12v. DC.

SSB RF FRONT END PCB. 4 channel, 3-15 MHz,
RF and Mixer stages, ant in, 1.4 MHz out,
£2.00.

SSB CHANNEL OSCILLATOR PCB. 4 channel,
with trimmers, for 4 fundamental xtals
(2 stage), E1.00.

SSB AUDIO AMP PCB (3 stage), LI50.
SSB 1.4 MHz OSCILLATOR & AGC AMP PCB

( xtal),less EI
LIMITED SUPPLY50. ONLY .

.
ORDER NOW!

PYE PFI UHF POCKETFONES, can be converted
to 70 ems. Complete, but untested, with
circuits, less batteries, £25.00 pair (ITX
-I- I RX).

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP PURCHASE, PYE
CAMBRIDGE AM AUDIO PCB. Brand new,
60p each, or 4 for £2.00.

CHARGER PCBs for ITT Starphone batteries
(12v.), with battery compartment. Requires
28v. DC at 50mA. Contains transistorised
circuit for constant current limiting, E2.75.

TELEPHONE HANDSETS with 'PRESS -TO -
TALK" buttons, on curly lead, brand new,
£3.50 (few only).

AND SPIRALUX. Tools for the Electronics
enthusiast. S.A.E. for list.

AEI CSIOB/R MICROWAVE MIXER DIODES,
up to X -Band, max. noise figure 73.5dB at
9.375 GHz, 80p each.

14 DIL REED RELAYS, 5 to I2v. DC, 450 ohm
coil, designed to work directly from TTL
logic, single pole change over. Contact
ratings, 28v., 4A, 3W, £1.75 each.

ALL BELOW - ADD 8% VAT

PLUGS & SOCKETS
BNC PLUGS (ex -equip.), 5 for E1.50.
PL259 PLUGS (PTFE). Brand new, Packed

with reducers, 65p each or 5 for £3.00.
S0239 SOCKETS (PTFE). Brand new (4

hole fixing type), 50p each or 5 for E2.25.
N -TYPE PLUGS, 50 ohm, 60p each.

GREENPAR (GE30015). Chassis Lead Termina-
tions. (These are the units which bolt on to
the chassis, the lead is secured by screw cap,
and the inner of the coax passes through the
chassis), 30p each, 4 for E1.00.

WELLER TCP2 and PU2D PSU. Temperature
controlled soldering iron with matching
Power Supply Unit, containing sponge and
spring stand, E27.00.

SPARE TIPS (for TCF I /2) Three types available:
TYPE CC7 (Standard), TYPE K7 (Long fine
tip), TYPE P7 (Very fine tip) LI each.

WELLER W6OD mains operated temperature
control soldering iron, £13.80.

SPARE TIPS (for W60D) Two types available.
TYPE CC7 (W60D) Standard, TYPE AA7
(WOOD) Finer tip, LI  15 each.

110v. NEONS, screw -in type 4 for 50p.
SUPER SERVISOL (SWITCH CLEANER),

65p can.
SUPER FREEZIT (FREEZER), 65p can.
MULTICORE SOLDER. Size 5 Savbit, 18 SWG

in allay dispenser, 32p ; Size C I SAVI 8 Savit,
18 SWG, 56p; 4 Kg. (I I lb.) 60,40, 20
SWG on plastic reel, E3.00.

ALU-SOL ALUMINIUM SOLDER
(Made by Multicore) Solders Aluminium to
itself or Copper, Brass, Steel, Nickel or
Tinplate, I6SWG with multicore flux with
instructions, approx. 1 Metre coil 40p pack.
Large Reel £2.75.

SOLDER SUCKERS (Plunger type).
Standard model, £4.50, Skirted model, £4.95.
Spare nozzles, 60p each.

4 MHz XTAL PACKS
(10 assorted xtals between 4 MHz and 5 MHz)
our selection only, £1.00 pack.

MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS. Tapped
mains input, 240v. at 6A Made by Gardners,
£18.00.

PERSPEX TUNER PANELS (for FM Band 2
tuners) marked 88-108 MHz and Channels
0-70, clear numbers, rest blacked out, smart
modern appearance, size approx. 84" x 14",
2 for 35p.

DIECAST BOXES. We still stock these but,
owing to frequent price rises from our
suppliers, and costly postal charges, it has
been found impossible to publish up to date
prices on these items. Please ring, or write
(with SAE), for latest mail-order prices.

HEAVY DUTY RELAYS, 24v. DC operated
(will work on I 8v.) 3 heavy duty make
contacts (around 10A rating) + 4 change
contacts + I break contact. New, complete
with mounting bracket (ideal for switching
HT on Linears). Many uses for this high
quality unit, LI 50 each.

CERAMIC TAG STRIPS (4 on I mount), 10
mounts for 50p.

TUNED COILS, 2 section coils, around I MHz,
with a black smart tuning knob, which
moves an internal core to vary the inductance,
many uses, easily rewound, 3 for 50p.

2.6pf, lOmm. circular, ceramic traimmers (for
VHF/UHF work), 3 pin mounting, 5 for 50p.

ON/OFF/RX STANDBY SWITCHES for AM1OB
Cambridge and Vanguard control boxes,
40p each, 3 for LI.

VARIABLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY,
nfains input, 0-24v. input, stabilised and
current limiting at 500mA + 32v. at 50mA.
Brand new by British manufacturer. Size
approx. 74" x 24" x 4", complete with
externs Skohm 3 -turn pot for voltage
control. Connection data supplied, 0.00.

ALL BELOW - ADD 8% VAT

TRANSISTORS
TO3 TRANSISTOR INSULATOR SETS, 10

sets for, 50p.
BSX20 transistors (VHF OSC/MULT), 3 for 50p.
BC108 metal can), 4 for SOp.
PBC108 (plastic BC108), 5 for 50p.
PNP AUDIO TYPE TO5 TRANSISTORS,

12 for 25p.

BFY51 TRANSISTORS, 4 for 60p.
BFI52t(UHF AMPIMIXER), 3 for SOp.
2N38I9 Fet. 3 for 60p.
BCI48 NPN SILICON, 4 for 50p.
BC158 PNP SILICON, 4 for 50p.
BAY31 Signal Diodes, 10 for 35p.
BYX 38/300 Scud Rectifiers, 300v. at 2.5A,

4 for 60p.
BAI21 Varicap Diodes, 4 for 50p.
IN914 DIODES, 10 for 25p.

RALLY SEASON HERE AGAIN ! If you require
items in our ads for collection at rallies or
exhibitions, please give us a ring to reserve,
and we will bring them along for you.

VALVES
QQV03/20A (ex equipment), £3.00.
QQV03/10 (ex equipment), 75p or 2 for E1.20.
2C39A Ceramic (ex equipment), E200 each.

.DET-22 (ex equipment), 2 for £I.00.
6BH6 (ex equipment), 2 for 50p.
MULLARD 85A2 85v. STABILISER VALVES

(Brand New), 70p each or 2 for £1.20.

ALL BELOW - ADD 12i% VAT
BARGAIN PACK OF LOW VOLTAGE

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Up to 50v.
working. Seatronic manufacture. Approx.
100, £1 .50 per pack.

VARICAP TUNERS. Mullard type ELCI043/05.
Brand New, E440.

A large range of capacitors available at bargain
prices, S.A.E. for list.

TV PLUGS (metal type), 5 for 50p.
TV SOCKETS (metal type), 4 for 50p.
TV LINE CONNECTORS (back-to-back skt.),

4 for 50p.
DIN 3 -pin LINE SOCKETS, 15p each.
3 PIN DIN PLUGS, 15p each.

ELECTROLYTICS
ELECTROLYTICS, 50/.4F, 450v., 2 for 50p.
ELECTROLYTICS, 100µF, 275v., 2 for 513p.
ELECTROLYTICS, 470pf 63v., 3 for 50p.
ELECTROLYTICS, 1,000µF 30v., 3 for 60p.
ELECTROLYTICS, 1,000/0 I80v., 3 for LI.
ELECTROLYTICS 5,000 mfd. at 35v., 50p each.
ELECTROLYTICS, 5,0000F 50v., 60p each.
ITT ELECTROLYTICS, 6,800 mfd at 25v., high

grade, screw terminals, with mounting
clip, 50p each.

ELECTROLYTICS 10,000 mfd. at 63v., 75p each.
50k ohm lin. POTS 4" plastic spindle 40p

each.
TWIN IF CANS, approx. 1" x 4" x hig

around 3.5 to 5 MHz, 2 separate transformers
in one can, internally screened, 5 for 50p.
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